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Concerns in society about public accountability and the demand for quality in industry and

management also apply to institutions of higher learning and training. Vocational education is

at a critical interface between the needs of a modern commercial and industrial society like

Hong Kong and the aims of its education systems. The research in this study into the

standards, quality and industry acceptabifity of the vocational course for higher technicians in

the construction field is therefore timely and a potentially valuable resource for educational

institutions in discerning how to meet growing societal expectations and demands, as well as

to cope with ongoing changes. A secondary part of the research examines the effects of

students entering the course at different levels of basic academic qualification. The study

reveals that students who have studied Form 7 perform better, in the study of the technician

course, than those coming straight from Form 5. This Form 7 effect is found stronger in the

early years and becomes less significant as student moves through. The study gives a full

account of the curricular evolution of the current higher diploma course in civil and structural

engineering, and of the way the course is taught and managed. To suit the changes in

education policy and the needs of society, the total student contact hours of the course have

been reduced by 30 percent. The lecture hours have been substantially reduced while tutorials,

workshop training and project classes have greatly expanded. With the great concern in

society, the teaching has incorporated topics on the environment, safety and quality. The main

body of the msearch examines the development, process, management and outcomes of the

course from the point of view of quality, appropriateness and satisfaction. Through

questionnaire surveys, interviews and group-discussions, a body of information and comment

was built up. This body of information sketches the criteria for a quality course and

formulates a quality model for vocational education of higher technicians in Hong Kong. The

model encompasses categories of conformance, fitness-for-purpose, quality management and

assurance, and teaching and learning. In conclusion, some pointers towards areas for further

research are proposed.
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Chapter One	 Introduction

This first chapter gives the background to the whole study. Its aims are

highlighted in the first section, followed by a brief overview of the history and current

situation of vocational education in Hong Kong, as well as an account of the pertinent

construction industry today. Next, there is a conceptual discussion of quality in

education, and of organisational policy and management towards achieving such

quality. The chapter concludes with an outline of the contents and purpose of each

chapter in the study.

1.1	 Aims of the Study

Academic progress in tertiary education in Hong Kong has become of

great concern not only for students but also for educators, parents and the community

as a whole. In Hong Kong, as in many other places, quality has become a matter of

public judgement, audit and assessment. It is no longer assured through the reputation

of the course provider (Warren Piper, 1994).

The recent proposal from the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Government (Address by the Chief Executive, 2000 23) on reform of the Hong

Kong Secondary Education System has raised discussion and concerns in the tertiary

education sector to meet the changes. The initial impact of the reform proposal on

vocational courses for higher technicians is the need to revamp the admission criteria

and duration of the courses. The course curricula would also have to be changed

accordingly. Notwithstanding these changes, the quality of the courses should not be

compromised. Recently, the vocational courses in construction were criticized by the
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Construction Industry Review Committee in its Report (2001: 89). The comment

demonstrates demand for quality in vocational courses. Such demand is in

expectation of improvement in the quality and performance of higher technicians.

This study focuses on the development of a quality model for vocational

education which would be compatible with the Hong Kong culture and environment.

The result of such development should be improvement to vocational courses for

higher technicians in Hong Kong. In the past decade, the quality of teaching and

learning has become an important agenda in higher education world wide. The

increasing emphasis on quality by industry in Hong Kong, especially in construction,

has raised pressing demands for quality technicians whose performance relies, to a

great extent, on the quality of the courses which provide the education and training.

It is one of the aims of this study to identify the attributes of quality in

vocational education in this context. Learning outcomes is one of the measures in

quality of education. The process of teaching and learning can enhance student

achievement. Students' process of learning is much affected by contextual factors

such as mode of assessment and workload amount (Drew, 1998). It is hypothesized

that changes in curriculum and approach to teaching and learning will bring about

improvement enhancing the quality of the course. As a result, the quality of higher

technicians will be improved meeting the expectations of industry. This study will

attempt to identify the area(s) of concern. The research will probe into the teaching

and learning aspects of students' attitude, interest, ability and workload; teaching

staff's ability, workload, morale, development and college's resources, management

and quality policy. It is hoped that this study will produce empirical data that can be

used to inform future course development and operation. Specified entry

qualifications can be interpreted as the minimum requirement. Due to keen

2



competition, admitting students with qualifications higher than those specified is quite

normal and common. With the envisaged change of admission criteria, resulting from

the education reform, it would be helpful to carry out a study on the performance of

the 'Form 7' entrants and compare it with the normal (Form 5) entrants in the

vocational course. By extending the research to cover this part of study, it is hoped to

obtain findings that can shed light on the significance of entry qualifications to the

study of a course.

Flexibility and adaptation to social and environmental changes is another

mode of satisfying customers and is one of the attributes of quality. A study on the

changes in curriculum over time will provide helpful and valid clues in the

development of a quality model. In this study, an analysis of the curricula of a

vocational course in various periods of time and under different operations is carried

out. The analysis is expected to show the curriculum changes are designed to meet

the needs of the changing environment and society. The background reasons and the

approaches of making the changes are hopefully useful for the planning and operation

of future courses.

1.2	 Vocational Education in Hong Kong

The 'Hong Kong Trade School' developed in 1936 by the then Hong Kong

Government with the help of the Building Contractors Association was the cradle of

vocational education in Hong Kong. The school was renamed 'Hong Kong Technical

College' in 1947. In 1957, the Hong Kong Technical College moved from Wan Chai

to Hung Horn, to the site where the Hong Kong Polytechnic was later developed.

Starting from 1973, the Hong Kong Technical College was taken over by the new

establishment, Hong Kong Polytechnic, to run vocational courses.
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In the past decade, there has been a rapid expansion in tertiary education in

Hong Kong. In 1978 when 9-year compulsory education was introduced, the

percentage of local university places available to the 17-20 age group was 2% (UGC,

1996). University places provision was allowed to grow at a rate of only 3% annually

(Hong Kong Government, 1977). The alternate route for these students was entering

into the Hong Kong Polytechnic. Higher education at that time was criticized as

maintaining an elitism whereby it was only accessible to a select few (Cheng, 1996).

During the 1990s the number of tertiary students rose markedly as a result

of the government decision that the age participation rate should be increased to 18%.

This target was reached by up-grading the polytechnics to universities in 1994. Two

new technical colleges were re-established inheriting most of the higher technician

courses from the then polytechnics.

Significant moves have been made in Hong Kong away from an elitist

system of higher education to one of mass access. Percapita funds have become

scarcer and performance related. The rapid increase of tertiary education places in

recent years has, no doubt, set a new landmark in the development of higher education

in Hong Kong. However, education at tertiary level has since been faced with a

situation where not only was there a rapid growth in student numbers, but the students

were coming from a much wider range of socio-economic backgrounds and

achievement standards. While most people welcomed the equity and increased

opportunity for higher education, concern was drawn to the academic standards and

the quality of student learning. Academic quality in terms of quality of teaching and

learning has since attracted great attention (UGC, 1996). The major concern has been

the maintenance and improvement of academic standards in student learning. On the

other hand, accountability by higher institutions for their use of public funding and

4



resources has also placed much emphasis on quality assurance, which involves

standards in both teaching and learning. The terms in which tertiary institutions are

held accountable are taking an increasing importance with words like "marketability"

and "competitive edge" used to describe courses as well as commercial goods and

services (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 1996; Barnett, 1991).

Educational standards involve the values that are attached to educational

outcomes and processes, and Ramsden (1986) contends that these standards should be

judged by the quality of learning demonstrated by the students. But how can a good

quality of student learning at tertiary level be maintained? How can student's

academic achievement be improved? What are the factors that affect academic

progress in higher education? What are the factors associated with academic success?

These are but some of the important questions that have been raised. Concern for the

various aspects of student learning has resulted in a concerted effort of research into

teaching and learning at tertiary level in recent years in Hong Kong.

The education sector is not the sole demander for quality, industry is also

pressing for quality product and service. In an era of fast technology advancement,

the construction industry in Hong Kong in the 21 century has an ever-increasing

need of a workforce that is competent enough to cope with the changes in the

industry. In order to satisfy the socio-economical requirements of higher efficiency in

operation and better quality in the finished products, there must be sufficient number

of suitably and adequately trained technicians in the workforce to carry out day-to-day

operational and executive work. These technicians have to be well equipped, through

their training, with skills and techniques to face the challenge of the paradigm shift.

To ensure that the technicians are appropriately trained to serve the need of the
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industry, it is essential to have a program with a curriculum properly designed and

developed with these objectives in view.

The Construct for Excellence Report, published by the Construction

Industry Review Committee of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Government in January, 2001 remarked that 'the structured training framework and

the consequential modifications to higher technician training curricula to align them

with the needs and requirements of the industry should be drawn through the

collaborative process involving industry and the training institutions' (ç.90). It also

said that the industry's overall performance is far from satisfactory (p.23). A change

of culture and mindset in the construction industry is needed to bring about

performance breakthroughs. The report recommended that tertiary institutions should

review and enhance the curricula of construction-related courses to facilitate the

envisaged culture change in local construction (p.8'7).

1.3	 The Industry in Hong Kong

Hong Kong's cityscape has been transformed beyond recognition during

the past few decades as a result of a massive infrastructure development. This is the

vitality and energy of the construction industry. Achievements of local construction

have provided a better living environment and stimulated economic activities in other

sectors. A remarkable social and economic transformation of society has been made

(Hong Kong SAR Government, 2001).

The construction industry is one of the main pillars of Hong Kong's

economy. Over the past decade, public and private sector investment in infrastructure

development amounted to about HK$400 billion. Since 1990, the industry's

contribution to GDP in percentage terms has been in the range of 4.9% to 6%,
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indicating the sustained importance of the construction industry as a backbone of the

local economy (Hong Kong SAR Government, 2001: 19).

The construction industry is a large employer in the economy, comprising

a vast diversity of personnel from different disciplines at managerial, professional,

technician and tradesman levels. Despite the considerable contributions made by the

construction industry to Hong Kong's overall economic development, the industry's

overall performance is commented on by the Construct for Excellence Report, (2001

23) as far from satisfactory. The key problem areas identified are

• poor site safety record;

• unsatisfactory environmental performance;

• lack of client-focused approach;

• extensive use of traditional labour-intensive construction methods;

an inadequately trained workforce.

Many of these problems stem from long-established practices and

processes. To bring substantial improvements to the image and operation of the

industry, a change of culture and mindset among stakeholders is needed. Immediate

attention to the above problems is demanded.

it is recognised that manpower is the most valuable asset in the

construction industry. The smooth and effective delivery of a construction project

depends on the quality input of personnel at all levels in all stages from project

inception through design and implementation to completion. To improve the

construction industry, a workforce capable of, and committed to, delivering high

quality construction products has to be nurtured and retained. The Review Committee

has made recommendations on the manpower development. The construction-related
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courses are recommended to improve in the following areas (Hong Kong SAR

Government, 2001 : 87).

. Review and enhance the course curricula to facilitate the envisaged culture

change.

• Improve the students' soft skills in communication, management in general and

construction practices.

• Provide more opportunities for students to acquire site experience.

. To encourage teaching staff to acquire practical experience in the industry from

time to time so as to keep themselves abreast of the latest developments in the

industry.

• Collaboration of industry and education institutions in formulation and operation

of the training courses is urged.

The Review Committee also observes that due to the low professional

status of site supervisors (technicians), the industry has encountered difficulties in

attracting quality people to join this stream of construction personnel (p.89). It

recommends to strengthen their training arrangements and provide them with

professional recognition. It is recognised that both academic training and practical

experience are needed to equip the technicians with the skills necessary for the

effective discharge of their responsibilities.

1.4	 Organisational Quality Policy and Management

It is recognised that an academic institution has the responsibility to

produce courses of the highest possible quality at an optimum cost. The institution

also has to be able to demonstrate to outside bodies that it achieves this. Thus,
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procedures have to be developed ensuring that its courses are open to audit and

scrutiny. The existence of such procedures is also a strict requirement for credibility

of any tertiary education institution. The Hong Kong Technical College is

commissioned by the Hong Kong Government to run vocational courses at tertiary

level. It defines quality in education as

"The pursuit of scholarship through teaching and study in such way as to

increase its standing in the community and to satisfy its clients."

(Hong Kong Technical College, 1995a)

Encompassed in this definition are four key quality issues which need to

be addressed:

Qi = Fitness for purpose

Q2 = Customer satisfaction

Q3 = Satisfy standards

Q4 = Cost effectiveness

Excellence = Qi + Q2 + Q3 + Q4

(Hong Kong Technical College, 1995a)

It is believed that quality cannot be guaranteed without proper

management of the course. It is also agreed that only through control of the validated

course scheme relevant to the given time, can management adequately insure that

appropriate standards are being set and maintained (Hong Kong Technical College,

1995b). To concretise this belief committees have to be set-up to oversee and

contribute to course development. Figure 1.1 shows the process of curriculum
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development under the hierarchy of the committee system of the organisation. The

organisation realises that validation and review of courses is not an exact science.

There will be relative strengths and weaknesses in every course. A judgement has to

be made about the balance of these and whether weaknesses are serious. The

constructive side of review and approval needs emphasis. This will ensure the

greatest benefit to the courses and their students from the process. The most

important aspects of courses that have to be concentrated on are : -

• philosophy, aims, and objectives of the course;

• community need for the course;

• content and structure of the course;

learning and teaching strategies;

• assessment methods as related to the course aims;

student progression within the course and course regulations;

• academic and supporting staff requirements;

• other resources required;

• staff development;

• entry requirements and prerequisites;

• modes of attendance;

• links with industry and commerce, and advisory educational and

professional bodies;

• course management, organisation, leadership and monitoring of

standards.

(Hong Kong Technical College, 1997)
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Every aspect of service delivered can be improved upon and opportunity

exists at all times. To maintain and improve academic quality ensuring that all the

courses delivered and services provided to customers are consistent in meeting the

industrial needs and requirements, a framework - 'quality policy' has to be developed

in the organisation. With regard to this, it is believed that organisational improvement

is best gained through identification and solution of problems by course teams within

academic departments. Thus the quality policy has to be developed by individual

academic departments with due consideration of its uniqueness. The policies

developed have to attain a consistent standard in encompassing the criteria specified

by the organisation. The quality policy shall encompass the following criteria (Hong

Kong Technical College, 1995b)

The quality model must seek to improve the quality of teaching and learning.

. Must be flexible.

. Must harness the commitment of all staff.

. The learners should be involved in improving the process of teaching and

learning.

The policy should establish measurement of requirements and of success.

The policy increases participatioh and attainment.

Quality is no longer compartmental, but rather a total system.

Improvement should include everyone, in all parts of the organisation. A quality

culture has to be developed within the organisation. Management commitment is

essential to lead the quality process. Yet staff morale is one of the major influences

on quality. Staff morale affects the performance of staff and hence the quality of their

services. One way to boost morale is to involve staff in the 'bottom up' approach in
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quality. Ownership of'buying into the concept of quality is the key issue in

developing an environment where quality service becomes the base on which all other

activities are built (Hong Kong Technical College, 1995b). In a turbulent

environment of technological and socio-economic changes, the quality model to be

adopted must be flexible to cope with the ever changing environment. Thus a

continuous quality improvement (CQI) process should be adopted to manage the total

quality of the services delivered by the organisation.

1.5	 Organisation of the Thesis

This thesis starts with this chapter giving a review from an historical

perspective, of the development of vocational education in Hong Kong. There is an

overview of the industry and the trend of quality demand by industry is discussed.

Then comes a description of the quality management concept in an organisation.

Chapter Two reviews the literature pertaining to the major constructs in

this study. Definitions as well as various concepts of quality in education are

discussed. Conceptualisation of higher vocational education is deliberated. The role

and status of higher technicians in the industry of Hong Kong is described,

highlighting the position and importance of the higher technician courses. Career

development of the graduates, in conjunction with the socio-economic changes, gives

impetus to a review of the objective of the course. This chapter also goes into

detailed discussion of the conceptualisation of quality education, forming a good basis

for preparation of the methodology of this research.

Then follows Chapter Three describing the methodology of the research.

The instruments used in the research are discussed in detail. An account of the

concept of the instruments leads to the detailed description of the preparation and
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operation of every instrument employed. Explanation is given on how the

questionnaires were designed and on the selection of the rating scales for the

questionnaires. The data obtained from the interviews and the group discussions

serve to supplement to those obtained through the questionnaire survey, as well as

providing a triangulation to verify the construct validity of the survey. At the end of

the chapter, a flow chart is presented showing the chronological procedures of each

activity of the research is presented giving a clear picture of the survey undertaken.

Chapter Four reports the outcomes and results of the study, giving an in-

depth discussion of the outcomes and findings in relation to the objective of the thesis.

It starts with an account of the course and then the management strategy of the course.

This introductory information briefs the reader about the current situation of the

course, and may be used as a base for the reader to visualize the findings from the

research. A wide spectrum of issues has been covered in the survey. The concerns

discussed are

appropriateness of the course;

• course curriculum and management;

• workload;

• technical and communication proficiency;

• teaching and learning;

• college support and facilities;

• employment situation and employability;

• support to further study.

The above are the core contributions to the quality of a course. Based on

these contributions, the quality model is developed and described in the next chapter.
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The other findings on the 'changes in curriculum' and the 'effect of pre-entry

qualifications' are also detailly analysed and discussed in that chapter.

The thesis concludes with Chapter Five giving an overall summary of the

research findings, general discussion, implications and limitations. A course quality

model is proposed. The thesis concludes with recommendations for future research.

1.6	 Summary

This chapter has outlined the aims of the entire study, giving a brief

account of the current situation in both vocational education and the construction

industry it is related to. The interconnections of policy, management and quality in

the education process have been looked at, and an outline given of the context,

methods and outcome of the research on which this study is based.
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Chapter Two	 Literature Review

2.1	 Introduction

In the field of vocational education, account must be taken not only of

competing and sometimes conflicting viewpoints of educational theory in general, but

also of the specific expectations and requirements of the industries to which

vocational education is related. Thus, in formulating a framework and argument for

this research study and thesis on the quality of vocational education for higher

technicians, a review of relevant literature is useful and is here presented. This review

attempts to link and intertwine the core ideas on quality in education with the

objectives of the teaching courses, assessments of these, student development and

learning outcomes. Since any measurement of quality should be based on a coherent

philosophy of what constitutes 'quality' in higher vocational education, this chapter

starts with an interrogative discussion of the various conceptions of higher vocational

education, its quality and objectives. It looks at the question of quality and its

management from the perspectives of the different 'stakeholders' in vocational

education, as well as from current governmental and societal expectations. Finally, a

perspective is suggested which guides the concept of quality and its assessment put

forward in this research, and underlies its concern for what students have learnt and to

what extent this is attributable to their college experience.

2.2	 Conceptualisation of Higher Vocational Education

For employees to function in an increasing high-tech and economically

competitive society, more specialised job skills are needed. Also, to enhance
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employee adaptability to meet changing technology needs, a sound background in

academic basics and competence in generic transferable skills are essential.

The proliferation of high technology industries and the technological

transfer have led many educators to believe that the skill requirements of future jobs

will become more sophisticated and employees will need more specialised technical

education instead of general education (Zhong, 1992: 92). This is the most commonly

cited justification for the development of vocational education.

"Vocational education is the comprehensive term referring to those aspects

of the education process involving, in addition to general education, the

study of technologies and related sciences and the acquisition of practical

skills, attitudes, understanding and knowledge relating to occupations in

various sectors of economic and social life."

(UNESCO, 1979)

Vocational education is an integral part of general education; a means of

preparing for an occupational field and an aspect of continuing education (Henze,

1984). The role of vocational education is to provide students with a core of

transferable occupational skills and provide more supervised work experience.

Modern societies need a well-trained and highly skilled workforce.

Forecasts of the future need for skilled employees suggest that this trend will

continue. It is driven by technological processes and changes in work organisation at

the production level that lead to continuously changing demands of the workplace.

This results in a permanent state of tension between the changing job requirements

and the skill level of the workforce. The better the current skill level of the workforce
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is able to meet the changing demands of the workplace, the better the performance of

the vocational education and training system of a society.

There are, in general, two ways of bringing both sides closer together. (a)

By updating the skill levels of employed workers through further vocational education

and/or training; (b) by giving young people a future-orientated vocational education.

Studies have shown that the vocational training system offers the greatest potential for

skills development and updating. Hence, the performance of the vocational

education/training system has significant effect on how fast and extensively the skill

level of the workforce can be adapted to the demands of the workplace (Groeber,

1998). The effectiveness of the system is measured by the extent to which it is able

to:-

• attract the young generation into the occupations of the future and skills which

employers need;

• not only cover technical contents but also helps students to learn how to cope with

new challenges and prepares them for lifelong learning; and

• provide people with the basic set of skills it takes to transfer from one job or area

of work to another.

Investment in vocational education needs justification. There are benefits

in running vocational education. Such benefits may justify its investment. The

benefits can be grouped into three categories:-

• To provide help for specific groups and to act as a policy to fight poverty (Levin,

1977; Li, 1981). Vocational education increases earnings potentials of those who

receive the education and may contribute to equalization of income distribution in

society.
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. To reduce unemployment (Meyer and Wise, 1982; Schober, 1984). Imparting

more employable skills through vocational education could enhance the

employment opportunities for the graduates.

To up-grade the qualities of workers in response to technological changes (Henze,

1984; Kone, 1984; Grubb, 1984; Mm, 1987).

Apart from the above benefits, the rationale for diversification of

vocational education from the main stream of general education is the concern for

worker productivity. From the economic perspective, the rationale for investments in

vocational education is the improvement of worker productivity which in turn brings

high economic returns. When the low-income populations become more productive,

the whole economy expands as there is more employment for the more productive

workers.

It is found, in Hong Kong, that vocational education, as a whole generates

a larger and more significant earnings effect than general education (Zhong, 1992:

102). However this earnings effect is not stable across the various fields of education.

In a fast growing economy, like Hong Kong in the mid 1990s, the earnings effect of

various fields of vocational education are not the same. The pattern of economic

returns seems to follow the conditions of the corresponding field of work.

Vocational education is something like a factory, where the 'products' are

knowledgeable and skilled workers who will contribute to the productivity, efficiency,

and profits of business and industry and the economic well-being of the society. In

order for vocational education to determine how well it is serving the community, to

better 'market' their products, and to make improvements, periodic review of

employers' opinions and perceptions are helpful and necessary. Deming's (1982)
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discussion of questions about quality, what it is, who defines it, and who cares about it

is relevant to higher vocational education. Deming emphasised the need to study the

needs of the consumer (in the case of vocational education, this is the employer), to

understand the consumer's needs and wishes, and thus to design products (courses)

and services that would be of a better standard in future. His fourteen quality

improving points, including defining standards of service and innovating for better

service, in-service training, improved supervision, and having management take

responsibility for faults and for following through on suggestions from staff and for

assisting employees to improve their performance are essential points to consider.

In addition to assessing employer satisfaction with the adequacy of

training and preparation, and the actual job performance of vocational graduates, it is

also necessary to ask employers to evaluate the adequacy of a specific curriculum, or

to make comparisons between vocationally trained employees and those who have not

had such training. Employer opinions about the strengths and weaknesses of

vocational courses also yield useful information. Their opinions are effective means

of setting priorities for course improvement.

Employer's feedback assists vocational educators in remaining current

with labour needs, technological changes and business procedures. Soliciting

employer input often brings with it improved relations between vocational courses

and local industry, and heightens interest in vocational education. Information from

employers on job content and skill requirements are very helpful

materials/information for student guidance and job counselling.

The irreversible demographic and economic changes, and the rapid

technological advancements and occupational developments occurring in society

affect the nature and content of many jobs, the skill training needed by entry-level,
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and the general views about the appropriate role of various occupational training

courses or programs. Thus some employers and educators consider the socio-

economic changes would increase the demand for more highly specialised job skills

(Carter and White, 1986: 9). They opine that vocational education should be in the

direction of developing training and re-training courses that match local industry

needs. They believe that a society's overall economic performance can be best

enhanced by linking job-specific skills to employers' needs or production processes

through more customised vocational education and training.

On the other hand, there is a group of employers and educators arguing

that the appropriate role of vocational education is to develop a sound academic base,

transferable occupational skills, 'employability' skills and positive attitudes towards

work and life-long learning (Carter and White, 1986: 9). There is an increasing

number of people claiming that the current economic environment and technological

advancement will require higher levels of basic academic skills (reading, writing,

mathematics and science), an improved work ethic, and greater worker adaptability

(Carter and White, 1986: 9). This calls for better integration of vocational education

with general education. Employers are interested in hiring individuals who have

received occupational specific training, but they also want individuals with a solid

grounding in basic academic skills (Imel, 1989: 1) such as basic skills in reading,

writing, and math; communication skills, both speaking and listening; problem-

solving ability; employability skills; reasoning skills; leadership skills; computer

literacy; interpersonal skills; ability-to-learn/learning-how-to-learn skills; and

collaborative/teamwork skills. They consider vocational education should focus on

preparing youth for a lifetime of work in a dynamic economy where multiple career

changes may be necessary (Carter and White, 1986). With the influence of the
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current trend of shrinking resources and increased training demands, there is call for

better co-ordination among the various educational systems.

In the technical (engineering) field of vocational education, following the

system of practice, the nature of duty sharing and the hierarchy of responsibility in the

profession, the vocational courses are, in general, at three levels: craft, technician and

technologist. Professional bodies do stipulate the required academic achievements,

apart from professional experience/training, for various grades of qualification or

membership. In the current system, 'associate' member is the grade of membership

for technicians. To qualify for this grade of membership, apart from practical

experience and training, a person has to be holder of a diplomaThigher diploma from

the relevant higher vocational course. To be a professional engineer/technologist,

he/she has to have graduated from an accredited degree programme in the relevant

field. The professional engineer is the highest step in this ladder. It is understandable

that most, if not all, would try to reach to the top step. In Hong Kong, this

phenomenon is serious and very obvious. The significant discrepancy in social status,

pay-scale and future prospects between technicians and professional engineers

together with the unique Chinese culture in Hong Kong have influenced the mind-set

of the technicians to look for routes to upgrading themselves to the top-step of the

ladder. Before the mid-1980's they could sit the UK Engineering Council

examinations as an equivalent to the first degree qualification. Now this door has

been closed and they have to join the university to pursue their first degree. Some do

the further study immediately after the technician course and some do the study after

working for a couple of years, with some savings to support themselves.

In Hong Kong the shortage of technicians has been persistent (CITA,

1995). Hong Kong's higher education has undergone drastic expansion in the last
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decade. The rapid and drastic increase in degree places has provided ample

opportunities for qualified secondary school leavers, as well as technician course

graduates to pursue university education. This drags down the urge for enrollment to

technician courses (lyE, 2000). It further exacerbates the shortage of technician

situation. In the last decade, graduates from the 'higher diploma' courses could be

admitted to second year of the relevant degree programme in local universities. As

the shortage problem got more serious, in particular in the mid-1990's, when the

construction industry was at its peak, the industry had a very loud voice commenting

on the second year admission system. As a result of that pressure the higher diploma

graduates could no longer enter year two. They had to compete for year one places

with current form seven school leavers based on their A-level examination results,

which understandably were not competitive; otherwise they would have gone to

university study instead of joining the technician course at the time when they

finished their secondary school. Overseas universities have their own admission

criteria and some have flexible admission arrangements which are specially designed

for this group of graduates. This further study phenomenon raises the question of

whether the technician course should be a feeder for the degree programmes. The

students would like to have a through train provision. This further leads to the

question about the objective of the course.

There is a social demand for technicians. The Hong Kong government

under the pressure from industry and the employers has had to set a policy of training

more technicians by increasing the 'higher diploma' places and expanding the

'technical colleges' in 1993. Thus, the government, in another capacity as the funding

agent and the college administrators in executing the policy have had to set the

objective of the technician courses as providing an education and training with an
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output of graduates employable as technicians. It also had to make the 'higher

diploma' course a terminal programme leading to no further study. Thus the

curriculum at that time was prepared without consideration of matching the degree

programme. It was purely geared to the student's suitability for and employability as

a technician.

Students and academic staff hold different philosophies of education.

Students would like to see the course as a stepping stone to university degree study.

In that way they have the option to work or to further study. Academic staff consider

it is good if the course can kill two birds. That would give more flexibility and better

benefit to the graduates.

Due to keen competition, universities, local and overseas, have specially

designed programmes for graduates of diverse backgrounds. A significant number of

graduates from the technician course are admitted to the degree programme in spite of

the industry's strong criticism.

The economic downturn due to the financial crisis in 1997 has led to a

drastic drop in construction activities. The demand for technicians has dropped

correspondingly. With respect to social changes, the through train voice, regarding

academic standards and levels, is getting louder. Thus in the recent review of the

course curriculum there has been a move to give consideration to matching with the

degree programme.

With respect to the socio-economic environment and social changes, the

industry has to consider approaches to attract more new blood as well as to retain

those who have already joined the technician workforce.
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Summing up the above discussion, the following questions arise:- Whose

objective should the course be targeted at? Who and what determines the course

objective?

2.3	 Conceptualisation of Quality Education

2.3.1	 Defining Education Quality

Defining 'quality' is often fraught with difficulties in defining 'quality'

(Sallis, 1993). Diana Green (1994) says quality is an elusive concept and is also a

value-laden term. Quality is a 'relative concept' that may mean different things to

different people.

"Quality is relative to the user of the term and the circumstances in which

it is invoked. It means different things to different people, indeed the same

person may adopt different conceptualisations at different moments. This

raises the issue of whose quality?"

(Harvey and Green, 1993: 10)

There are different methods of assessing quality, with the result that

different quality outcomes would be demanded by different people for different

things.

Quality is often a subjective term and is linked to the expectations and

satisfaction of an organisations' customers (Ellis, 1 993b). When there are multiple

customers, quality is defined as 'fitness for purpose' (Harvey and Green, 1993: 16;

Green, 1994: 15; Juran,1974). Quality also means an emphasis on conformity to

standards, or on a 'predictable degree of uniformity and dependability at low cost and
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suited to the market' (Deming, 1982). Thus quality has the sense of conformance to

requirements. In the higher vocational education context, 'quality' means meeting the

needs of the students, the employers, the industry, society, and the education/funding

authority. The education institutes have to reassure themselves that their teaching is

up to the specified standard and is meeting the need. As public funded bodies they

also have to reassure society that they are delivering the service that they are paid to

deliver.

Defining quality appears to be the responsibility of the customer and the

supplier (West-Burnham, 1992). The customer has to define the specification with

reference to required outcomes, intended usage, costs, standards, quantity etc. It is for

the supplier to clarify the definition, propose enhanced standards and conform to these

standards.

In education, there are more than one set of customers. Often, the

requirements of stakeholders, customers and clients overlap. Therefore, it is up to the

suppliers to strike a balance between competing interests and needs, and to meet

customer needs within those constraints (Sallis, 1993). The lack of agreement will

create tensions and discord between these groups and compromise quality (Lomas,

1996).

Harvey and Green (1993) provide a framework for defining 'quality in

education'. They conceive quality as a multi-faceted notion and view 'quality' as

'perfection', 'fitness for purpose', 'being transformative' and 'making value for

money'. Perfection is that which is universally regarded as of highly superior

standards. Fitness for purpose is concerned with teaching effectiveness (the outcomes

of the teaching process) and teaching efficiency (the inputs to the teaching process).

The former relates to the achievement of course aims and objectives, and the latter to
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the resources that are used to meet the aims and objectives. The degree to which the

teaching has developed the knowledge, abilities and skills of the students is the

transformative quality. Linked to this is the measurement of 'value-addedness'. The

last one 'value for money' is closely linked to the notion of accountability. It is an

assessment in terms of the returns from investment or expense in a certain area.

2.3.2	 Quality Concept

De Weert (1990) says that the goals of higher learning institutes provide a

framework with both internal and external dimensions upon which quality can be

assessed.

Barnett (1987) emphasises two key aspects of maintaining quality, namely

critical self reflection by those involved and direct dialogue between academic staff

and their peers in the wider community. He opines that the essential requirement for

maintaining quality is for evaluation to become part of a continuing process of critical

self reflection on the part of the course team rather than a spasmodic response to

external demands.

Warnock (1990) emphasises that quality is important as education

institutes will be challenged by having to meet the varying needs and expectations of

a large number of students. She says that teaching quality 'will be judged good by

whether or not it contributes to the achievement of purpose', and that 'higher

education has a variety of purposes'. Thus, she shows support for the view that

quality is defined by 'fitness for purpose'.

Harvey and Green (1993: 16) say that this is a functional definition of

quality. Moodie (1986) says that fitness for purpose is deceptive. He raises the issue

of whose purpose and how fitness is assessed.
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Fitness for purpose is one of the discrete notions of quality conceived by

Harvey and Green. They take different approaches to quality in terms of their

conceived interrelated perceptions of quality. Exceptional to them means something

special as distinctive, excellent and passing the required standards.

Their second approach is in terms of perfection. 'Quality' aims to match

perfectly in process and specifications (Ingle, 1985). This can be described by two

interrelated dictums: zero defects; getting things right first time.

Their third approach relates quality to the purpose of a product or service.

It judges quality in terms of the extent to which a product or service meets its stated

purpose(s). Meeting the purpose can be (a) conforming to customer-determined

specifications, and, or (b) fulfilling the provider's mission. Purposes may change.

Thus constant re-evaluation of the appropriateness of the specification is required.

For example, if the purpose of higher vocational education is to provide an

appropriately educated workforce, is the system as a whole providing the right

number of graduates? Is a particular course providing the right balance of knowledge,

skills and training?

Conforming to specification is meeting the requirements. In theory it is

the customer specifying in advance what is required, and judging quality on the extent

to which this is fulfilled. The requirements may have been originated by the customer

but are likely to be mediated by cost, resources, marketing and so on. Hence

requirements may have been mediated before they become specifications.

In practice, customers rarely specify their individual requirements. On the

contrary, the producers (mass-produced products) or providers (standardised services)

assess what the customer is prepared to buy and produces or provides what it is

capable of and targets production on consumers (Harvey and Green, 1993: 17).
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Deming (1982) says that quality can be improved by the adoption of a four

step process: (a) to design the product (course) or service; (b) to make it; (c) to put it

on the market; and (d) to test it in service. The last step, gives the consumer a voice

in the delivery of the service.

"The difficulty in defining quality is to translate future needs of the user

into measurable characteristics, so that a product can be designed and

turned out to give satisfaction at a price that the user will pay."

(Deming, 1982)

Thus it can be interpreted that the customer's requirements or needs are

determined by the producer or provider. The requirements of an individual customer

are rarely reflected in a specification. The process of production or service provision

is in the hands of the provider. Quality, in the 'meeting requirements' approach is

judged on the output, not the process. However, the customers would like to have

their requirements fulfilled in an 'environmentally friendly' manner (Harvey and

Green, 1993: 18).

This raises the question: who is the customer, the service user (the

students), the academic staft or those who pay for the service (the funding agent, the

employers)? Is the student the customer, the product or both? (Collins, Cockburn &

MacRobert, 1990). Students are the consumer of educational provision as they pass

through the education system, consume what is on offer and emerge as graduate from

the system. They are not the only direct consumers of higher education. Employers

are also consumers of the product of education.
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The customer is not always able nor necessarily in a position to specify

what is required (Elton, 1992). This raises the question how students' requirements

are determined. Traditionally, higher vocational students have to opt for what is

available to them under restrictions such as entry requirements and availability of

places. So students are not able, by and large, to specify the product. Their

requirements are determined by the provider and are in terms of what the society,

employers and market need.

Standards of quality are difficult to state and maintain. Jn some cases

services are not only physically but mentally intangible (Walsh, 1991). So there is an

argument that in a service industry like education the definition of quality should go

beyond merely meeting customer requirements and should be about 'delighting'

customers. It is, of course, difficult to measure 'delight' (Sallis & Hingley, 1991: 3).

Quality can be approached in terms of fulfilling the stated objectives or

mission. It is about being able to meet consistently the standard which the producer

has set for itself (Sallis & Hingley, 1991). Quality as 'fitness for purpose' in this

sense becomes fitness for, and performance in, the market as perceived. A high

quality institution is one which clearly states its mission and is efficient and effective

in meeting the goals which it has set.

Putting the onus on the institution to identify and fulfill a mission only

partly satisfies the customer's specification. It is still necessary to identify whether

the institution is achieving the purposes it has set in its mission statement. This has to

be done through quality assurance.

Consumers may have a different conception of the quality of the product

from the producer. It is the consumer who is the arbitrator of quality, because without

customers there is no business (Sallis & Hingley, 1991: 3)
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Sallis & Hingley (1991) argue that meeting specifications is necessary but

not sufficient as quality products have to appeal to consumers. Consumer satisfaction

provides the evidence of quality. Customer/consumer satisfaction in a higher

vocational education institution is the proxy assessment of quality based on the

declared levels of satisfaction of the students (Mazelan et al, 1991). Students have

very little information on which to make quality comparisons and, in practice, do not

draw direct links between satisfaction and quality (Roberts & Higgins, 1992). They

may not be in a position to judge whether their needs are being met. Thus satisfying

students' needs is not the same as satisfying their wants (Marchese, 1991).

Students' satisfaction may also affect the product. 	 Widespread

dissatisfaction among customers has some post hoc effect on quality. Nonetheless,

satisfaction still leaves control of the product or service in the hands of the providers.

Sallis & Hingley (1991) caution that educational institutes need to be careful that they

base their quality standards upon an analysis of customer wants and needs and not just

upon their own definitions.

The value for money approach is the notion of accountability (Kogan,

1986; European Commission, 1991). Public services are expected to be accountable

to the fhnders and to the customers (Pollitt, 1990). This notion of quality as value for

money is led, in a competitive situation, by the market-determined mission. This is

concerned with the teaching effectiveness and efficiency.

Although it is implicitly assumed that the market will take care of quality

in the long run and that institutes will ensure the quality of what they provide, a

proper validation process is still needed. Performance indicators have to be

developed to monitor efficiency. Student-staff ratio, indexes of revenue, resources
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and examination results are principally used as crude measures of institutional

efficiency (F[N'll, 1990).

Education is not a service for a customer but an ongoing process of

transformation of the participant. This leads to two notions of transformative quality:

enhancing the consumer and empowering the consumer (Harvey & Green, 1993: 24).

A quality education is one that effects changes in the participants and thereby

enhances them. Value-added notions of quality provides a summative approach to

enhancement (Astin, 1985, 1991; Barnett, 1988). The term value-added has two quite

different meanings. The common sense meaning of the term is to add value to

something (e.g. we add value to students in our schools by teaching them to read)

(Tymms, 1999: 59). For school effectiveness, the term refers to the relative progress

of students. Value-added for a student is the extent to which the student did better or

worse, or learn more or less knowledge than might reasonably be expected (Fitz-

Gibbon, 1996: 120). In statistics, value-added has traditionally been called the

residual of regression. Value-added approach has to compare like with like. It can be

used as a research tool (Tymms, 1999: 67). It is a measure of quality in terms of the

extent to which the educational experience enhances the knowledge, abilities and

skills of students (HIM Government, 1991; lIMIT, 1990: 7). A high quality institution

is one that greatly enhances its students (Astin, 1990). The measurement of value-

added provides a quantifiable indicator of 'added value' but conceals the nature of the

qualitative transformation.

The other element of transformative quality is empowerment (Harvey &

Burrows, 1992). In education, empowering the participant involves them in decision-

making that affects their transformation. The transformation process itself provides
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the opportunity for self-empowerment with consequent impact upon decision making

processes that affect the participant. There are four ways of empowering students.

• Through student evaluation of programmes.

• Guarantee students minimum standards of provision and giving them

responsibility for monitoring the provision.

• Giving students control over their own learning.

• Developing students' critical ability, which attempts to empower students

not just during the education process, but for life.

(Harvey, Burrows & Green, 1992a: 6)

Barnett (1994) claims there is a logical and three-fold connection between

different conceptions of higher education, different approaches to quality and the

identification of different outcome measures. He analyses the interconnectedness

among conceptions, approaches and outcome measures by four dominant

contemporary conceptions of higher education. When higher vocational education is

conceived as the production of highly qualified and skillful manpower, the graduates

are seen as products whose employmeht and rates of return provide a measure on the

quality of the education that they have received. When higher vocational education is

treated as a training for a vocational career, the performance indicators generated by

this view are the output of staff and students and the input measures of employment

ability. The third contemporary conception is higher education as the efficient

management of teaching provision. The outcome measures are the efficiency

indicators on completion rates, unit costs, student-staff ratio and other financial and

resources data. In the last ten years, the student-staff ratio in institutions of higher
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education in Hong Kong has moved steadily upward while their unit costs are

correspondingly declining. In the researcher's college, the student-staff ratio has

moved from 13 to 18 from 1993 to 2000. With the number of students in the system

growing remarkably there is a shift from an elite to a mass system of higher

education. This results in a significant number of students admitted on the basis of

unconventional qualifications and from diverse backgrounds. The last conception is

conceiving higher vocational education as a matter of extending life chances. This

conception focuses on the participation rate (the growth in student number and the

flexible range of entrants).

These are the four different conceptions of the purposes of higher

vocational education. Each of them has its own definition of quality and with a

distinctive set of performance indicators that would emerge from its approaches.

These four conceptions are not totally dissimilar. They are seen as a total system, in

which students enter as inputs, are processed, and emerge as outputs and are also seen

as a blackbox, opaque to outsiders. They do not focus on or show an interest in the

educational process, or the quality of the learning achieved by the students. They

only focus on the quality of desired inputs and outputs. In vocational education, a

distinctive set of outcome measures is'applied. Imel (1990: 1) states that the most

frequently used outcome measures for vocational education are labour market and

learning. Although each of these has its strengths and weaknesses, they reflect the

broadly accepted definition of the principal objectives of vocational training - the

preparation of individuals for productive and gainful employment. Indicators of

labour market performance of vocational graduates include job placement, earnings,

and duration of employment and unemployment. She says that many vocational

educators object to the use of economic indicators as the sole measure of program
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effectiveness on the following grounds:- (1) adopting placement as the primary

criterion ignores the multiple goals of vocational education; (2) a large number of

economic and personal factors beyond the control of the vocational education system

determine the employment of graduates; (3) a narrow focus on placement encourages

a program to admit only those who can be placed and to concentrate on coaching in

job placement and interview skills at the expense of vocational skills; and (4)

placement rates and other economic indicators measure the gross effect of

participation (total places, total earnings) rather than the net effect (the difference

between labour market outcomes that occurred when students participated in

vocational education versus what would have occurred had these programs not existed

(Hoachlander, Choy, and Brown, 1989; OTA, 1989).

Learning outcomes are measures of what individuals learn in school.

Vocational educators have much more control over what and how much students learn

than they do over what happens to them in the labour market. In vocational

education, occupational competency testing is commonly used to measure learning

outcomes. It is designed to assess mastery of tasks and knowledge found in specific

jobs. However many educators do not agree to use competency tests as the sole basis

for performance standards. The tests do not necessarily indicate how a person would

perform at work. Use of competency tests could encourage emphasis on highly

specialized skills (OTA, 1989). The best way to predict for individuals will always be

to monitor on the job (Fitz-Gibbon, 1996: 94).

No single outcome measures currently in use appears sufficient for judging

the quality of a vocational education program. However, some combination of labour

market outcomes and learner outcomes seems to hold promise for developing

measurable standards of performance (Imel, 1990). It is recommended that
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'assessment of vocational courses should include written examinations as well as

assessment of practical skills, independently set with marks externally verified (Fitz-

Gibbon, 1996: 98). illinois is pilot testing a system using six indicators for measuring

outcomes: placement and continuing education, enrollment, employer satisfaction,

student satisfaction, employability skills attainment, and cost (Asche, 1990). Apling

(1989) says it is difficult to meet multiple standards and there is a problem of

adjusting standards for programs in different labour markets or servicing different

types of clients (p.1 8).

2.3.3	 What and Whose Quality?

Quality is often referred to as a relative concept. There are two senses of

relative. First, it is relative to the user of the term and the circumstances in which it is

invoked. Second is the 'benchmark' relativism of quality. Some view quality in

terms of absolutes and some judge it in terms of absolute thresholds that have to be

exceeded to get a quality rating. In other conceptualisations, quality is seen as relative

to the 'process' that results in the desired outcomes (Harvey and Green, 1993: 9).

Are we mainly concerned with the quality of inputs (human and physical

resources), outputs (graduates) or the process of teaching and learning itself? The

answer depends on who is making the judgement and for what purpose.

Socio-economic and technological changes lead to changes in quality

concept of the product and service as well as statutory standards and requirements.

To ensure that the graduates from the courses function in accordance with the new

concept of quality of work and adaptability to ever changing regulations and

requirements, higher vocational courses and curricula have to be flexible in providing

the quality meeting the expectations and requirements of the profession and the
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stakeholders. Familiarity with technology, system and changing social context are the

skills among the 'core skills' suggested by Wolf(1991). He sees that these mentioned

core-skills, are the learning requirements in vocational education and should be stated

as outcomes.

2.3.4	 Why the current concern about quality?

Concern about quality and standards is not new. However public interest

in and concern about quality and standards has intensified. The reasons for this

growing concern are the rapid expansion of student numbers against a backcloth of

public expenditure; the general quest for better public services; the increase in

competition within the educational 'market' for resources and students, and the

tension between efficiency and quality (Green, 1994: 5). Another reason is simply the

climate of opinion. Due to the very high cost of education, the only way is to get

'more for less'. Institutions should not only be more efficient, they should also be

more responsive to the needs of their customers, and accountable to the taxpayers.

There are two related fears. First is the impact on standards of

'overcrowding', which puts pressure on student-staff ratios, equipments, library

resources and space. Second is the impact on standards of 'dilution' in the quality of

the intake - more means worse.

Implicit in the more intense competition between institutions is the risk

that in the search for a greater share of student numbers and resources, quality will be

sacrificed. To head off any criticism of declining academic standards requires the

establishment of quality assessment units.

Quality in higher education is important because institutions must be

accountable to society, employers, students and each other. Frazer (1992: 16-17)
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describes the four reasons for the concern for quality in higher education as: value for

money; effectiveness; transparent and open, and academic transfer and credit.

Interest in quality is also due to higher education's response to the demand

for greater efficiency. Efficiency gains are achieved largely by changes in the

approach to teaching and learning.

There is increasing demand for higher education. The number of places

available has increased. To support the assertion "more does not mean worse" gives

rise to the concern of quality.

Mass expansion of higher education would lead to many unemployed,

underemployed, or misemployed graduates who are disillusioned and often focus on

discontent. Employers complain about the inability of graduates to contribute to their

enterprise. This leads to a demand from outsiders for the quality of courses to be

exposed and from insiders for an urgent check and change, and to demonstrate the

value of the courses.

Higher education institutions are required to expose and to explain to

society at large what they are about and how well they are doing it. There is demand

for better communications, nationally and internationally and more openness.

The lowering of national barriers by political change, massive increase in

travel and the electronic communications revolution has had an effect on higher

education.	 This has produced a need to understand the equivalencies of

qualifications, the standards reached and the values to be attached to credit for

something learned to be transferred to another country.

In summary, there has been an increasing pressure to make higher

education more accountable in relation to the economy, more efficient and more

effective. Concern over the quality of higher education has become an issue of public
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interest. Any indicator or performance evaluation system always embodies value

judgement about what is meant by quality and the desirable outcomes to be achieved

and measured. The measurement of its quality depends on how one conceives its

purpose and quality, which in turn determines the approach and criteria to be used for

its assessment, and the outcomes that are to be measured and presented as evidence of

excellence.

Hong Kong's higher education, including the higher vocational education,

has undergone a period of drastic expansion in the last ten years. With such an

ambitious pace of development and expansion, it has been found necessary to address

the quality of education. 'More means worse' raises the concern whether quality is

being sacrificed for quantity. Thus the quality of courses, quality of teaching and

learning are of concern. The massive expansion in tertiary education raises the issue

of accountability. Hong Kong Government has a responsibility to society ensuring

that what it spends on higher education is acceptable and value for money. Thus the

public has the expectation that the government will monitor the quality assurance in

tertiary education institutions and maintain course standards.

"With much wider range of abilities at intake, effective learning can no

longer be taken for granted, as it might have been twenty years ago in an

elitist system. The much increased numbers in higher education translate

into a correspondingly large public subvention of the sector, and it is

natural that the community wishes to be re-assured that its money is well

and effectively spent."

(Young, 1996: 2)
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The recent uncovering of a number of serious construction incidents has

exposed deficiencies in certain practices in the construction industry in Hong Kong.

One of the areas of deficiency identified is that of the supervision of the construction

work (Hong Kong SAR Government, 2001). This raises concern about the quality of

the personnel - the technicians, performing the supervision work. Such concern is

then followed by another concern about the quality of the technician courses that the

higher vocational institutes are providing. In the report "Construct for Excellence",

recommendation has been made to review the education and training of the

technicians as well as the courses (ibid).

"Local tertiary institutions, in consultation with the professional

institutions and others in the industry, should review and enhance the

curricula of construction-related courses to facilitate the envisaged culture

change in local construction."

(Hong Kong SAR Government, 2001: 87)

It is emphasised in the report "Construct for Excellence" (2001) that Hong

Kong needs to build up a pool of competent and committed mid-stream personnel on

whom project management can rely to achieve satisfactory built quality. To this end,

it is important to enhance the professionalism of site supervisors (higher technicians)

by strengthening their training arrangements (p.89).

2.3.5 Quality Assessment Approaches in Hong Kong Higher
Vocational Education

As elsewhere, with the call for greater public accountability of funding,

value-addedness and with the phenomenon that educational standards are falling in
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Hong Kong, the Education Commission Report 3 (1988) remarked that 'the overall

education standards of Hong Kong's tertiary students are worse than before.' (p.23).

The need for quality management has gathered momentum. Quality initiatives have

been implemented in all education sectors in Hong Kong: schools, vocational

institutions and institutions of higher education. It is necessary to have an

understanding of the local context of conceptualising and measuring the higher

(vocational) education quality in Hong Kong. Such understanding could shed Light on

who controls quality, what processes are involved and how quality assurance is

approached to take heed of the different conceptions of quality that different

stakeholders prefer in Hong Kong's higher education.

The demand for a more highly qualified workforce and the loss of the

middle management and professionals through emigration during the pre-1997 period

of political uncertainty call for an expansion of higher education (Sensicle, 1992).

In 1989/90, only an equivalent to less than 9% of the relevant age group

were able to receive higher education. In 1989 the Hong Kong government decided

to expand the tertiary education with the aim of doubling the number of first degree

intake by 1994/95. This is 18% of the age group, compared with 9% in 1989/90, and

only 2% in the 1970s (UGC, 1996). Higher education at that time was criticized as

maintaining an elitism whereby it was only accessible by a selected few (Cheng,

1996).

Having undergone a period of rapid expansion, Hong Kong's higher

education has now come to a consolidated stage. There will be little or no growth in

the next few years (UGC, 1996). No growth does not mean no change. Attention and

effort will be shifted from quantity to quality. The higher education institutions in
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Hong Kong, in common with institutions in many other parts of the world, have

increased awareness of the importance of quality assurance.

As competition between institutions for students becomes much more

severe in future, and when institutions are subject to increasing pressure for greater

cost effectiveness and even cost reductions while maintaining and improving quality,

much attention will be attracted to issues such as maintaining academic standards on

financial accountability to the government.

The Hong Kong Government, in parallel with all the quality initiatives, has

set up committees to oversee the provision of quality education since 1993 (ECR7,

1997). There were working groups on educational standards and on school funding.

In December 1994, the report of the Working Group on Educational Standards was

published. Then in April 1996, the Education Commission set up a Task Group on

school quality and school funding to make recommendations. These eventually

formed the basis of the Education Commission Report No.7 (ECR7) which

consolidated the blue-print for implementing quality measures.

Measures recommended in the ECR7 include the use of quality indicators

for measuring and monitoring school performance and value-added improvement in

student performance in major domains of education. Specifically, the indicators

should be used for self-evaluation and development. In other words, they are to

enable schools to assess their own performance over time, and take appropriate steps

for improvement. In addition, such indicators can also provide school profiles to

teachers, parents, students and the community at large. Finally, they can enable

comparison among schools of similar background or within the same quality circle.
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Within a given framework, schools are required to establish their own

indicators. Basically, these should consist of the school context and profile, process

indicators, and output indicators.

The school context and profile should provide factual school data and vital

statistics to reflect school characteristics, teacher characteristics, and student

characteristics. Process indicators should serve as a useful checklist to reflect whether

and to what extent schools have provided the right teaching and learning environment

for the development of quality education. The areas that are monitored are: school

culture and ethos; school-based management; teaching and learning process; personal

growth and development of students; and liaison with external bodies. Output

indicators should measure the value-added improvement of students in both academic

and non-academic areas at different stages of learning, resulting from changes in

factors affecting the student performance. Such factors include improvement in the

teaching and learning environment.

Apart from the establishment of quality indicators, other recommendations

of the Report are: setting goals and developing indicators; putting in place a quality

assurance mechanism; providing funding flexibility; providing incentives to

encourage quality school education; raising the professional standards of principals

and teachers; and implementing related reforms.

One of the measures identified in the Report was the building of a quality

culture. The key components of this are: to have clear and commonly accepted goals;

to translate these goals into achievable standards; to have observable and measurable

quality indicators for internal evaluation and external assessment; to allow schools

more autonomy but at the same time hold them accountable for general

administration, finance, and personnel matters; to have in place an efficient, equitable
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and cost-effective funding system for meeting the basic needs of schools, and ensure

that this funding system is related to performance; to provide incentives to recognize

and encourage initiatives and the pursuit of excellence; to help and take measures

regarding under-performing schools; to raise the professional standards of principals

and teachers, and enhance their professional education and development; to introduce

corresponding changes in the education-related executive and advisory structure, the

curriculum, examination and academic system (ECR7, 1997).

There is criticism (Chan, Mok, Tse and Wilding, 1998) of the Report that

it does not clearly address the weaknesses in the Hong Kong education system and

how to remedy them. Instead, it bypasses this crucial issue by concerning itself with

the internal workings of the school. In addition, Chan, Mok, Tse and Wilding, (1998)

also point out that the Report's definition of quality is underdeveloped, unclear and

inadequate. They further remark that, without a clear working definition and common

understanding, there are potential difficulties in driving quality initiatives. Similar

criticisms are raised about the approach to create a quality culture. The authors point

out that, although the Report outlines approaches for achieving quality, it does not

define what constitutes a quality culture.

In Hong Kong the rapid 'expansion and development of tertiary education

has placed a lot of attention on quality management since the late 1980s. Hong Kong

tertiary education institutions are self-accrediting. Thus the primary responsibility for

quality assurance rests with the institutions themselves (UGC, 1996). This has also

made the Hong Kong Government realise that there was a need to establish a Hong

Kong system to advise and monitor its tertiary education. The continued reliance on

an overseas organisation (CNAA) was considered no longer appropriate. The Hong
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Kong Council of Academic Accreditation (HKCAA) came into being on 8th June,

1990 (Hong Kong Government 1987, 1989, 1990).

The remit of the HKCAA is to provide authoritative advice to the

government on the standards of courses in tertiary institutions in Hong Kong. It

carries out this task through academic accreditation, that is, by validating and

revalidating any course conducted by institutions and by reviewing the general

standards of institutions (Sensicle, 1992).

Judging from its remit, the HKCAA operates largely at the programme and

institutional levels following a model of 'accreditation'. Accreditation determines

whether an institution or a course meets threshold quality criteria (Massy, 1997).

For higher vocational education, it is quite common to have the course

accredited by the relevant professional body, in particular, the professional level

courses. The methodology of accreditation generally uses a combination of

performance indicators, self-study and peer review. Performance indicators provide

quantitative data on resources and performance. Self-studies represent an institution's

evaluation of its own performance in relation to standards and its own particular

aspirations based on both performance indicators and subjective factors. Peer review

relies on the experience of outside experts who visit the campus and from their own

opinions about performance in relation to standards (ibid).

Accreditation at course level aims to establish whether a course is

equivalent to a level elsewhere and to examine it against criteria related to the

standards and aims of the course (Hong Kong Government, 1 990b). Course level

accreditation is most common in professional fields. Accreditation at institutional

level evaluates whether an institution's objectives are appropriate for the courses it
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operates as well as implementation of the objectives. Institutional accreditation is

most common for general undergraduate courses.

Accreditation assures stakeholders in higher education that minimum

standards are being met and allows others who are not familiar with the institution to

evaluate the efficacy of credits against a known baseline (Massy, 1997). Typical

implementation questions include whether sufficient resources are available to meet

the objectives and whether the resources are used effectively to produce the desired

outcomes (ibid).

Teaching and learning quality-process reviews (TLQPRs) is one of the

main quality-driven initiatives that has taken place in the tertiary sector since the mid-

1990s to echo that teaching is a primary function of all tertiary institutions in Hong

Kong (UGC, 1996). The focus of these reviews is the institutions' teaching and

learning quality assurance processes, and the appropriateness and adequacy of these

processes for actually maintaining and improving the quality of teaching and learning

(Young, 1996).

In 1996, the University Grants Committee of Hong Kong (UGC) decided

to undertake Teaching and Learning Quality Process Reviews (TLQPR) of institutions

under its aegis. The reviews were not about assessing teaching and learning quality

per se, but rather, 'were externally driven meta-analysis of internal quality assurance,

assessment and improvement systems'. In other words, the reviews focused on the

processes that are believed to produce quality and the methods by which institutions,

faculties and departments assure themselves that quality has been attained' (Massy

1997: 253).

These reviews are used to support funding decisions (Massy and French

1997). The emphasis on Teaching and Learning is clearly stressed in the UGC Report
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on higher education in Hong Kong (UGC 1996). It states that the provision of high

quality teaching must be the first function of every institution.

The goals of the TLQPRs are

"to focus attention on teaching and learning, to assist institutions in their

efforts to improve teaching and learning quality, and to enable the HK

UGC and the institutions to discharge their obligation to maintain

accountability for quality."

(Massy, 1997: 255)

Major attention was given to the dimensions of curriculum design,

pedagogical design, implementation quality, outcomes assessment, and resource

provision. The review panel examined the various formal processes including internal

validation processes, peer evaluation and assistance schemes, student evaluation

schemes, and facilities for assisting teaching and learning.

Throughout the reviews, the TLQPR review panel found itself evaluating

whether institutions embedded a strong culture of quality which they identified as

having a strong sense of mission, strong leadership, a strong sense and coherent

intellectual core, and empowerment at unit level (Massy and French, 1997).

On the wholes the reviews received positive feedback from the institutions.

One important outcome of the exercise which has been echoed in the institutional

reports is that the reviews help to heighten the awareness and development of an

academic quality culture (ibid).

The UGC recognises that it is difficult to establish a set of quantitative

indicators to measure the quality of teaching and learning in a higher education
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setting.	 The introduction of an element of qualitative assessment, through

inspections, peer review, visits, etc. may make such a process more meaningful (ibid).

In line with the argument 'good processes will produce quality results', the

UGC has lately decided to undertake another kind of process review - management

review. The UGC since early 1998, has started its first round of Management

Reviews of the institutions (French, 1997b), to ensure that all the UGC-funded

institutions have appropriate and effective processes to manage devolved funds and

other resources in support of their institutional aims and objectives. The review

covered all the management processes and systems in the areas of academic,

administration, research administration, student support services, maintenance and

estate development, IT, procurement, human resources and finance.

The reviews were not meant to prescribe methods to ensure value-for-

money education as each institution had different histories, cultures and practices. In

this regard, the reviews resembled the TLQPRs. They were qualitative in nature and

sought to promote self-assessment and self-improvement within the institutions

through dialogue, discussion and analysis of issues with the consultant and members

of the Review Panels.

The Review Committee was cautious not to impose an uniform

management style across different institutions. They were interested in seeking

evidence of 'culture free' and 'operationally meaningful' (Massy, French and

Thompson, 1999: 4) good management practices that could be applied across

institutions. As a result of the Management Review initiatives, institutions have

developed more conscious approaches to strategic planning and introduce changes in

policies and structures to achieve strategic goals as well as developing closer linkages

between resource allocation and strategic and operational planning (ibid). Thus the
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Management Reviews focus on how to assist the institutions to enhance the quality of

their management to achieve their objectives (French, 199Th).

Now in Hong Kong, with the proliferation of quality reviews that take

place for different educational activities and at various levels, quality assurance has

permeated almost every aspect of higher education. The mechanisms and processes

involved have put the academic courses, institutions, the teaching and learning

process and the management systems under constant review for quality. The Hong

Kong Government through its UGC has introduced a range of quality assurance

processes for a variety of purposes at both course and institutional levels. This system

provides adequate means for the higher education system in Hong Kong to achieve

the highest possible standards. This will make the higher education system become

answerable to the various stakeholders who demand quality of a particular kind and

prefer specific ways of how quality should be measured. To satisfy the various

competing demands for quality as well as solving the conflicts inherent in it,

comprehensive quality assurance policies might have to be established.

In any quality assurance system, there is tension between accountability

and improvement goals. In higher education, the funding body has to monitor quality

because of accountability to the public expenditure. Thus institutions have to follow

the imposed systems and mechanisms. At the same time achieving the improvement

goal of quality assurance has made the system quality-promoting and developmental-

oriented, instead of concentrating on accountability and control.

Similarly, quality monitoring procedures are more likely to be seen as

regulations to be reluctantly complied with and evaded where possible causing

tension between academic autonomy and accountability. Williams (1990) says that

quality could be better assured if those who deliver higher education services have a
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sense of direct ownership of the quality assurance procedures both individually and

institutionally.

The quality assurance process in higher education in Hong Kong is of self-

improving assisted by peers - combining critical self-assessment with peer review.

Decisions with respect to quality dimensions have to be made by the institutions

themselves. Variety among and within institutions is necessary for an effective

tertiary sector (Massy, 1997). Young (1996) says that it is the UGC's intention that

the quality process reviews be seen genuinely as a collegial and supportive effort,

rather than as a threatening or confrontational exercise.

From the above discussions, it emerges that the quality assurance policies

in higher education in Hong Kong have to take a pragmatic approach that aims to

harness the different quality expectations and approaches to achieve the dual purposes

of assuring and improving quality. Thus the quality assurance policies are greatly

influenced by the needs to balance the contested voices of stakeholders and to ease the

tensions that exist between accountability and improvement and between

accountability and institutional autonomy.

These quality monitoring and performance evaluation systems and

approaches are primarily institutional based. None of these approaches have delved

deeply into the value-addedness of students in higher education, both in terms of

intellectual and personal development. These institutional and developmental based

approaches do represent the different conceptions of quality giving different ways of

measuring and assessing quality in higher education, though Barnett (1992) describes

them as 'contrasting'.
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"It is entirely possible and proper to be concerned with both institutional

performance and the character of the individual student's development.

Though they have different interests, yet can be met on different levels by

appropriate forms of action and evaluation. Institutional managers and

national bodies have a legitimate interest in institutional performance as

such, while course tutors and staff operating in teaching situations should

have a continuing interest in the quality of the students' learning."

(Barnett, 1992: 199)

Thus the challenge for the development of any quality assessment system

is to deal with accountability, with improvement, value-addedness of student and

institutional performance. In view of this, there is need for an approach that could be

able to satisfy the various concepts for quality assessment in higher vocational

education that an alternative perspective is suggested. The alternative perspective is

premised on the concept of quality as learning impact, which on one hand measures

the amount of growth and development in students as they experience tertiary

education to satisfy the need for tertiary institutions to be answerable for the effect

they have made on students, and on the other hand provide improvement information

for the institution administrators and curriculum developers to shed light on policies

and practices that make up the institutional environment.

It is this approach and the conceptual model it offers that guides the

conceptualisations of quality and its assessment of higher vocational education

programmes for this thesis, and underlies the major research concern of what students

have learned from the course and to what extent that can be attributed to their college

experience and other related factors.
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2.4	 Summary

This chapter has reviewed the various writings and positions on the

question of quality in education, particularly as it applies to vocational education of

higher technicians. Account has been given of the current situation in Hong Kong

education, and of the demands for proper accountability and assessment not only of

the institutional performance but of course improvement and of students' learning

development. In particular, attention has focused on the development of quality

assessment systems, policy and management, and how these may impact on both the

educational institution and on the students.
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Chapter Three	 Methodology

3.1	 Introduction

This chapter presents the methodology for the research work on which this

study on the quality of vocational education for higher technicians is based. The

research work had to cover a number of disparate factors, in order to ensure that all

relevant and significant sources would be fully attended to. The courses for the

vocational education needed to be assessed from different perspectives and at

different levels. The diverse number of service consumers, the variety of stakeholders

in the operation, and the complexity of structures are all significant features in the

maintenance and operations of the course. At the same time, it is clear that the best

contributors to the research work would be those people personally involved,

especially those in the front line, namely the students, the teaching staff employers of

graduates, and the graduates themselves. Thus, separate questionnaires were targeted

at each of these groups. A study plan backed by a sound research design, and a set of

coordinated procedures was drawn up in order to reach the objectives of the study. In

association with the survey oh perceptions of the quality of the course, a study was

also made on the effect of pre-entry qualifications on the performance of the course,

as well as on the evolutionary development of the curriculum. Reasons for this latter

are that entry qualifications are a factor in the quality of the course input which is one

of the factors to be considered in formulating the course curriculum. The course

curriculum, which throws a heavy weight on both teaching and learning, contributes a

major influence on the quality of the course outcome. To substantiate the quality of

'fitness-for-purpose', the outcome quality has to fit in with ongoing economic,
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technical and social changes. Thus the course curriculum has to keep in pace with

these changes. It was felt helpful to probe into the evolution of curriculum

developments. In this chapter there is first a presentation of theoretical concepts

concerning social science research, concepts of survey, of questionnaires and of

interview, as well as discussion of rating scales for a questionnaire. Next, the survey

design is described; and this is followed by a more detailed account of the actual

process of the survey in this research. A pilot study was done, and its process and

outcome are presented. Account is also given of further corroborative investigation,

in the form of group discussions and interviews following the questionnaire survey.

Consultation of archival documents and records is noted, as is consultation of

examiners' reports and various relevant College boards and policy papers concerning

quality. The final section of the chapter describes the actual process and operation of

the research survey and the collation of results.

3.2	 Theoretical Concepts

In social science research, there are many methods of data collection.

Each has advantages and disadvantages. The choice lies on the appropriateness to the

purpose of the research and to the means at the researcher's disposal.

A questionnaire has a job to do. Its function is data collection. It is an

important instrument of research, a tool for data collection. It should not be some sort

of official form or a set of questions, which has been casually jotted down without

much thought (Oppenheim, 1992 100). The term 'questionnaire' could be used in

different ways. Some researchers define the term exclusively for self-administered

and postal questionnaires, while others would include face-to-face or telephone

interviews. In a different way the word 'questionnaire' is sometimes used to
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distinguish a set of questions from a more rigidly constructed scales or tests. What is

the questionnaire to measure? It follows directly from the operational statement of

the issues to be investigated and from the research design that has been adopted. It

takes many weeks of planning, reading, design and exploratory pilot work to

determine the specification for a questionnaire. The detailed specification should be

precisely and logically related to the aims of the overall research plan and objectives.

3.2.1	 The Concept of Survey

Oppenheim (1992) says that each survey has its own particular problems

and it is possible to present some general considerations that have to be borne in mind

about which decisions will have to be made. The decisions are: -

• the type of data collection instruments needed to meet the specific objectives of

the survey;

• the size of the survey;

the population upon which the survey is focused;

• the method of approach to respondents to be used;

the constraints (financial resources and time) to be faced;

the build-up of question sequences within the questionnaire;

• the type of question to be used: e.g. 'closed' questions with pre-coded answer

categories versus free-response questions.

3.2.2	 The Concept of Questionnaire

The term 'questionnaire' as used here is fairly loose to cover

questionnaires distributed by hand and postal, group or self-administered ones.
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The questions asked are either 'open' or 'closed. A closed question offers

the respondents a choice of alternative replies, by ticking or underlining their chosen

answer(s) in a written questionnaire. They are easier and quicker to answer. They

require no writing and quantification is straightforward. Disadvantage is the lack of

spontaneity and expressiveness. Closed questions are cruder and less subtle than open

ones. The opportunity to probe is lost and so is the rapport.

Open questions are not followed by any kind of choice and the answers

have to be recorded in full. They have the advantage of freedom given to the

respondents, who can let their thoughts roam freely, unencumbered by a prepared set

of replies. The respondents' ideas are obtained in their own language, expressed

spontaneously, and this spontaneity is often extremely worthwhile as a basis for new

hypotheses. It is easy to ask free-response questions but difficult to answer and still

more difficult to analyse (Oppenheim, 1992: 113).

An ideal questionnaire possesses the same properties as a good law (Cohen

and Manion, 1994: 92). A questionnaire has to be clear, unambiguous and uniformly

workable. Its design must minimize potential errors from the respondent .... and

coders. And since people's participation in surveys is voluntary, a questionnaire has

to help in engaging their interest, encouraging their co-operation, and eliciting

answers as close as possible to the truth (Davidson, 1970).

The pitfalls in question construction identified by Cohen and Manion

(1994 : 93) could be taken as the rule of thumb in designing questions for a

questionnaire. It must avoid leading, highbrow, complex and irritating questions and

using negatives. Contents of the questionnaire have to be arranged for 'maximizing

co-operation' (Cohen and Manion, 1994: 96). The questionnaire must look easy and

attractive with clarity of wording and simplicity of design .It is found that clear
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instructions guide respondents and invite participation, whereas complicated

instructions and complex procedures intimidate respondents (Cohen and Manion,

1994: 96). Cohen and Manion (1994) suggest that initial questions should be simple

and have high interest value so as to encourage participation. The middle section of

the questionnaire could contain difficult questions and the last few questions should

be of high interest in order to encourage respondents to return the completed schedule.

According to Oppenheim (1992 : 102), the main advantages of postal and self-

administered questionnaires are: -

. low cost of data collection;

. low cost of processing;

. avoidance of interviewer bias;

ability to reach respondents who live at widely dispersed addresses.

The main disadvantages of postal and self-administered questionnaires

are: -

. low response rate and consequent biases;

• unsuitability for respondents of poor literacy; the visually handicapped, very old

or children below the age of say, ten; and people with language difficulties;

no opportunity to correct misunderstandings or to probe, or to offer explanations

to help;

• no control over the order in which questions are answered, no check on

incomplete responses, incomplete questionnaires or the passing on of

questionnaires to others;

• no opportunity to collect ratings or assessments based on observation.
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3.2.3	 Rating Scales of Questionnaire

It is also important to determine the appropriate sort of rating scales in

addition to the logical aspects of question design and statistical approaches to score

processing. It is understood that rating scales are not easy to design. Efforts and care

are needed to check that every value on each rating scale makes sense when applied to

the question stem. The scale being used has to genuinely reflect the question being

asked and not be substituting for another.

The rating scale has three basic functions. The first function is to provide

a number of possible answers to a question. That means a good questionnaire should

conform to some of the basic rules of conversation. The second function is to restrict

the conversation and focus on just those areas relevant to the research being

conducted. The third is to force all respondents to use the same set of words (or

numbers) in their answers, making generalisations within and between groups of

respondents. (Low, 1988: 69-70). The focusing and standardising functions have a

number of implications for the design of good rating scales. Firstly, any data from a

question open to multiple interpretations by the respondents is itself uninterpretable.

A good question and its answer are thus unambiguous. Secondly, it implies that all

values, or points, on a rating scale should describe the same dimension. Also, the

statistical procedures that the researcher intends to use require the values to be at

equal intervals along the scale. Hence, under these three requirements for good rating

scales, natural language is likely to be far from ideal in situations involving the

precision, lack of ambiguity and clearly defined word boundaries. This makes the

construction of good verbal rating scales a very difficult procedure.

The rating scale used in most of the questionnaires of this research is the

'bipolar' type. This type of scale involves two sides, which are mirror images of each
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other in all but one feature. It could be described as a 'mirror image' scale. This type

of scale allows the possibility of a point in the middle and gives rise to the question of

how to label the 'midpoint'. Falling in the centre may well be completely

unconnected with an inability to decide. It could also suggest the midpoint not be

labeled as 'no objection' or 'don't know'? It is also found that on a Likert scale of 1

to 5, respondents tend to choose '3' as their response. This only neutralises the mean

score and makes the overall responses seem more ambivalent than they should. In

view of this experience and comments on scaling uncertainty, a 4-point scale (Low,

1988; 71) is adopted in most of the questions in this research.

"It is demonstrated that interviews are found appropriate when we need to

ask open-ended questions, or open-ended probes and where interviewer

has to record verbatim the answer given by the respondents. Such open-

ended questions are important in allowing the respondents to say what they

think and to do so with greater richness and spontaneity".

(Oppenheim, 1992: 81).

3.2.4	 The Concept of Interview

Interview is the mirror image of the advantages and disadvantages of

questionnaires (Oppenheim,1992: 102). The interview can supplement the

questionnaires. An interview requires interpersonal skills of a high order. It is not an

ordinary conversation and it is a one-way process. If it becomes a two-way process of

communication, it will lose much of its value because of the biases introduced by the

interviewer.
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There are advantages and disadvantages of using interview in data

collection. According to Oppenheim (1992) the advantages of interview are: -

• high response rates and good quality;

• less misunderstanding;

• good control over sequence of answers;

• high validity;

and the disadvantages are: -

• expensive;

• time-consuming;

• interviewer's bias;

• affected by ethical considerations.

Due to factors of expenses, time and accessibility, it is not always possible

or practical to obtain measures from a population. It is more appropriate to collect

information from a smaller group or subset of the population in such a way that the

information gained is representative of the total population under study, that is by

sampling. Unless the total population can be identified in advance, it is virtually

impossible to assess how representative the drawn sample is.

Exact representation is usually not necessary, but it needs a good spread of

respondent characteristics so that we can tap probable respondents of every kind and

background. It is also good to conduct 'depth interviews' with 'key informants' such

as college managerial staff directorate staff of the employers and graduates who have

gone for further study.
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Interviews are considered important as the study is about human affairs.

"Human affairs should be reported and interpreted through the eyes of

specific interviewees and that well-informed respondents can provide

shortcuts to the prior history of the situation, helping the researcher to

identify other relevant sources of evidence."

(Yin, 1994)

Cohen and Manion (1994) and Seidman (1991) also point out the

usefulness of interviews in gaining an in-depth perspective of the situation.

"The interview can yield rich material and can often put flesh onto the

bones of questionnaire responses."

(Bell, 1987: 70)

Interview only involves the interviewee and the interviewer. It has a

privacy atmosphere. Thus participants who are shy or feel embarrassed about raising

certain points in the group discussion, now have the chance to speak and ask. These

participants were identified through their eyes and expressions during the discussion.

Depth interviews are costly and time-consuming. There are extraneous

pressures to reduce the numbers to a minimum. But quality, rather than quantity,

should be the essential determinant of numbers. The job of the depth interview is

ideas collection, not data collection. The primary objective is to maintain spontaneity

and richness.
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Despite the practical advantages and generalizability of research findings

afforded by quantitative research measures, quantitative research as a whole is not

free from criticism. Mertens (1998) points out that surveys rely on individuals' self-

reports of their knowledge, attitudes or behaviours. Thus, the validity of the

information is contingent on the honesty of the respondent. Ions (1977) argues that

the effect of quantitative methods is depersonalization since it represents a form of

collectivism.

Notwithstanding these criticisms, however, the researcher's survey results

are from different sources, including those from qualitative measures - documentary

analysis, interviews and discussions.

3.3	 Survey Design

In this research, a multi-method approach was used to collect data from

various sources. The approach comprised a survey of the principal stakeholders'

views by questionnaires, group discussions, interviews with key informants, and

archival search of records and relevant documents. The flow chart of the survey

shown in Chart 3.1 at the end of this chapter shows the complete picture of the entire

survey. It lists out the details of the chronological procedures of each activity of the

research. It is a diagrammatic representation of the steps taken in the survey.

Through these data collection methods, quantitative as well as qualitative data were

made available to provide both the breadth and depth required for the study of the

quality of the technician course. This multi-method data collection approach is a way

of triangulation providing multiple measures of the same phenomenon and evidence

from different sources. Thus the potential problems of construct validity could be

addressed.
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"A single source of data must always be to some extent suspect, and that

every effort must be made, with the research resources available, to check

the accuracy of data by using a combination of research tools."

(Johnson and Ransom, 1994: 161-162)

In this research, after the questionnaire survey, 'check' interviews were

conducted and group discussions were also arranged with the principal stakeholders

of the course. Thus multiple measures of the same phenomenon and evidence from

different sources were obtained serving as a triangulation on the validity of the

survey. Details of the group discussions and interviews are discussed in sections 3.2

and 3.3 of this chapter.

3.3.1	 The Questionnaire Survey

3.3.1.1 Target Respondents

Mertens (1998) says that surveys are useful because they allow for data to

be collected from a large number of people. In this research, the questionnaire

survey, a quantitative approach, which was conducted with the principal stakeholders

of the course makes it possible to draw a collective profile of the quality of the course.

Who are the target respondents of the survey? Five categories of

respondents were identified as capable of providing relevant information for the

research. These include: -

. Students who are attending the course.

• Teaching staff who are involved with the course.

• Employers and potential employers who employ the graduates.
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Graduates who are: (i) in employment;

(ii) in further study.

3.3.1.2 Sampling and Selection Criteria of Respondents

As seen above, there is considerable variety in the list of relevant

respondents for the study. To obtain data representation and search for insights at

greater depth, different strategies were used to solicit information from different

categories of respondents. In this research, 'cluster' and 'purposive' sampling as well

as 'population' were adopted for the identified target respondent groups.

(i)	 Student Respondents

Since there were, are and will be students in the past, present and future, it

is impossible to survey the whole population of student in the course. Therefore a

random selection of a specific number of cohorts of students was made and all in the

selected cohorts were tested. Thus 'cluster' sample for the category of student

respondents was employed. Two cohorts of students, who were attending the course,

were surveyed. They were in the .final year of study at the moment of survey, and had

gone through all stages of the course. They were considered the ones that could

contribute the most about the course from the perspective of the customers of the

course. One of these cohorts was surveyed twice, i.e. when they were in stage two

and again when they were in their final stage of study. The purpose was to see if the

students would have different views at different stages of study and make changes

with maturity. In this survey, 33% of the total intake population of students of the

course since its operation was sampled. Selecting the samples in this way would
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make the research manageable and able to be completed within reasonable duration of

time.

(ii)	 Graduate Respondents

The category of graduates was divided into two sub-categories. One was

the graduates who were in employment, i.e. those who were working in the

profession. The department used to do surveys on the graduates' employment. Due to

data protection regulations, the information obtained through that channel cannot be

used for this study. The graduates' contact information was obtained through personal

contacts by the researcher with the graduates as well as the employers. The initial

contact was made during the 'graduation reception' at which almost all graduates of

that year were present. Having got the graduates' contact phone number, the

researcher made fl.irther personal contacts with them. A total of 132 graduates in

employment were contacted. This represented 23.6% of the total population of

graduates from the course. Most of them were graduated from 1999. The graduates

from previous years were difficult to trace and only some could be contacted through

their employers. The other sub-category was those pursuing further study. They were

either studying part-time, i.e. still in employment or full-time in local institutions.

The survey on this category was confined to those graduates studying in a local

university which had admitted a significant number of the graduates from this

technician course to their degree programmes. The students studying in these degree

courses were graduated from different years of the technician course. They were

identified through the help of the staff of this local university. Though there are cases

studying in overseas, there is no record or information to access them. 75
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questionnaires were sent out to the graduates who were pursuing further study in the

local university.

(iii) Academic Staff Respondents

For the academic staff, all those involved in the teaching of the course

were surveyed. This happened to cover the entire academic staff of the department,

i.e. a full population survey in this category. This covered all grades of staff,

contributing opinions from all levels of academic staff.

(iv) Employers Respondents

The Department have regular contact with a list of firms. There are also

firms that have a record of employing our graduates in their workforce. Most of the

firms in both lists overlap. Respondents in the category of employers were those from

these lists, covering government departments, quasi-government organisations,

consultants and contractors in the profession. Altogether, 120 firms were included in

the survey.

3.3.1.3 Preparation of the .Questionnaires

The literature review enlightens the quality concept of academic

programmes. The review provides an initial 'feel for the problem' (Oppenheim,

1992) and throws up ideas for making decisions about the direction of the research,

the aims, the type of information needed and the approach to adopt (Mertens, 1998;

Cohen and Manion, 1994; Clegg, 1990; Oppenheim, 1992). Questionnaires were

subsequently designed, based on the following concepts of quality as :-

• exceptional;

• perfection;
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. fitness for purposes;

. value for money;

transformation.

The questions in the questionnaires were prepared and grouped in such

way that the answers could contribute to the quality input and outcome measures

which were the contributors to compliance, diagnostic and performance monitoring.

These monitorings are, in essence, approaches of quality control.

All the target respondents were given a questionnaire to collect their views

and opinions about the course. As different categories of respondents have different

perspectives on the course, one specific questionnaire was constructed for each

category of respondents. Moreover, there are several basic components that these

different questionnaires have in common. These include sections concerning the

stake-holders' image, merits and demerits, evaluation and career prospects for the

graduates of the course. The questionnaires in this research are designed with

'closed' questions. To prevent the respondents answering blindly without reading the

questions, the rating scale arrangement is intentionally not consistent. Some

questions have the rating scale in ascending order from left to right while others are

from right to left. Some people have the habit of ticking the answers blindly and lean

on one side of the scale. To eliminate this and try to get a valid response, two

versions of the questionnaires were prepared by interchanging the sequence and order

of the answer choice. For example, ticking "A" for a question in version 1 of the

questionnaire means "excellent" while the "A" answer for version 2 of the

questionnaire would mean "worst". Equal number of both versions of the
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questionnaires were randomly distributed to the respondents in all categories.

Independent data input and editing were done for each version.

Questionnaires to students were to survey their views and opinions on the

course. This covers the teaching and learning aspects as well as the supports and

facilities from the college. Although this is a subjective view, yet it is a statistical

assessment. It will supplement the objective view -- examination results. This

questionnaire is divided into six sections covering questions on students' background,

ability, effort, comments on the course and the college, and opinion on IT teaching.

There is a total of thirty questions in this section. It also asks the students' opinion on

teacher's teaching skill and approach.

Questionnaires to the graduates are used to survey the graduates'

view/opinion on the course, particularly the effect and usefulness of the course to their

employment. It also extended to survey those graduates proceeding onto further

study, investigating how the technician course underpin their further studies.

Situation of employment, remuneration and nature of work that the graduates get and

receive reflect the quality of the course. Questions covering these topics are essential.

Popularity of the course, to some extent, also demonstrates the quality of the course.

This questionnaire has five sections covering questions on graduates' employment

details, further study situations and comment on the course. It contains forty three

questions. With the same argument as described above, two versions of the

questionnaire were prepared in the same way as that for the student questionnaires.

This questionnaire was meant to cover graduates in employment as well as those in

further study. It was sent out by post. It is a postal questionnaire survey and the

expected response rate may not be high though the target respondents were identified.
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Questionnaires to employers were meant to survey their views/opinions on

the performance of the graduates in their employment, and the extent to which the

graduates meet the employers' expectations and satisfaction. The objective of

surveying this group of respondents is to investigate the employment outcome of the

course. It probes the employer's view of the ability and performance of the graduates

reflecting the practicality and employability of the graduates from the course.

Information obtained will provide a very good clue and direction in improving the

course to meet employment demand and expectations. The questionnaire starts with

questions concerning the details and background of employment, nature of work

involved and stability of employment. There are also questions on the technical

proficiency and general attributes of employees (our graduates). It does contain

questions about employers' view on the level, standard, practicality, appropriateness,

quality of the course and the ISO 9000 management system. There are altogether

forty seven questions in the questionnaire. As in the above two types of

questionnaires, this questionnaire also has two versions.

Teaching staff are the front-line manager in delivering the course. What

and how it is delivered, are the essential items to cover on course quality. Efficiency

and effectiveness of the delivery are also of great concern and have to be looked into.

Teaching staff's questionnaires have to probe into these areas to identify the quality of

teaching and learning. This may vary in different subjects. Thus the survey has to

extend into every subject of the course, providing a review on the validity of the

subject in the course. Thus the main theme of the questions in teaching staff's

questionnaire is to survey the teachers' view on the subjects and the course they are

teaching. The questions are to identify the relevancy and level of the syllabus and the

subjects; the teaching and learning of the students and their academic performance. It
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is equally important to know the feeling of the teachers on the composition of the

teaching, viz, lecture, tutorial and practical.

With the rise of information technology, there is a trend to use an IT

approach in teaching. Opinion and the ability of teachers in keeping up with this

trend is worth knowing. ISO 9000, which is a commonly adopted management

system in commercial, manufacturing and government managements, is one of the

quality management systems. There was a suggestion to ask academic institutions to

adopt this system in their management operation. It would be interesting to include

questions on this topic to get some idea of how the teachers react to this suggestion.

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part is to survey the staff's view

on the subject(s) they are teaching while the second part probes into the staff's view

on the course as a whole. Questions in the first part concentrate on the relevancy of

the subject and syllabus, contact hours and the usefulness of different components of

lectures. It also contains questions on the use of teaching aids and methods of

delivery. The second part has questions on the relevancy of the course curriculum to

the industry and the profession. It also raises questions for comment on IT teaching

as well as the ISO 9000 quality management system. The final section contains

questions looking for opinions on workload, working conditions, college and

computer facilities, staff development and support from senior management. The

entire questionnaire has sixty nine questions. The response to the questionnaires is

not anonymous because an interview as a check to this questionnaire survey will be

conducted afterwards. However the survey data are treated in strict confidence and

are solely used for the research. The questionnaires for all categories of respondents

are attached in Appendix A.
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3.3.1.4 Pilot Study

Questionnaires do not emerge fully-fledged. Every aspect of a survey has

to be tried out beforehand to make sure that it works as intended (Oppenheim, 1992).

Pilot study of the questionnaires started in March,1999. The purpose was to minimise

ambiguity of the measuring of the questions; to optimize the kind and number of

relevant questions; to test the appropriateness of the format; to analyse the results and

to take heed of any issues that could be further explored in the interviews and

discussions. The value of pilot work should not be underestimated. The pilot survey

participants were requested to respond the pilot questionnaire as well as to make

comment on the questions.

'Piloting can help us not only with the wording of questions but also with

procedural matters such as the design of a letter of introduction, the

ordering of question sequences and the reduction of non-response rates.

We should realise from the beginning that pilot work is expensive and

time-consuming, but avoiding or skimping on pilot work is likely to prove

more costly still."

(Oppenheim, 1992: 47)

Judgement sampling in pilot survey was carried out in this exercise. A

total of 28 pilot survey questionnaires were sent to all categories of respondents in the

following manner :-

10 questionnaires to students of second and final years.

8 questionnaires to graduates in employment and in further study.

5 questionnaires to employers.

5 questionnaires to lecturers and senior lecturers.
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The rationale for selecting this sampling population for the pilot study was

that it covered all categories of target respondents. So all types of specific

questionnaires would have been tried out, tested, commented on and able to serve the

purposes of the pilot study. At the time of entering data (about 3-weeks after the

despatch of the questionnaires), 23 valid questionnaires were returned. After the cut-

off date, other returned questionnaires were not taken into account.

Since the objective was mainly to understand the general pattern of

responses and to test the reliability and validity of the questions, correlational analysis

of individual variables was left to the actual study.

Piloting Outcomes

In the pilot study, there were comments and findings that were worth

considering which led to amendments of the questionnaires before being used in the

main survey. Details of the amendments, as well as the reasons for not making

amendment to certain findings, from the pilot study, are described in the following

sections (a) to (d).

(a)	 Employer Questionnaire

There were two suggestions from the pilot survey. The suggestions

concerned question 27 and 28. There was a remark from the pilot survey that the

graduates did not study 'Putonghua' at the time when they were in school. It was felt

inappropriate to ask question 27. After re-consideration, the researcher considered

that the question was not confined to asking what they had studied. It was a general

survey of their language skill in 'Putonghua". Also in view of the social change after

the change of sovereignty in 1997, it was found that 'Putonghua' was very popular as
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well as a need. It would be interesting to see how good in Putonghua was the staff in

the organisation. Thus it was decided to keep this question.

Similar to Q27, there was the remark that almost all people in Hong Kong

can speak Cantonese. It appeared redundant to ask this question. However, it was

found some people coming from overseas could not speak Cantonese. Also, after the

change of sovereignty, there was significant increase in people, coming to work in

Hong Kong from the northern part of China who could not speak Cantonese. It was

found helpful if there was information on this situation. Thus the question was kept.

(b)	 Graduate Questionnaire

It was also pointed out by the graduates that 'Putonghua' was not taught at

the time when they were studying. It was proposed to delete. However, due to social

change, 'Putonghua' has gained significant importance in society and there is getting

more people who only speak 'Putonghua'. It is good to have some idea about the

level of achievement of the graduates in 'Putonghua'. Thus it was decided to keep the

question 28.

It was commented that the graduates to be surveyed were from this course

and so recommendation was made to omit the information on 'course of graduation'.

There was another comment on the question asking information on sex of the

respondent. After re-consideration, this information was not considered of prime

importance to this research. It was decided to delete this question in the main survey.

The phrase 'a part-time course' in question 5 was considered not clear. So it was re-

worded as 'a further study programme'.
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Question 39 was pointed out repeating question 10. It was decided to

delete question 39. So the numbering of the questions following this was amended

accordingly.

In question 42, the answer box E was considered misleading. Thus this

box was deleted and the answer given would be in line with the purpose of the

question.

(c)	 Staff Questionnaire

From the pilot survey, it was found necessary to derive a mechanism to

analyse the data received for questions 12 and 13. It was decided to categorise the

data into five time slots. The number of staff falling into different time slots was

recorded and the corresponding percentages were then calculated. The time slots

were :-

A: less than 2 hours; 	 B: 2 to less than 4 hours; 	 C: 4 to less than 6 hours;

D: 6 to 8 hours	 E: more than 8 hours.

It was considered the filling in of simple answers, x hours per week would

be easy for the respondents. Thus it was decided not to make any change to these

questions. But in doing the analysis, the above-described approach would be made.

The answering boxes for question 17 were not labelled. So the labels 'A';

'B'; 'C'; 'D' and 'E' were added to each of the answering boxes. Similar to questions

12 & 13, the analysis had to be done under different categories of teaching aids. A

record of the number of staff using a category of teaching aid was made and the

percentage of staff using it was calculated.

Question 55 was considered not clear. The phrase 'in quality teaching'

was added after the word 'support .....'.
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In the college, most staff are involved in evening teaching of part-time

courses. The evening teaching is considered by management as 'outside' work. To

avoid misleading feedback and to ensure getting the proper answers to meet the aim

of the question, the phrase 'apart from evening teaching' was added after the word

outside work' in question 64.

The same action as for questions 12 & 13 had to be taken in analysing the

data received for question 69. The question was not amended, based on the same

argument as given for questions 12 & 13. The time ranges adopted were :-

A; less than 5 hours;	 B: 5 hours to 9.9 hours;	 C: 10 hours to 14.9 hours;

D: 15 hours to 20 hours;	 E: over 20 hours.

(d)	 Student Questionnaire

There was no particular issue brought up during the pilot survey for this

questionnaire. It was also considered not necessary to make changes to this

questionnaire in the main survey.

For easy reference, the amendments made to the pilot study questionnaires

as discussed above are printed in green italics font. Words and phrases that have to be

deleted are crossed out in green. The pilot study questionnaires, with amendments

identified in this style, are attached in Appendix B.

3.3.2	 Group Discussion

The major issues of quality of the course could be identified from the

views and feedback of the stakeholders - students, graduates, staff and employers,

through the questionnaire survey. To strengthen these views and opinions, further

probing into the comments, criticisms and suggestions on the course was undertaken
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by a series of discussions and interviews to establish an in-depth view and idea of

improvement and changes. Some of the questionnaire respondents were invited to

join in the group discussion to express their views at greater length. This is an

alternative approach in collecting the views and opinions on the course in a relaxed

discussion atmosphere. Each discussion group consists of members from different

categories of respondents. Category of participants was grouped in such way that the

topics of discussion would be of greater interest to them. The form was an open

discussion in which contributions could be thrown in freely. The contents and

findings of the discussion provide the basis for corroborating and augmenting with

evidence collected through other research approaches. Guideline for these group

discussions was drawn up to stimulate exchange of ideas and facilitate expression of

opinions that could not be elicited at flu length by the questionnaire. The guideline is

appended in Appendix C.

There were two discussion groups. The first group involved the employers,

the graduates and staff of the local institute that graduates had entered for further

study. They were seen as the product customers of the course. The topics discussed

were concentrated on the 'quality of product' and the 'fitness for purpose'. Invitation

letters were sent to the employers, graduates and the staff teaching the part-time

degree programme in the local university. The other group was participated by

students, staff, external examiners and members of the departmental advisory board.

Invitation letters were also sent to them. Students and staff are viewed as the course

users and providers. The discussion of the second group looked into the curriculum,

teaching and learning process, college quality policy, supports and facilities. One

meeting was held for each group.
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From the analysis of the data of the questionnaire survey, there was no

particular issue requiring special attention nor misunderstanding was spotted. Thus no

particular respondent has to be identified and be invited to join the interview or

discussion to make further contribution on the course. Thus the interviewees and

discussion participants were chosen randomly in the following manner.

A. Students

A total of 12 students were chosen for the interview and discussion. To

have a wider mix of opinion, 3 were chosen from those studying year 2 and 9 were

chosen from year 3. There is a class list in alphabetical order of their surnames.

Those, who are the tenths on the list were picked. The first and last ones that picked

were invited to attend the interview, while the others were invited to the discussion.

B. Graduates

A list in alphabetical order of surnames of those graduates that responded

the survey was prepared. A total of S graduates were chosen, from the list in the same

way as that of the students, and were invited to the interview and the discussion.

C	 Academic staff

Five academic staff have to be chosen for this activity. The academic stafl

irrespective of their rank, were listed in alphabetical order of their surnames. Every

fifth one on the list was picked.
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3.3.3	 Interviews

Apart from the above-described instruments, the third one used in this

research was interviews. The objective of the interviews was to provide a 'check' and

to achieve the following:-.

In-depth probing.

Clarification of doubtful and contradictory points.

.	 Random check of the response to the questionnaires.

Schedules were drawn up to guide the meetings with the interviewees of

all categories based on the outcome and findings from the response to the

questionnaires and the group discussions. These schedules had no fixed format and

they were largely composed of open-ended questions to solicit opinions on issues of

significant concerns on the quality of the course and to clarify the doubtful points, if

there was any. More open questions, unlike those in the questionnaires were asked

with the objective of getting more fresh idea and comments to flow in. The intention

was to create an open discussion atmosphere, so that interviewees felt the freedom to

speak. Such freedom of discussion could lead to areas of discussion that might not

have been thought of and would formulate a useful feedback to the quality measure of

the course. Thus the interview was a way of strengthening the analysis and findings

of the questionnaires, giving a stronger validity to the survey. A guideline of

discussion was prepared for the interview. It was used as a facilitator, rather than

following it strictly. The discussion guideline is attached in Appendix C.

The interview was piloted with two interviewees to check the validity of

the questions and to gain practice in asking questions and recording the responses.

These two pilot-interviewees were a staff at lecturer level and the student-
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representative of the final year class The results showed that most questions were

able to elicit the type of information intended, except that certain questions needed to

be broken down during the interviews. In other words, the questions could not be

asked or discussed at one go. They had to be asked or discussed in parts and

narrowed down to more specific points. For example, in questions such as 'what's

your view on the quality of the course?', it had to be discussed with respect to

standard, employability and acceptability. From the student interviewee, it was found

that he was reluctant to discuss the teaching approach by referring to specific subjects,

avoiding to touch on making comment on specific lecturer. This was a very important

and useful finding to alert the researcher in the formal interview. The student also

indicated that he had limited knowledge about the proposed educational changes in

Hong Kong. Thus he could not make contribution on the impact of the proposed

changes to the course. He also showed that he had no idea about the management of

the course. Thus these two questions were not raised in the formal interview. The

experience and practice gained in this pilot study could apply equally well to the

group discussion.

3.3.4	 Archival Documents and Records

Statistical records, student files, policy documents, annual reports, meeting

minutes and instmctions concerning the course and the course document of similar

course in other institutions were obtained and studied. Relevant information could

thus be made available for processing.

The strength of documentary analysis is that it involves low cost, brings

together previously unrelated materials to illuminate a topic, enables access into the

past in a way that no other method can, and increases knowledge on topics by
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bringing materials to light which have not previously had wide circulation. It is an

unobtrusive part of a triangulation process.

3.3.4.1 Effect of Pre-Entry Qualification

The course was designed for Form 5 school leavers. The admission

criteria is five passes in the HKCEE including English, Mathematics and Physics or

Engineering Science. It was found that quite a significant proportion of students

admitted possessed qualifications above the minimum. Would the better students

perform well? Is it a waste of time asking this batch of 'better' students to join the

first year? Could they be admitted directly into the second year of the course? Or

should the course be designed for Form 7 entry? Before we try to answer these

questions, it would be useful to study the effect of the pre-qualifications on the

performance of the course. The pre-entry qualifications of the admitted students were

retrieved from the admission records. The academic records of five cohorts (1993 -

1997 intakes) of students were retrieved from the record files and analysed. These are

the only cohorts of students that had completed the course at the time of the survey.

't-test' and Winer's combined tests were used to do the analysis. Details of the test

and the findings are described in the next chapter.

3.3.4.2 Evolutionary Changes of the Course Curriculum

Training of construction technicians and supervisors in Hong Kong in the

past years has been relying on the relevant Higher Diploma course initIally offered by

technical college and then by tertiary education institutions including universities and

vocational education institutes. Throughout the years ) the curricula of the course have

been revised many times to suit changes in policy and the need of socicty After
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having been in operation for such a long time, the curricula form an archive of

information such that a systemic review of the development can be carried out, The

main objective of the review is to study the trends of development of various elements

and components that constitute the curricula. Approach of the study includes :-

study on the effect of changes in environmental concerns;

the chronological presentation of the changes in time assigned to various modes of

delivery;

a study on the evolution in categorised subject groups and their apportionment in

the curricula;

• whether the current course operation has addressed the problems of public

concern.

3.3.4.3 Reports of External Examiners and Records of Board of
Examiners Meetings

Examination result is an objective measure of the quality of the course.

Apart from the examination results, other issues concerning the students' performance

are discussed during the Board of Examiners meeting. There are external examiners

for the course. They vet the examination papers and scripts. They make comments

on the standard of the examination papers as well as on the students' performance in

examination. This contributes external opinion on the quality of the course.

Compilation and analysis of these documents and information were made serving as a

very valuable triangulation to the findings through other approaches.
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3.3.4.4 Departmental Advisory Board

The course operating department has set-up an advisory board to give

advice on the courses run by the department. The board comprises members from

various sectors, including other tertiary education institutes, relevant government

departments, professional bodies, consulting firms and contracting firms. Such a wide

spectrum of representation provides opinions and advice from different backgrounds

and interests. It keeps the department abreast of the outside world. Records of

discussions of this board were reviewed. Issues concerning quality of the course were

studied and analysed. This again serves as another valid triangulation to this research.

3.3.4.5 College and Departmental Policy on Quality

The college has a quality policy and requires each department to produce a

quality policy of its own. It is based on this policy that the courses are operated. How

good is the policy? To what extent is the policy followed or could be followed? A

review of these documents would provide the answer to these questions and reflect

the quality of the course. The relevant parts of these documents are interpreted and

analysed for the purpose of this reaearch.

3.4	 Operation of the Survey

The groundwork for the study commenced in mid-June, 1998.

Construction of the instruments for data collection was in December 1998. The pilot

study started in March, 1999. It took about two months to complete the pilot study.

Upon completion of the pilot survey the collected data was sorted. As a practice, the

answer sheets were marked and the OMR scanner was used to read the answer sheets.
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After all these practices, the pilot study data was analysed. The questionnaires were

reviewed with the feedback from the pilot survey respondents.

The questionnaires were then revised and used in the main survey. The

finalised questionnaires are attached in Appendix A. The main survey began in

October, 1999. Students' questionnaires were distributed to the students in class and

were collected by handing-in to the researcher's office within a week's time. Staff

questionnaires were also distributed through the departmental internal mailing system

and were collected by the same process within a week's time. Thus the

questionnaires to these two categories of respondents were sent and collected in a way

by an official position. They were self-administered questionnaires. Those for the

graduates in employment and the employers were distributed and collected by post.

They were postal-questionnaires. To encourage return, self-addressed and stamped

envelopes were enclosed with the questionnaires when sending out by mail.

Telephone calls were made as follow-up action to boost the response rate. This

method of improving the response rate has been discussed by Cohen and Manion

(1994). Questionnaires for the graduates in further study were distributed and

collected via the teaching staff of the fi.irther study institution. Originally this was

scheduled to be collected in two weeks' time. The response was very poor that only

15 responses were collected. The collection time was extended. Hoinville and Jowell

(1978) warn about bias in surveys caused by non-responses. During the extension

period, visits and talks with the students were made by the researcher to persuade

them to complete and return the questionnaires. The collection period was eventually

extended by almost two months. The final return rate on this batch of respondents

was 80%. However, those in employment gave a very low return rate of 34%.

Returns from the graduates and that from the employers were the categories that faced
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difficulty in collection and had a comparatively low response rate of 50.7% and 38%

respectively. Table D-3 shows the details of the response rate and is attached in

Appendix D.

Overall, the response rate to the entire survey was satisfactory. The

response rate ranged from 34% - 100%. The lowest response rate recorded was that

from the graduates in employment. The highest return rate was that from the staff

which was practically 100%.

The returned replies were sorted, edited and coded for data tabulation and

computer analysis. The source data from the responses to the questionnaires were

transcribed onto the special answer sheet by filling in small circles with pencil

manually. Care had to be taken to minimise error during the process of filling in the

answer sheets. Every answer sheet was checked against the answers given in the

questionnaires. The answer sheet was then read by a OMR scanner (NCS optical scan

3). The OMR scanner is a peripheral that collects the data and transmits it to a host

computer. The computer, by the Scan Tools for Windows software package,

performs additional processing to format the data into useful data files. Scan Tools

can create text file containing commands used by SPSS and by Excel. The data files

so created were further computed and analysed by the Statistical Package for Social

Science (SPSS) or the Microsoft Excel programme. Missing data was excluded from

the particular item of the questionnaire.

Upon completing the pilot interviews and making reference to the

experience and practice gained, 'group discussions' were arranged according to the

schedule. Similar to the pilot interviews, guideline of discussion was prepared. It

was used as a facilitator, rather than following it strictly. The discussion was held in

an open forum style where participants were invited to contribute, speak and argue
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freely on the topics. Each discussion lasted about 11/2 hour. The discussions were

held in the meeting rooms of the researcher's office or the employer's office. As a

whole the medium was English, but in many cases the students and graduates spoke in

Chinese. The discussions were tape-recorded with the permission of the participants.

Notes were also taken during the entire session. In October, 2000, the first group

discussion was arranged for Group 1. The number of participants was not too

promising. However, it turned out to be a successful discussion giving valid and

constructive opinions and comments on the course. The graduates voiced out their

view on the employment. The employers also expressed their view on the graduates'

performance. With this experience, to encourage more participants, phone call

reminders were made to the invited participants. The second discussion for Group 2

had a satisfactory turn-up rate. All group discussions were completed by the end of

October 2000.

Interviews were arranged upon completion of the group discussions. They

were held either in the researcher's office, the interviewee's office or in the meeting

rooms. Each of these locations afforded quietness, minimal interruptions or intrusion

of privacy. Each interview lasted about 30-45 minutes. At the outset, interviewees

were reminded of the objectives of the interviews as well as the main areas that would

be covered. Permission for tape-recording the conversation was also sought. Six out

of eight interviewees gave their permission while others refused. Similar to the group

discussions, the medium was English, but the students and graduates mostly had

difficulty to express and were told to speak in Chinese.

Notes were taken during the tape recording sessions to enable the

researcher to keep track of the interviewees' responses. In addition, the conversations

were transcribed after the interview. The researcher checked the accuracy of the
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transcriptions by listening to the tape a second time. In interviews which were not

tape recorded, copious notes were taken during the session and these were then cross-

checked with the interviewees after the session was formally closed.

It was planned to arrange eight interviews. Two with each of the four

groups: student, staff'; employer and graduates. After the first trial of interviews with

each group, changes to the schedule in light of the experience from the first round of

interview were made in the second round of interview. The interviews were started

with some background questions about the interviewee. The questions were posed in

an open-ended way, whenever possible. It was scheduled to conduct the first round of

interview in March 2001 and all interviews were completed by the end of March

2001. The findings, records and transcriptions were then analysed to facilitate the

discussions presented in the following chapter.

3.5	 Summary

This chapter on methodology has given an account of the theoretical

background to the survey work, pointed to the complexities of different perspectives

and levels in the subject under investigation, and explained how the different parts of

the survey were conceived and carried out. It has also touched on related questions,

about curriculum development and entry-requirements, which also impact on the

question of quality in the education process. Other papers and reports are also

mentioned, which have relevance to the question and help towards clarifying the

survey results.
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Chart 3.1 Flow Chart of the Survey
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Chapter Four	 Analysis and Discussion

4.1	 Introduction

This chapter analyses and discusses the findings of the survey described in

the preceding chapters. As a supplement to the discussion on topics related to the

main survey, such as the course that the research relates to, and development and

changes in the curriculum, the entry qualifications to the course are also described.

The quality assurance system applied to industry generally is introduced and

discussed at the end of the chapter, with a consideration of its adaptability to the field

of education.

4.2
	

The Higher Technician Course

4.2.1
	

Introduction

Section 2 below provides general background information for the more

detailed discussions later in the chapter. It describes the study course which is the

object of this research, how it came into being and how it is delivered and managed.

The facilities and resources of the college are outlined, together with teaching

methods and manpower, the expected standards of students and their assessment.

4.2.2
	

The Course

The course that the research is making reference to is a higher diploma

course in civil and structural engineering operated in a technical college in Hong
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Kong. It is a vocational course preparing students for a career as higher technicians in

the construction field.

The course was transferred from the then Polytechnic in Hong Kong and

has been in operation under the management of a vocational training organisation

since 1993. The current programme content has been developed with the advice of

industry. Formal industrial liaison continues through the departmental advisory board

(DAB) which includes representatives from local tertiary education institutions,

government bodies, consulting firms and contractors. Progression into the course is

mainly via the route of having appropriate successes in the Hong Kong Certificate of

Education Examination. Very few are admitted based on the successes in obtaining

an ordinary diploma or ordinary certificate in civil engineering. There is the

opportunity for mature persons to enter the course, but these entrants are few.

The Higher Diploma is studied over three years on a full time basis.

During each academic stage the students study ten assessed units. Year 1 gives the

student a broad educational base together with an introduction to aspects of the

industry. In addition to laboratory work, the students will undertake site visits and

participate in an integrated project. Students in the first year also complete 25 days at

the organization's training centre obtaining an appreciation of craft skills and site

safety.

The second year develops all of the students over a core of seven units

with a further three elective units. The second year also contains laboratory work and

an integrated project. Students in the second year also complete 35 days training at a

training centre of the training authority of the construction industry (TACI) which is

funded from levy derived from the construction industry. This Authority operates

training centres that allow full scale construction operations to be carried out under
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site conditions. This training is of a significant nature. During the summer after year

two, students are recommended to seek industrial placements.

In year three, students complete seven common units and three electives.

The individual project is a major piece of work in this final year (Hong Kong

Technical College, 1997).

The comprehensive structure and the content of the programme is attached

in Appendix F.

4.2.3	 Physical Resources

The College is of modem construction on the island of Tsing Yi, Hong

Kong. The civil and structural engineering programmes were part of the portfolio for

the College's initial development. As a consequence of this, laboratories and other

physical resources were included in the original college design concept. All

laboratories are well appointed, equipped and suited to their purposes. They are of a

sufficient size to accommodate the programmed group size of 20 students with

comfortable space and furnishing for the students to write up experimental notes and

data.

Separate laboratories are available for the conduct of experiments in

support of the core and option units in:

Geology and Soil Mechanics.

Concrete and Structures.

Strength of Materials.

Traffic Engineering.

Hydraulics and Hydrology.

Public Health.
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Land Surveying Equipment Store.

Whilst each laboratory is under the control of a fill time member of the

academic staff; each area has the support of at least one fill time technician.

The laboratories contain the fill range of experimental equipment to

support the syllabus content. This equipment is provided in many multiple sets to suit

the needs of the student groups to rotate through the exercises. In many instances the

equipment is capable of being used to undertake experiments higher than the current

programme requirements. Particular mention must be made of the concrete and

structures laboratory. Additional to the standard beam, column and torsion equipment,

the college possesses large testing beds for slabs and pre and post tensioned beams,

and is commissioning an earthquake simulation bed. This laboratory is also accredited

as an industrial testing centre for concrete, and steel bars by the Hong Kong

Laboratory Accreditation Scheme (HOKLAS) (HOKLAS, 1998).

The work in the department is well supported by the central college

facilities.

Although the large central library holds multiple copies of the necessary

standard texts, and some are retained on reference, it is expected that students will

obtain their own copies of required volumes.

The college appreciates that its role is to produce students who are

industrially useful and, therefore, equipment and software must be maintained at an

industry compatible standard.

4.2.4	 Teaching Methodology

Students are accommodated in suitable lecture theatres and rooms to meet

the delivery of lectures and tutorials. Lectures are normally conducted in lecture
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theatres with group size of 80 or 120. Tutorials and practical works would be in small

rooms and laboratories at a group size of 20. Because of the numbers of students

involved on the course the delivery schedules are tightly controlled. However, the

students maintain their individuality through tutors and tutor groups. The student

numbers dictate that the lecture delivery is didactic, but course work assignments and

group work in laboratories, surveying, and tutorials give scope for group and

individual working activity. For practical activities more than one staff member may

be present or the staff member will have competent technician support. Overall the

student has 22 staff contact hours per week. (Hong Kong Technical College, 1997)

4.2.5	 Academic Staff

The College policy is that all full time academic appointees are university

graduates in relevant engineering disciplines with not less than three years working

experience. Fifty percent of them hold higher academic degrees and ninety two

percent are chartered members of relevant professional institutions. There is

considerable activity of staff within their associated institutions and with their

continuing professional development (JAP, 1999).

In the laboratories the technical support staff are competent to assist

students in the practicalities of the use of the equipment.

4.2.6	 Students

The Higher Diploma entrants commence the programme on successful

completion of their general full time secondary school education with passes in 5

Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE) subjects including

English, Mathematics and Physics. Although the Higher Diploma programmes have
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been designed to meet standard entry requirements, a large percentage of entrants

have studied to the Advanced Level (A Level). The controlled intake of 120 entrants

from an excessive applicant group means that there is competition for places on the

programme (Appendix G). The competition for entry, the career opportunities, the

status of the profession and the relevance of the course leads to few students failing to

complete (Appendix G). It should also be noted that the programme has a gender mix

of one female to ten males.

4.2.7	 Assessment

The coursework of students is assessed against a scheduled marking

scheme and for the 'project' grades clear criteria for assessment are established and

the student's work is assessed by two staff members.

Summative assessments are based on the student's performance in

coursework and examination. In the majority of subject areas the ratio is 3 0:70 but

for Engineering Surveying the ratio is 40:60 (Hong Kong Technical College, 1997),

showing the importance of practical work.

4.2.8	 Curriculum Design and Development

The course was validated before it was commenced in 1993 (Hong Kong

Technical College, 1993a) and was revalidated in 1996 for a five year period under

the College's system and guidelines (Hong Kong Technical College, 1996b).

The overall objective of the course is to provide a programme of study

whose graduates will be higher technicians, and thus the course curriculum has to be

practically orientated.
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Each academic element of the course has its particular contributions. The

lecture materials provide the basis for tutorial, laboratory and coursework activities

which serve to synthesize the core of knowledge and experience within individual

subjects. The Year Project draws on this core and acts as a mechanism to integrate

various subject matters. It also provides students with opportunities to practice

conceptual and detailed designs. The basic engineering and practical training in the

institute's training centres and the training authority of the industry provide an

excellent experience in practical work and implementation of theoretical knowledge

in the real world.

The development and monitoring of subject syllabi are the responsibilities

of the 'subject stream coordinators' representing distinct areas of the curriculum.

Each subject of the course has to undergo an on-going review by the subject lecturer

who will submit an end-of-year report, via the relevant 'subject stream coordinator',

to the course leader. These reports along with the annual course report will be

discussed at departmental meetings and the meetings of the 'board of studies' (BoS)

and departmental advisory board (Hong Kong Technical College, 1996a).

Student input to the curriculum design and development is achieved

through meetings with year/personal tutors, the course leader, the BoS and in

particular through a comprehensive questionnaire issued to students. The results of

surveys conducted on graduates and their employers will be another source of input in

the improvement of the curriculum.

4.2.9	 Quality of Teaching and Learning

Teaching and learning are the central activities of an educational institute.

Logically a large proportion of effort should be placed on improving the quality of
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teaching and learning. It is the policy of the department that the quality of teaching is

monitored and improved through peer reviews, student interviews and questionnaires.

It is recognized that it is important to address, as early as possible,

students' specific learning handicaps. Major emphasis should be placed on prevention

of problems. The most prevalent student problems that are causing learning handicaps

are:

• Wrong learning attitude and habits. (Most students are found accustomed to

'spoon-feed' learning attitude. They rely very much on the teachers. They do not

like to read text/reference books nor to search reading materials from the library.

Some students may have difficulty in understanding and visualizing the lectures

and choose 'rote-memory')

• Lack of confidence

• Lack of motivation

• Weakness in language and communication skills

It is therefore the policy of the department (Hong Kong Technical

College, 1 996c) to address these problems early in Year 1 and to coordinate a

concerted effort at reshaping the habits and attitudes of the students, to motivate and

stimulate them, and to build a confidence in themselves and in the profession. It is

important for each teaching staff to:

• Teach at the right level

• Focus on local practice

• Adopt a simple approach whenever possible

• Focus on good grounding on the essentials

• Insist on tutorial attendance and encourage participation in tutorial discussions

• Give opportunities to students to define problems for themselves
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. Drill students in developing professional and good work habits. (Students like to

do things in their own style, without caring if it is good or bad. To work as

professionals, it is necessary to follow the good practice).

4.2.10 Standards Attained by Students

The graduates are expected to be widely accepted throughout the civil

engineering and construction industry with career opportunities working at the higher

technician level. The graduates are expected to have the ability to think

independently, to appreciate technical, managerial and social constraints in their

working environment and to make professional judgement. To fulfill these

expectations by their prospective employers, the graduates have to aftain certain

standards so that they will:

. be able to apply the fundamentals of applied science in formulating solutions to

construction problems, including a good appreciation of the civil engineering

theory and practice.

. be conversant with modem design and construction techniques in civil

engineering

. be conversant with modem experimental techniques and the properties and

behaviour of the materials used in civil engineering construction.

. be aware of the constraints that influence civil engineering projects, such as

environmental and economic considerations.

• be conscious of the social responsibilities of a higher technician.

• appreciate the need for safety and quality in project execution and management.

• have improved ability to communicate logically and clearly.
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One of the best indicators to measure the standards attained by the

graduates is their employers' satisfaction. The department has regularly performed a

survey of employers regarding the performance of graduates, at about six months after

their graduation each year.

A measure to evaluate the standard of the course is the recognition by

reputable professional organizations. The course has been accredited by the

Engineering Council, UK (JAP, 1999). Currently, the course is seeking recognition as

satisfying the academic requirements for Associate Membership of the Hong Kong

Institution of Engineers (HKTE).

To ensure that the standards attained by the students are appropriate to

their level of study, the external examiners through the board of examiners moderate

the examination papers and assess the students' performance (Hong Kong Technical

College, 1997).

4.2.11 Course operation and Management

The course is operated under the Department of Construction. This

Department has been in operation since October 1993 and currently has an

establishment of a department head, two principal lectures, six senior lecturers,

sixteen lecturers, one associate lecturer and other supporting staff

The operation and management of the courses is under the direction of the

Head of the Department (HoD). The Head of Department is assisted by the course

leaders in the day-to-day running of the courses. A Course Team is established for

each course, consisting of the Head of Department, course leader and all academic

staff involved in the teaching of the course. A Course Executive Group, which is a

sub-set of the Course Teams, is responsible for the execution and management of all
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the courses in the department. The Course Executive Group consists of the Head of

Department, course leaders, year tutors and, if necessary, the subject stream

coordinators. The Course Team meets four times a year whereas the Course

Executive Group meets regularly once a month and holds ad hoc meetings whenever

there is need.

The year tutors act as personal tutors. They are members of the academic

staff whom the student can approach on personal problems and difficulties. Ibis

complements the advisory service provided by the college student counselors.

Lecturers are asked to report to the course Executive Group on student

performance and lecture progression at regular intervals. The Course Executive

Group reviews ongoing issues and monitors the teaching approaches of individual

staff to ensure that they follow what has been discussed and agreed during Course

Team meetings (Hong Kong Technical College, 1996c).

In addition to the above mechanisms of management, there are working

groups or teams on matters such as examination, time-tabling, admission, laboratory,

industrial training and student projects. Input and contribution are also obtained from

students through the Board of Study and student interviews; from external examiners

through the Board of Examiners and from industry and academic representatives of

other institutes through the DAB.

The course leaders will arrange for academic staff to provide written

reports based on interview with each student.

Each year the course leader submits to the Academic Planning and Audit

Committee (APAC) a course summary report of the course. The report lists a quality

grade for each unit and the supporting services. It also provides an overall quality

grade for each year of a course. Very good grades or those below the satisfactory
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level is accompanied by a brief explanation. A copy of the course quality analysis

return which incorporates the recording of these grades required by the Academic

Review Committee (ARC) is included in Appendix H. The course summary report

also shows the cohort progression information. A copy of this progression report is

included in Appendix H.

4.3	 The Evolutionary Changes of Course Curriculum

4.3.1	 Infroduction

This section deals with the changes that have taken place over time in the

course curriculum for higher technicians. The reasons behind the sometimes

substantial changes, as well as various constraints on the process of change, give

helpful insights for the study of the quality of an educational programme. Changes in

content, method, and subject areas are noted here, as well as the more recent influence

of factors such as safety concerns, environment and quality awareness.

4.3.2	 The Changing Course Curriculum

Training of construction higher technicians and supervisors in Hong Kong

in the past years has been relying on the relevant Higher Diploma courses offered

initially by the Hong Kong Technical College and then by tertiary education

institutions including universities and the vocational education institutes. Throughout

the years, the curricula of these courses have been revised many times to suit the

changes in education policy and the needs of society. The main objective of the higher

'diploma course is to prepare secondary school leavers to become higher technicians in

the construction industry. The curriculum is designed to suit the demand of the

industry and the academic background of the students admitted.
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After having been in operation for such a long time, the curricula of these

construction related courses form an archive of information for the researcher to

carry out the systematic review described here. The main objective of the review is to

study the trends of development of various elements and components that constitute

the curricula. The approach adopted for the review includes (a) a study on the impact

of the changes in environmental factors, (b) a chronological presentation of the

changes in the time assigned to various modes of delivery, (c) a study on the evolution

in categorized subject groups and their apportionment in the curricula and (d) a

review on whether or not current problems of public concern have been addressed in

the development of the course that is currently operating. Possible reasons for

important changes at different periods are also discussed.

The following discussion and findings are based on the review of the

course schemes of the courses and relevant administrative documents under the

operations of the Hong Kong Polytechnic, Hong Kong Technical College and the

Institute of Vocational Education of Vocational Training Council (VTC) from 1973 to

present (Law Ct a!, 2001a). They show that the changes follow the impact of

environmental factors (Chart 4.3.1) (Law et a!, 2001a), such as:-

The development of the education system of the society;

The changes in the resources allocation by government;

The changes in career expectation of the students and parents;
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Chart 4.3.1 Impact of Environmental Factors on the Course
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4.3.3	 Changes in Contact Hours and Modes of Delivery

Students in these higher diploma courses have to attend lectures and

practical work classes, and to f1.ilfill all the assessment requirements on coursework

and examination before they would be awarded the Higher Diploma. The delivery of

the course is in the form of lecture, tutorial, laboratory class, project work and

workshop training. The impact ofthe environmental factors on the curriculum is the

changes in contact hours and redistribution of the modes of delivery. The contact

hours and distribution of modes of delivery vary in different periods of time. The

pattern of change in the last twenty seven years is summarized in Chart 4.3.2 (Law et

a!, 2001a). It is found that there is a general trend of decrease in the total number of

contact hours during the period from 1973 to present. The total reduction amounts to

30% in this period.
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(i) Lecture Hours

Lecture is the main mode of delivery. There is a rapid reduction in lecture

hours during the period from 1973 to 1984. The number of lecture hours was reduced

from about 1900 to about 900. From 1984 up to present, the number has been in the

range of 800 to 900 hours. The chart shows that there is still a gentle decreasing trend.

Detailed review of the syllabuses, shows that emphasis on practical aspects has been

increased substantially. The analysis on the number of lecture hours has revealed that

the paradigm of higher technician education is shifting from the transfer of knowledge

by lecture to a process of learning through practical illustration and problem solving.

It is also shifting from more academically oriented to more practically emphasized.

(ii) Laboratory Class

Laboratory work has long been recognized as an important element in

engineering education. Through experimental work, a student can acquire actual
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experience on the behaviour of engineering materials and the application of theories

in construction. Throughout the evolution history, laboratory class only occupied a

small range of about 20-24% of the curriculum hours.

(iii)	 Tutorial Class

Chart 4.3.2 shows a very clear increasing trend in the contact hours of

tutorial class in the curriculum. The contact hours have been increasing gradually

from about 170 hours to 400 hours. With the increasing emphasis on "learning to

learn" in the modem education culture, it can be envisaged that this mode of study

will become more and more important.

(iv)	 Workshop Training

Workshop training was first introduced in 1976. At that time the duration

was only 30 hours. It was increased considerably to 60 hours (spread over 10 weeks)

in 1980 and then became an essential and important element of the Higher Diploma

course (Hong Kong Polytechnic, 1976, 1980 & 1984). Its contents were further

strengthened when the course was transferred to VTC in 1993 (Hong Kong Technical

College,1993b). The objectives of workshop training are to provide students with

some hands-on experience in various craft skills of the construction industry and to

provide the students with basic understanding of safety and quality in construction

work. The present curriculum includes training in the construction of formwork and

falsework, scaffolding, re-bar fixing, drain-pipe laying, operation of construction

plants and machineries. Feedback from employers and graduates confirms that

workshop training improves the readiness of a graduate to take up site supervisory job

(Hong Kong Technical College, 1994).
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(v)	 Project

The relative weighting of the student project was small before 1980. It

was a final year project with a weighting of only 75% of a module value (Hong Kong

Polytechnic, 1980). The weighting was substantially increased in 1984 but the project

module was still confined to the final year. When the course was transferred to VTC

in 1993, the course structure was re-organized. Students have projects in each stage of

the 3-year study program. In the year 1 project, the purpose is to let students gain the

experience of team work in design and construction and appreciate the basic

principles of engineering mechanics. In year 2, the students have to complete another

group project of more complicated nature which requires them to apply what they

have learnt in the lectures. In year 3, each student has to complete an individual

project. The purpose of the individual project is to train students to work

independently with initiative in problem solving.

4.3.4	 Changes in Categorised Subject Groups

Apart from changes in contact hours, there has also been movement in the

apportionment of the subject areas in the curriculum. Chart 4.3.3 (Law et al, 2001a)

shows the changes in this aspect. According to the course curriculum, students are

required to study about ten modules. For comparison and analysis purposes, these

modules are categorized into the following six groups of subjects.

Generic Skill - Language: including English and Communication

. Generic Skill - Analytical: including Mathematics, General Science and

Computer Science & Application

• Management: including Law, Contract and Costing
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• General Engineering Skill: including Mechanics, Thermodynamics and

Electrical Engineering

• Technical Skill - Analytical: including Structural Analysis, Design of Structures,

Soil Mechanics and Hydraulics

• Technical Skill - Technology: including Structural Detailing, Surveying,

Construction Technology, Highway and Environmental Engineering

Chart 4.3.3 Changes in Distribution of Subject Areas
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(i)	 Generic Skill

As can be seen from the chart, the proportion of the curriculum assigned to

the teaching and learning of generic skill, including both language skill and analytical

skill, has been fairly constant throughout these years although there is a slight

decreasing trend in recent years. It is within the range of 20 to 25%. However, a
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detailed review of the syllabuses reveals that there has been changes in the contents of

the subjects.

In the early years, both English and Communication were parts of the

syllabus of the subject 'The Engineer in Society', which was a very important subject

at that time. It occupied about 210 hours in the curriculum and covered not only

English and Communication, but also topics in law, government, economics and

management. In 1984, this subject, 'The Engineer in Society' was replaced by a

subject solely for the study of English.

Mathematics was an important part of the analytical skill in the curricula

of the early years. It was taught to a very high level and the coverage was also very

wide. Starting from 1984 onwards, there were substantial changes in the syllabus of

this subject. The coverage was trimmed down and the level was also lowered. At

about the same time, computer science was introduced and was gradually playing an

important role. In recent years, there has been a gradual change in the teaching of

computer related subjects. The emphasis shifted from learning of computer languages

and programming to the use and application of general and specialized software

packages. In the age of information technology, the ability of a graduate to use

computer or information technology techniques to enhance productivity is an

important factor to his employability in the job market. To cope with this demand,

the number of contact hours used to train students in computer application has been

increased rapidly in recent years. This is shown in Chart 4.3.4.(Law et al, 2001a).

(ii)	 Management

When the subject 'The Engineer in Society' was phased out in the mid-

80s, there was a substantial decrease in the management content in the course. This
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situation remained for about ten years. In 1993, subjects in Construction Management

were re-introduced and covered the topics in project management, programming, law

and contractual procedures, quality management, safety management and professional

ethics. Construction Management subjects now occupy about 10% of the course

content.

(iii)	 General Engineering Skill

There is an obvious trend in the reduction of the content of the general

engineering skill subjects. In the early years, the year one curriculum had a high

proportion of common subjects within the various engineering discipline courses.

These subjects were Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Material Science, Electrical

Engineering, Building Services Engineering and etc. In recent years, there is a trend

towards differentiation. Most of the above common subjects phased out from the

construction engineering discipline courses. The deletion of these subjects is based

on the arguments that (a) in the advance technology age, work is done by specialists;

graduates would not be engaged in works other than construction work. Other works

would be carried out by specialists. (b) This would allow more time for the core

subjects and (c) it reduces the student's total contact hours as well as reduces their

burden of study. Even where some of these subjects have not been replaced, the

syllabuses have been trimmed down, merged and modified to cover only those topics

that are construction related. The subject 'building service engineering' which draws

the knowledge from the above mentioned subjects is closely related to construction

and has to be retained in the curriculum. The main theme of keeping this subject is to

let students have some idea and the basic knowledge in 'building services' work that

they may have to co-operate with the specialists in 'building services' engineering.
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Since the graduates would not be doing this type of work directly, the in-depth

knowledge, especially the theoretical and design elements of this subject is found not

necessary. Thus those elements are taken out from the syllabus of the subject.

(iv)	 Technical Skill

The apportionment of construction related technical skill training has been

increased substantially. The increase has occurred mainly in the technology part. The

analytical part remains more or less the same.

There is a trend towards specialization and differentiation. In 1973, the

course had only two core areas of study. They were in structural and geotechnical

engineering. In 1976, subjects in public health, transportation engineering and coastal

engineering were introduced. In 1984, eight specialized subjects were introduced as

options for students to select. In year 2, students were given to select between

"Sewerage and Waste Treatment" and "Traffic & Highway Engineering". In year 3,

students had to select one from the following six subjects : Temporary Works;

Design of Concrete Structures; Water Resources Supply and Treatment; Transport

Planning; Coastal and Offshore Engineering and Advanced Engineering Survey &

Photogrammetry (Hong Kong Polytechnic, 1984).
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Chart 4.3.4 Changes in Contact Hours on Computer Application

A half module for computer science was first introduced in 1976. The

contact hours on computer application have been increased rapidly since the course

was transferred to VTC in 1993. A new subject in Computer Aided Drafting was first

introduced in 1993 and topics in computer applications were included in various

subjects like Structural Analysis and Design, Soil Engineering, etc. Computer

application was then further extended to structural detailing, traffic engineering,

construction management and etc. II is expected that this trend will continue.

4.3.5	 Environmental, Safety and Quality Awareness

With the increase in demand for quality of living, there is greater concern

in environmental impact, safety and quality. There is need for environmental, safety

and quality awareness by the students. As this awareness extends to almost all

subjects, it is considered more appropriate to include these topics in all subjects,

instead of making it an unique subject in the course. Chart 4.3.5 (Law et al, 2001a)

shows the contact hours in the current curriculum on the topics of environmental
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awareness, construction safety and quality management. It can be seen that there is an

upward trend in the number of teaching hours for each of these topics. This is an

indication that the development of the curriculum has taken into consideration, the

need for awareness of environmental, safety and quality issues in society.

Chart 4.3.5 Development of Environmental, Safety and Quality Awareness
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4.3.6	 Summary

The review of past curricula described above is the first step towards an

overall modification of the curricula for the training of higher technicians in the

construction industry to satisfy the demands of society. Although the results obtained

may not be conclusive, the approach of studying various components and aspects in

curriculum provides indications for the directions of future development. Any future

proposal on modification of curriculum, the aspects that have been discussed above,

have to be included in the consideration.
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4.4	 Effect of Preentry Qualifications

4.4.1	 Infroduction

This section describes the findings of the research about the effect that pre-

entry qualifications have on the academic performance of the course students, some of

whom have been entering the course with higher qualifications than the course was

originally designed for. In view of recently proposed major changes in the Hong Kong

education system, these findings may be helpifti towards planning for the impact on

curriculum and admission criteria that these changes will have in third-level

education.

4.4.2	 Data Analysis and Discussion

The technician course is a three year stage-based program. Students are

required to take the stage examination at the end of each year (stage). For analysis of

the survey data, students who had studied Form 7 were designated as "special

students". Those coming straight from Form 5 were designated as "normal students".

Students who had studied Form 7 but did not take or completely failed the A-level

examination were excluded from the "special student" list. They were grouped as

"normal students" in the analysis. In this study, a survey was carried out on all the

students that graduated from the course since its inception in 1993. Altogether, five

cohorts of students had graduated from the course and were included in the test.

The mean marks of the "special" and "normal" students were evaluated as

shown in Table 4.4.1.

The table shows that the mean marks of "special students" are higher than

those of "normal students" for all five cohorts in all three stages of year-end

examinations, except in the final year examination of the 1995 cohort. It also shows a
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Legend :-
IJAI is the mean of marks for stage 1 year-end exam.

UA2 is the mean of marks for stage 2 year-end exam.

UA3 is the mean of marks for stage 3 year-end exam.

UA3
67.77
60.08
56.72
61.22
6.1.42

UA3

66.96
59.88
56.83
60.66
61.29

UA3
72.92
61.20
54.67
63.00
62.27

trend that the difference in mean marks between "special" and "normal" students

becomes less and less during the three years of study, except for the 1993 cohort. This

gives an indication that the effect of pre-entry qualification is stronger in first year

than in second and third years.

Apart from visual inspection, statistical approach using a one tail two-

sample t-test was also carried out to test whether the mean mark of the "special

students" would be statistically higher than those of the "normal students". In the t-

test, the two groups of students, "special" and "normal" were treated as two

independent samples. The three stage-end examinations were also treated as three

separate samples.

Table 4.4.1 Means of Marks for Student
Cohorts from 1993 to 1997

All
	

Marks
Students

93
94
95
96
97

Normal
Students

93
94
95
96
97

Special
Students

93
94
95
96
97

UA1
59.40
64.12
60.99
62.88
59.55

UA1

58.31
63.55

60.82
62.10
59.20

UA1
67.42
67.35
63.33

.65.72
62.13

UA2
66.96
62.57

57.30
56.75

57.25

Marks

UA2

66.38
62.30
57.25
55.93
57.09
Marks

UA2
70.67
64.20
58.17
59.52
58.33
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Table 4.4.2 Difference in Means of Marks between
Special and Normal Students

Cohort
Difference in Means of Marks

_______ UA1 UA2 UA3
93	 9.10	 4.29	 5.96
94	 3.80	 1.90	 1.32
95	 2.52	 0.92	 -2.17
96	 3.62	 3.59	 2.34
97	 2.94	 1.25	 0.98

Table 4.4.3 Number of Special and Normal Students

_______	 Student Number
Cohort	 Year 1	 Year 2	 Year 3

________ Normal Special Normal Special Normal Special
93	 89	 12	 77	 12	 76	 12
94	 96	 17	 90	 15	 82	 15
95	 120	 9	 109	 6	 103	 6
96	 91	 25	 84	 25	 80	 25

97	 111	 15	 102	 15	 96	 15

In view of the possible difference, such as quality, among the five cohorts

of students and the possible difference in the three stages of examination, a combined

test was carried out which was used to test the same hypothesis of a series of

independent experiments (i.e. different random samples were employed in each of the

experiments) in order to obtain a summary of the overall test of the hypothesis.

Winer (1971) Combined Test method was used in this analysis. Under the

hypothesis that the difference in mean value for t-statistics in the population is zero,

the statistics
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j[dj /(df1 - 2)]

where d.f represents the degree of freedom associated with I,, has a sampling

distribution which is approximately normal when df ^ 10. Therefore, the common

hypothesis of no difference in mean marks between "special students" and "normal

students" can be rejected if the computed Winer Z-statistics is higher than the critical

value (i.e. 1.96 for one-tailed 97.5% level of significance or 1.645 for one-tailed 95%

level of significance). However, it is recommended that df should be higher than 10

for each sample, otherwise the approximation by the unit normal distribution is not

good and the results become inappropriate.

A one-tailed test is used instead of the traditional two-tailed in the

hypothesis testing of the difference in mean marks because the alternative hypothesis

"mean mark of special students is higher than normal students" has a specified

direction "higher" with respect to null hypothesis of "no difference". In such a case,

limiting the region of rejection to one tail of the sampling distribution for null

hypothesis provides greater power with respect to an alternative hypothesis in the

direction of that tail.
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(a)

N(O.1)

(b)

The power under a two-tailed test with respect to a specified alternative

hypothesis to the right of zero is shown by the shaded area in part (a) above. The

corresponding power with respect to a one-tailed test is shown in part (b). The

increased power in the one-tailed test is at the expense of zero power with respect to

alternative hypothesis, which is to the left of zero.

Moreover, the 1.96 critical value of a 5% a in a two-tailed test is the same

as that of a 2.5% am a one-tailed case and the 1.645 critical value of a 5% am one-

tailed case is just equal to 10% a in two-tailed test. In one-tailed hypothesis testing,

rejecting the null hypothesis of no difference in mean mark is subjected to tighter

condition when using 2.5% a than using 5% a. The one-tailed test at 2.5% significant

level is adopted in this analysis, although the actual probability is reported in each

case.
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Table 4.4.4 t-Statistics for First Year Examination

Year	 df Test	 p-value Effect
_________________	 statistic	 __________ Size
93	 99	 2.539	 0.007	 0.781
94	 111	 1.576	 0.059	 0.415
95	 127	 1.065	 0.145	 0.368
96	 114	 1.907	 0.030	 0.431
97	 124	 1.522	 0.062	 0.419
Winer Test	 3.816 0.0001 ________

When we look at the t-tests in each cohort individually, we find that all the

tests have small p-values (0.007 to 0.062) except in year 1995 (0.145). The non-

significant result of year 1995 may be due to the small sample size of the special

students (ne 9). However, when we combine the five cohorts using the Winer test,

the test statistic is 3.8 16, and the p-value is 0.0001. This shows that the 'special

students' perform significantly better than the 'normal students' in the first year

examination.

The mean and standard deviation of the effect size are 0.483 and 0.168

respectively, and the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the effect size is (0.33 50,

0.6302). As the confidence interval (CI) does not include zero, this again indicates

that the 'special students' have significantly better performance than the 'normal

students' in the first year examination.

Table 4.4.5 t-Statistics for Second Year Examination

Year	 Df Test	 p-value Effect
_______________	 statistic	 _________ Size
93	 87	 2.225	 0.015	 0.691
94	 103	 0.750	 0.228	 0.209
95	 113	 0.296	 0.384	 0.124
96	 107	 1.915	 0.029	 0.436
97	 115	 0.490	 0.3 13	 0.152
Winer Test	 -	 2.514	 0.006 ________
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When we look at the t-tests in each cohort individually, we only find

significant results (p-value = 0.015 and 0.029 respectively) in years 1993 and 1996,

However, when we combine the five cohorts using the Winer test, the test statistic is

2.514, and the p-value is 0.006, which shows a significant difference between the two

groups of students. This shows that the 'special students' perform significantly better

than the normal students in the second year examination.

The mean and standard deviation of the effect size are 0.322 and 0.240

respectively, and the 95% confidence interval (CI) for the effect size is (0.1125,

0.5325). As the confidence interval does not include zero, this again indicates that the

'special students' have significantly better performance than the 'normal students' in

the second year. This result is consistent with the findings from the Winer test.

Table 4.4.6 t-Statistics for Third Year Examination

Year	 df Test	 p-value Effect
_________________	 statistic	 __________ Size
93	 86	 1.791	 0.039	 0.495
94	 95	 0.829	 0.205	 0.233
95	 107	 -0.775	 0.780	 -0.325
96	 103	 1.568	 0.060	 0.359
97	 109	 0.464	 0.322	 0.129
Winer Test	 1.716	 0.043 ________

Similar to the results for second year examination, when we look at the t-

tests in each cohort individually, there are significant results (p-value = 0.039 and

0.060 respectively) only in years 1993 and 1996,. However, when we combine the

five cohorts using the Winer test, the test statistic is 1.716, and the p-value is 0.043,

• which shows a significant difference in performance between the two groups of
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students. This shows that the 'special students' perform significantly better than the

'normal students' in the third year examination.

The mean and standard deviation of the effect size are 0.178 and 0.3 13

respectively. The 95% confidence interval for the effect size is (-0.0964, 0.4527),

which includes zero. This seems to indicate that the 'special students' do not have

significantly better examination results than the normal students in the third year.

However, as the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is very close to zero, this

appears to be a marginal case.

Compare the Examination Performance during the Three Years' Study

Based on the Winer tests of the three stage examinations (UA1, UA2 and

UA3), we find that the difference between the two groups of students is most

significant in the first year. It is only marginally significant in the third year (p-value

= 0.043). This shows that the effect of studying Form 7 is the strongest in the first

year study .Over the years, the effect sizes were 0.48, 0.32, 0.18 in years one, two and

three. This fttrther supports the finding that the effect is the strongest in first year,

weaker in second year and weakest in third year.

4.4.3	 Summary

From the two sample 1-tests and the Winer Combined Test, the overall

results do support the argument that 'special students' that have studied Form 7 do

perform better, in the study of the technician course, than the 'normal students'.

However, this 'Form 7' effect was found to be less important as the student moves
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through. In the year one examination, the Form 7 entrants are likely to get a higher

score; but by the third year, that is not quite and almost washed out.

The 'special students' are subjected to more stringent criteria for entering

into Form 7. The minimum requirement is 6 passes in the HKCEE, which is higher

than that required by this technician course. One may argue that the difference in

examination performance is attributable to these entry criteria (higher student calibre)

rather than the effect of the added value of Form 7. In any case, the effect is found

significant only on the early years of study. Thus the results of the analysis do provide

implications to the course. When reviewing the curriculum, in particular the entrance

criteria and the first year program, these analysis findings have to be considered.

Could these Form 7 entrants be considered to have exemption on the first year

program? If so details have to be worked out and further study has to be carried out.

4.5	 Quality of the Course

4.5.1	 Introduction

This section forms the core of the study, focusing on the quality of the

course as offered. It details the findings of the whole study, from the questionnaire

survey, interviews and group discussions, about different aspects of the course

quality, both positive and negative, as revealed in the opinions of students, teachers,

graduates and employers. Areas discussed include technical proficiency, language and

computer competence, management and staff commitment and quality. The section

concludes with observations about teaching methodology and college support and

• facilities for both staff and students.
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4.5.2	 The Course

4.5.2.1 Appropriateness of the Course

Appropriateness is one of the key issues in the quality concept of a course.

We have come across students dropping out on the claim that the course is too

difficult. There are concerns on the employability of the graduates as well as

comments from industry urging that the products of the vocational courses should be

able to meet the demands of the industry. To prepare an answer to the above, as well

as contributing to the compliance, diagnostic and performance monitoring of the

courses, feedback on this aspect obtained from students, graduates, teaching staff and

employers serves as essential and helpful data. This data was obtained through the

instruments of questionnaire, interview and group discussion. Two hundred ninety

questionnaires were distributed to the students and 278 replies were received, giving a

response rate of 95.8%. Over 70% of them said they were satisfied with the course

and over half (57%) of them considered the course was useful to their future career

and or employment. Will this opinion change with the experience of employment and

or further study? The survey was extended to the graduates of the course.
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Chart 4.5.2.IA
	

Chart 4.5.2.IB
View of students on usefulness of the course
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One hundred and five graduates replied to the questionnaire out of 207

surveyed (50.7%). Among these graduates, 59 were in employment and 60 had

attained a course for further study. 14 of them were in employment as well as in

further study. 52% of the graduates in further study said that they took the course

with the intention of becoming a professional engineer. 27% said they wanted to

learn more. Among the 59 graduates in employment, 81% of them said that the

course was useful to their work. However, those in further study showed different

opinions. 41% of them expressed that the course did not give help to their further

study. Only 10% of them said that it was very helpful. The course was viewed by the

graduates as more tailor-made for employment than for further study. This appears to

be in line with the main objectives and aims of the course.

The remarks made in the group discussions and the expressions given in

the interviews are, in general, in line with the above findings. Quotes of relevant

dialogues, expressions and remarks are selected and given below under the respective
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headings for further discussion to supplement the findings from the questionnaire

survey.

Satisfaction with the course

During the interviews, the students expressed their satisfaction with the

course and opined that they had confidence to do the work, if they were employed.

The following are the verbatim or direct translated quotes of the interviewees.

Student Interviewees:

Mr. 'A'	 'The course has provided what I have expected';

Mr. 'B'	 'The course is designed to train higher technicians, 1 think I can do the

work if they employ me';

Mr. 'C'	 'I shall look for employment upon graduation'.

Similarly the graduates indicated that they were satisfied with Their jobs.

They expressed that what had learned in school was not sufficient and agreed that

they still had to learn a lot from work. The following are the illustrative quotes from

the graduates.

Graduate Interviewees (Translated):

Mr. 'A'	 'I am satisfied with my job';

Mr. 'B'	 'Still a lot has to be learned from work. What has been learned in

school is the foundation from which further development and learning

have to be carried out'.

Employers expressed that the graduates were helpful. They liked to

employ the graduates. Verbatim quotes are given below to support the phenomenon.
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Chart 4.5.2.1D
View of graduates on usefulness of the course

Employer Interviewees (Verbatim)

Mr. 'A'	 'I like to emp loy your graduates. They are ready to work and recluire

minimal guidance. They have very good structural concept. Their

working attitude is good';

Mr. 'B'
	

'I am satisfied with their performance';

Mr. 'C'
	

'Now the draftsman is more than a tracer. He should have structural

design background and be able to do the detailing. Thus I like to

recruit your graduates to be the technician doing the drafting work.

That would give a great hand to the designer and enhance the quality

of the drafting work'.

The discussions and views demonstrate that the stakeholders, in general,

are satisfied with the course.
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4.5.2.2 Employment Situation of the Graduates

Before I probe into the details of employability of the graduates, it is

interesting to look at the employment status and situation of the graduates. From the

survey, it was found that their employment was under a wide spectrum of employers.

32% of the graduates were working in the government. 27% of them were working in

contractor firms. 25% were employed by consultant firms. 1 1% of them were

engaged in material supply and material testing trades. The balance 5% were in other

fields.

Chart 4.5.2.2A
Nature of the company recruiting the
graduates of this course

Chart 4.5.2.2B
Number of graduates recruited by each
company
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Within the above employment distribution, it was found that the number of

graduates employed by each firm did not seem to be in proportion with their

establishment. 25% of the employers recruited more than 6 graduates from the course

while 11% of them recruited 5 to 6 graduates. 30% of them had 3 to 4 graduates from

the course working in their companies and 32% of them had only 1 to 2 graduates in
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their employment. There were 2% of the employers who had no graduates from the

course in their workforce.

These graduates in employment, were assigned or engaged in a variety of

duties and work. Generally they were involved in site supervision, design and

drafting, engineering surveying, quantity surveying and material supply and testing.

Not all firms or offices required the graduates to be involved in all these duties and

work.

Not all companies required the graduates to do the site supervision work.

68% of the employers had recruited about 149 graduates for this duty. About 122

graduates were employed by 57% of the employers and involved in design and

drafting work.

In land/engineering surveying, only 5% of the employers recruited about 7

graduates for this work. 43% of the employers recruited about 100 graduates to do

quantity surveying work. Material supplies and testing is a less popular trade. Only

25% of the employers employing about 52 graduates were in this field of work.

There were employers who were engaged in works not relating to

construction. About 5% of the employers had recruited about 15 graduates for works

or duties not relating to construction.

From the data, it emerges that the most popular employment is in site

supervision, design & drafting and quantity surveying work.

As discussed in the previous section, the employers are satisfied with the

performance of the graduates. According to the working environment, the wide

spectrum of employment can be divided into 'site-work' (out-doors) and 'office work'

(in-doors). During the interview with the students, it was found about 60% of the

students prefer to take up 'office work' and only 40% are willing to do site-work
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(out-doors). Students said that the working environment and conditions on sites is not

as comfortable as in offices. Female students, in particular, prefer to look for 'office

work'. Concerning the remuneration, the graduates during the interviews and group

discussion said they were receiving the market value and were satisfied with the pay

scale. One graduate said he was receiving less than that from his previous job.

However, the working environment of the current job was better. He felt more

comfortable and happier in the present job. Thus working environment and condition

is found to be a factor to consider on top of pay-scale.

Chart 4.5.2.2C
Number of graduates involved in various types of work in a company
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4.5.2.3 The Course Curriculum

All academic staff involved in the course were surveyed. All teaching

staff said that the course curriculum satisfied the course objectives and aims. 9% of
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the students expressed that they had a lot of difficulty in progressing and 82% of them

had some difficulty to study the course. The reasons and causes of the difficulty were

further probed and discussed herebelow. Similar to the comments on the course, 77%

of the staff commented that the subjects were difficult for the students (based on

examination performance). About 23% of the staff said the subjects were easy.

Students' learning and appropriateness of syllabus are linked with the teaching

contact hours. Some staff expressed that the lecture contact hours were a bit more

than sufficient and could be reduced. That for the tutorials was expressed as about

right. The contact hours for practicalllaboratory work were commented too many. A

very high proportion (9 1%) of staff found that the tutorials were useful and helpful to

the students.

Chart 4.5.2.3A	 Chart 4.5.2.3B
View of students on difficulty in progressing	 View of academic staff on difficulty of the
with the course	 subjects to the student
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What makes the study difficult? Is the course curriculum inappropriate?

Are the subject syllabi too deep and too wide? From the survey, more than 90%

(93%) of the staff agreed that the subjects included in the curriculum were relevant to
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the course. Only 7% said that some subjects were not relevant. With respect to the

syllabi of the subjects, 93% of the staff said that the syllabi were appropriate and met

the objectives of the course. About 7% of them said they were not appropriate.

Chart 4.5.2.3C
View of academic staff on relevancy of the
subject to the course

Chart 4.5.2.3D
View of academic staff on relevancy of the
subject syllabus to industry and profession
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On the learning side, both the students and graduates had different

opinions. They commented that there were insufficient areas and some were found

redundant.

(i)	 Area(s) of deficiency and redundancy

During the discussions, issues on deficiency and redundancy of study were

raised and discussed. Opinions expressed by the students, staff and graduates are

quoted below : -

Student Participants (Translated)
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Mr. 'A'	 'Thermodynamics is a very difficult subject and is not relevant to

construction';

Mr. 'B'	 'The syllabus for Building Services is too much. We are not going to

be Building Services Engineers. Why we have to study this

subject?'

Staff Participants (Verbatim):

Mr. 'A'	 'In construction work, we may involve in building services work or in

collaboration with building services professionals in a project. To

equip oneself with the basic knowledge in building services is

necessary and helpful. I agree that you students are not going to be

Building Services Engineers nor would be directly involved in this

type of work. So the study should be introductory and at

elementary level'.

Graduate Participants (Verbatim):

Mr. 'A'	 'Having worked for three years after graduation, I have not been

involved in work relating to thermodynamics, nor requiring the

input of such knowledge to my work';

Mr. 'B'	 'I am working in a building project. There is a lot of building services

installed in the building. Knowledge of building services enhances

the planning and performance of my design work. The detail

design and planning of the building services system is done by the

specialist consultants'.

Issues concerning the need and adequacy of practical and industrial

training were also discussed. The opinions of the employers and the graduates were
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very similar. 58% of the graduates (57% of the employers) expressed that the

practical application learned and industrial training received from the course were

inadequate. This issue was also raised by the students in the interviews. The

responses from the students, graduates, staff and employers on these issues are quoted

below:

Student Interviewees (Translated)

Mr. 'A"	 'The year one practical training is waste of time. We do not get benefit

from it. The year two training is good and useful but too

superficial. It should be in greater depth. We should use the year

one's training time for this';

Mr. 'B'	 'The practical element of the course is insufficient. We need more site

visits';

Mr. 'C'	 'We like to have more practice to read and understand the engineering

drawings and structural plans'.

Graduate Interviewee (Translated):

Mr. 'A'	 'When I was newly graduated, I had difficulty to understand the

drawings. I did not know how to read the framing plan. I need the

help and explanation from my peers'.

Mr. 'B'	 'I have no idea on the choice of scale, the layout such as the position

of the sections, plans etc of the drawing, until I have the chance to

read the drawings in the office. I suggest, in addition to the

assignments, students should have more chance to read and see the

engineering drawings'.
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Staff Interviewees (Verbatim):

Mr. 'A'	 'Yes, I agree more site visits would help. It has to be arranged at the

expense of teaching hours or student's spare time, such as

Saturdays';

Mr. 'B'	 'Apart from arranging more site visits, "practice-sites" and "practice-

projects" in the form of virtual set-ups can enhance the practical

elements of the course'.

Employer Interviewee (Verbatim):

'It seems good to introduce more practical elements to the course. In

view of the compactness of the curriculum, this may further burden

the student's study as no subject nor topic could be omitted or

trimmed down. I consider the course is good and is a balanced

program'.

An external examiner in the discussion expressed that he did support the

idea of increasing the practical elements. However, the inclusion of more practical

elements should not over burden the student's study. It can be seen that all agree more

practical elements are good and helpful. Staff members and employers find there is

difficulty to implement. To improve this, it needs more in-depth planning and

consideration.

(ii)	 Should the teaching cover all industrial and commercial patterns and

approaches?

Further to the practical elements, the practicality of the course was also of

concern. Eighty two percent of the employers did consider the graduates have the
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basic knowledge to perform the duties in the office. With respect to the engineering

concepts, 56% of the employers opined that the graduates had adequate concept.

However, the graduates themselves, seemed to have a higher expectation than the

employers. 62% of the graduates said that the engineering concepts learned from the

course was inadequate. As expressed by the graduates in the interviews and the group

discussion that, in school, not all types or approach of work was described and

discussed, so they did not know how to do their work. They have to learn from their

superior and or their peers. They explained that was the reason why they said that the

concepts learned was inadequate in the questionnaire. Thus in the interviews with the

graduates and the employers, it was raised whether the teaching should cover all the

industrial and commercial approaches and patterns. Opinions expressed by the

graduates and employers are quoted herebelow to illustrate the deliberation on this

point.

Graduate Interviewees (Translated):

Mr. 'A'	 'My firm is using the micro-station to do the computer drafting. In

school, we only learned the auto-cad';

Mr. 'B'	 'In school the lectures only discussed a few types of piles. My present

work is to design the pile-foundations using various types of piles'.

Employer Interviewees (Verbatim):

Mr. 'A'	 'From an employer's point of view, I would welcome the school

teaching the specific approach or package that my firm is adopting.

I fully understand this is not practical. So long as the graduates

have learned the basic concept and approach, it would be easy,

with minimum guidance, for them to learn and do the work';
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Mr. 'B'	 'From the commercial aspect, it would be more efficient and

productive for staff to do specific job or duty in accordance with

the practice and style of the firm. We do not care whether he

knows other types or methods. We would teach them to do the

work following our system and practice. That is why we employ

technical staff';

Mr. 'C'	 'Though, in school, she has not learned micro-station to do the drafting

work, yet she has learned the auto-cad. I found her picking up the

micro-station very quickly after some guided training from her

peers. I have no strong opinion that students have to learn every

package that is common in the market. It is not practical and

unreasonable to do in that way. Basic knowledge is essential'.

During the group discussion, the students said that in year 1 the workload

was light, year 2 was about right and year 3 was too heavy. They asked if the

curriculum could be re-arranged to make a balance. The external examiners, staff and

advisory board members responded to this and are quoted verbatim below.

External Examiner Participant:

'The current curriculum has spread out the work quite evenly among

the three stages of study. It may require pre-requisite studies.

Thus it may not be possible to move to the earlier stage. I do

support the idea of increasing the practical elements. The inclusion

of more practical elements should not over burden the students'

study. Topics not relevant to the duties and role of construction
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technicians are recommended to be trimmed down or deleted. The

course work assignments are considered appropriate and at the

right level.'

Staff Participant

'It is difficult and almost impossible to have the lectures covering all

commercial and industrial practices and approaches. If all types of

piles are taught, the course would become a course in piling-work.

Micro-station is currently used only in government projects. It is

not as popular as auto-cad.'

Advisory Board Member Participant:

'If a course concentrates too much on a topic to a great depth, student's

scope of knowledge would be narrowed. This would jeopardize

his/her employability. It is not encouraged'.

The general opinion is that it is not necessary and not practical to have the

teaching covering every specific type and approach that the market is using and

adopting.
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4.5.2.4 Students' Communication Proficiency and Ability to
Express

The whole course is using English as the medium of instruction though

some lecturers may supplement with Chinese explanations. The text books, lecture

notes, assignments and examinations are in English. Students' proficiency in English

has great effect on their study of the course. The students' difficulty in studying the

course may be due to their lack of proficiency and confidence in communication as

69% of the students said that their English proficiency was poor. Moreover, 53% of

them admitted that their ability to express themselves was also poor. This expression

matched the opinion of the staff. 80% of the staff felt that the English proficiency of

the majority of the students was poor. Views of the graduates on this aspect were

similar. About half of the graduates surveyed, felt that both oral and written English

learned in the course were inadequate. Comments from the employers on this was

that 60% of them said the graduates' English was poor.
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In the group discussion and interviews, students and graduates said that

their language proficiency was poor and that they had no confidence in

communicating with foreigners. They found it difficult to listen, especially foreigners

with a strong accent. They also said that they had to learn and practice more in

writing business correspondences and technical reports. On this there were responses

from the employers, external examiners and staff during the discussion..

External Examiner Participant (Verbatim):

'I have pointed out this weakness in previous Board of Examiner

Meetings. It appears there is some improvement in the last couple

of years. It is encouraged to make further improvements'.

Employer Participants (Verbatim):

Mr. 'A'	 'The language proficiency and ability to express vary with individuals.

In general, your graduates are not good in this respect';

Mi. 'B'	 'Your graduates are employed as technicians doing technical work. It

is very rare that they have to do administrative work, writing

business correspondences.	 Their proficiency and ability in

language and writing are not too important as a concern to the

employer. Thus their weakness in this area does not affect their

employability. However, they have to improve, otherwise it affects

or hinders his future development and promotion'.
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Staff Participants (Verbatim)

Mr. 'A' 'Language and writing ability need continuous learning and practice.

Though students have learned the use of English and grammar in

secondary school, it is necessary and helpful to revise this in their

years one and two English. In year three, the teaching is

concentrated on writing commercial correspondences. How much

students can learn varies with individuals';

Mr. 'B' 'Project report writing and presentation is a good practice and learning

to improve student's language and writing skill as well as

presentation technique';

Mr. 'C' 'Students are advised to improve by reading more and take

improvement courses in their spare time such as during the summer

vacation'.

Chart 4.5.2.4A	 Chart 4.5.2.4B
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Chart 4.5.2.4C	 Chart 4.5.2.4D
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Table 4.5.2.4A Chi-square Value for Comment on Language from Employers
and Graduates

Pearson Chi- df	 Asymptotic
______________ square	 ______ Significance
Oral English	 8.09	 3	 0.044
Written	 5.34	 3	 0.149
English_____________ ______ ___________
Written	 22.84	 3	 0.000
Chinese_____________ ______ ___________
Putonghua	 37.99	 3	 0.000

The graduates and the employers are the consumers of the vocational

courses. It is useful to have their opinion on what they have learned. The graduates

were asked to comment on what they had learned and the employers were asked to

comment on the graduates' performance which could reflect the achievements of the

graduates' learning. Both the graduates and the employers were answering the same

type of questions It is helpful to compare the results of their comments and views,

using the Chi-square test. Table 4.5.2.4A shows the results of the test. It is found that
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the views of the graduates and the employers on oral English, written Chinese and

Putonghua are significantly different. The levels of significance of these categories

are below 0.05, showing that the views of the graduates and the employers have large

dissension on the graduates' ability on these categories. For written English, the level

of significance is above 0.05 indicating that the views of graduates and employers on

written English coincide. Thus there is unique view that the students' and graduates'

proficiency in English is poor. They have to make improvement, though an employer

said it would not affect their employability. The course has to give serious thought on

this finding and to make improvement proposal on this aspect.

4.5.2.5 Efforts Contributed

Apart from proficiency in communication, effort contributed is another

major factor affecting the performance of the study. The time spent by students on

studying the course ranged from 10 to 25 hours per week. That spent on homework

also ranged from 10 to 20 hours per week. Effort contributed to the study and

homework varies with individuals. Distribution of effort contribution is illustrated in

the chart below.
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Chart 4.5.2.5A
Effort paid by students on studying the course
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Thirty one percent of the students spent about 15-19 hours per week for

the entire course. About 20% of them used 10-14 hours every week while another

20% use 20-25 hours every week. For the homework, 36% of the students used 15-19

hours and 32% of them used 10-14 hours every week. Students had diverse

involvements in project work. The time they spent on project varied from less than 10

hours to more than 25 hours per. week. 43% of the students spent 10-14 hours per

week on project. This was almost the time spent on doing other homework of the

course, indicating that the students were quite serious about project work.

In general most staff considered the learning attitude of the students was

good. Only 28% of the staff said that the students' attitude on learning was poor.

About 25% of the staff said that the poor attitude might result from difficulty of the

subjects. More assistance or help, in the form of tutorials may help to improve the
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learning attitude. Concurrently, 75% of the staff found that the students were

contributing their efforts consistently.

Chart 4.5.2.5B	 Chart 4.5.2.SC
View of academic staff on learning attitudes	 View of academic staff on consistency of
of students in the subject	 student performance in the subject
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4.5.2.6 Technical Proficiency of the Course

Regarding the appropriateness of the course to industry and the profession,

all teaching staff opined that the course curriculum met the demand and expectations

of the industry and the profession. They also said that the subjects taught in the

course were relevant. These comments can be checked with the data surveyed from

the employers employing the graduates. It was based on the performance of the

graduates that the employers made the comments. Over 75% of the employers

surveyed, said that the course was useftil and good. The employers also expressed

their agreement to this in the interviews and discussion as described in section 4.5.2.1

above.
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Chart 4.5.2.6A
View of employers on the usefulness of the
course (based on the performance of the
employees)

Chart 4.5.2.6B
Comment on the course in general by employers

• Very useful U Useful 0 Little use U	 (_U Excellent U Good 0 Poor U Very poor

Having got the general comment from the employers and the graduates,

further analysis of the survey data is made to trace the employability and technical

proficiency of the graduates. Comments from the employers and the graduates on the

commonly demanded technical proficiency by industry are discussed and compared

below.
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Chart 4.5.2.6C
Comment on the course in technical
proficiency by graduates
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Chart 4.5.2.6D
Comment on the technical Proficiency of the
graduates by employers
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Table 4.5.2.6A Chi-square Value for Comment on Technical Proficiency from
Employers and Graduates

Pearson Chi- df	 Asymptotic
______________ square	 ______ Significance
Analysis	 7.19	 4	 0.126
Design	 12.13	 4	 0.016
Construction	 16.83	 4	 0.002

i) Analysis Aspect

59% of the graduates considered the knowledge in analysis learned from

the course was inadequate. This coincides with the view of the employers, as the

level of significance is above 0.05

ii) Design Aspect

Though about half of the graduates commented that the design learned

from the course was adequate or very adequate, their view was found significantly
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Chart 4.5.2.6E
Comment on the course in drafting skills by
graduates
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different from that of the employers despite an employer in the interview said that the

graduates employed by him, had very good structural concept.

iii)	 Construction Technology

Regarding the construction technology learned from the course, 59% of

the graduates gave comments of inadequate or very inadequate. The views of the

graduates and employers on this are different. 62% of the employers felt that the

ability of the graduates in construction was adequate . In this regard, students in the

interviews commented that the practical elements of the course were insufficient.

They requested to have more site visits. Views from students on this are quoted in

section 4.5.2.3 above.

Chart 4.5.2.6F
Comment on the drafting skills of the
graduates in employment by employers
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Table 4.5.2.6B Chi-square Value for Comment on Drafting Skills
from Employers and Graduates

Pearson Chi- df Asymptotic
___________________ square	 _____ Significance
Computer	 Aided	 17.50	 3	 0.020
DrawingSkills	 _____________ _____ ___________
Manual	 Drawing	 18.07	 3	 0.01
Skills I 	 ___________

iv) Computer-aided Drafting Skills (CAD)

The findings demonstrate that the knowledge learned in computer aided

drawing meets the demand and expectation of the industry. Yet the Chi-square test

results as shown in Table 4.5.2.6B indicate the views from the graduates and

employers are independent from each other.

v) Free-hand Sketching

For the manual drawing skills, views of the graduates were quite neutral in

that about half of the graduates gave comments of adequate or very adequate.

However, the opinion of employers was negative this time with 58% of them

commented that the manual drawing skills of the graduates were inadequate or very

inadequate. Views from the participants in the discussions are quoted herebelow.

Departmental Advisory Board member (Verbatim):

'People may have relied too much on the computer. Young engineers

seem to have lost the ability to do free-hand engineering sketch.

Schools are urged to keep the teaching of manual drawing'.
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External Examiner (Verbatim):

In my other capacity, I received reports stating that candidates sitting

the professional examinations of an engineering professional body

did badly in the free-hand engineering drawings. Candidates were

advised through the Examiners' Reports to improve this'.

Chart 4.5.2.6G
Comment on the course in computer skills by
graduates

Chart 4.5.2.6H
Comment on the technical proficiency in
computer skills of the graduates by employers
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Table 4.5.2.6C Chi-square Value for Comment on Computer Skills
from Employers and Graduates

Pearson	 df	 Asymptotic
_______________________ Chi-square ______ Significance
Personal Computer	 11.11	 3	 0.011
General	 Purpose	 6.78	 3	 0.079
Software___________ ______ _____________
Engineering Software	 19.26	 4	 0.001
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vi) Computer Literacy

In this age of fast technology development, computer is almost a must in

any type of work, especially technical work. So students must be taught to use

personal computer and software. From the survey, 50% of the graduates said that the

computer knowledge learned was inadequate, while the employers were satisfied with

the graduates' ability to use personal computers. 78% of the employers said that the

graduates' ability in this area was acceptable. Both the employers and graduates

coincide on the ability of the graduates in using general purpose software.

An employer in the interview remarked 'In this age of IT, the background

knowledge in computer has to be strong and the teaching of computer and

IT applications has to be intensified. Engineering analysis, design and

solutions are helped by engineering software. It is recommended that the

teaching in school, whenever possible, should make reference to the

commonly used software to give students some idea or hands on

experience of those software. This can enhance students' employability

upon graduation'.

vii) Environmental and Safety Awareness

Construction activities are often found disturbing the environment. They

generate environmental nuisance in the form of noise, dust, muddy runoffs, and

improper disposal of chemical waste. The construction industry is a notoriously

dangerous industry with a high level of injuries and fatalities than other local industry.

To improve this situation, one of the most effective approach is to ensure the man on
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the job has the necessary awareness in environment and safety. The best way to

achieve this is through teaching in school.

Table 4.5.2.6D Chi-square Value for Comment on Environmental and Safety
Awareness from Employers and Graduates

	

Pearson	 df	 Asymptotic
________________ Chi-square ______ Significance
Environmental	 3.62	 3	 0.459
Concerns_____________ ______ _____________
Safety Issues	 9.75	 3	 0.045

Most employers were satisfied with the graduates' environmental (56%)

knowledge and concerns. This view coincides with that of the graduates. However,

the view on safety issues from the graduates is independent from that of the

employers.

Legislation stipulates that no one can work on construction site without

holding a 'green card'. A green card is issued to a person in recognition of his/her

aftendance of a prescribed safety course or graduation from a course whose content

has imparted the required knowledge of safety. This course curriculum is approved

by the Labour Department as having met the required safety. During the discussion,

participants had expressed their opinions on these issues and are quoted below.

Staff member (Illustrative):

'The Department is authorized by the Labour Department of the

HKSAR Government to issue the 'Green Cards' to the graduates of

the course'.
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External Examiner (Verbatim):

'Congratulations to the Department. It is important for a vocational

course to follow the relevant legislation and to up-grade its course

curriculum meeting the requirements of the latest legislation'.

Advisory Board Member (Verbatim):

'There is an increasing concern on environment. It is necessary to be

aware of environmental impact. In many construction projects, it is

required to make an environmental impact assessment before a

project can be approved by the authority. Whenever appropriate,

environmental concerns should be included in the lectures'.

This shows that the course has incorporated the required safety knowledge

in the curriculum. To this extent, it has satisfied the local authority.

Chart 4.5.2.6!
Comment on the content on environmental
and safety concerns by graduates
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Chart 4.5.2.6J
Comment on the technical proficiency in
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Chart 4.5.2.7A
Comment on the course in personal attributes by graduates
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Chart 4.5.2.7B
Comment on the personal attributes of the graduates by employers
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4.5.2.7 Personal Attributes

Employability and performance are to certain extent, affected by the

personal attributes. Comments from the graduates and the employers were quite

different. More than half of the graduates thought that the personal attributes learned

from the course including problem solving (60%), co-operation with others (63%),

sense of responsibility (63%), ability to express (57%) and initiative (56%) were

inadequate. For creativity, the situation was better that only 47% considered

inadequate. However, most of the employers seemed to appreciate the performance of

the graduates in their personal attributes including problem solving (65%), co-

operation (76%), sense of responsibility (65%), ability to express (57%), initiative

(50%) and creativity (62%) with comments of good or even excellent by some. The

above agrees with the chi-square tests as shown below in Table 4.5.2.7

Table 4.5.2.7 Chi-square Value for Comment on Personal Attributes
from Employers and Graduates

	

Pearson	 df	 Asymptotic -
________________________ Chi-square ______ Significance
Problem Solving	 38.29	 4	 0.000

Co-operation with Others 	 22.65	 4	 0.000

Sense of Responsibility	 27.05	 4	 0.000

Ability to Express 	 14.03	 4	 0.007

Initiative	 16.14	 4	 0.003

Creativity	 14.76	 4	 0.005

Employers joining the interviews and discussion did agree that the

graduates had good sense of responsibility as well as co-operating well with

colleagues. Most of the graduates had the ability to solve structural as well as simple
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geotechnical problems in their daily routine work. They were found relatively weak

in solving construction problems. The graduates were also commented that they were

too timid in handling matters that they had not come across before. In this situation,

they tried to refer the problem to their superior or a more experienced colleague.

4.5.2.8 Integration of the Subjects

Chart 4.5.2.8A
View of academic staff on the quality of the
course

Chart 4.5.2.8B
View of academic staff on integration of the
subjects
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There are several subjects in the course. To be a good quality course,

these subjects have to be well co-ordinated vertically with themselves in the different

stages of study and horizontally with others in the same stage of study. That is,

subjects have to be 'integrated' both horizontally and vertically. 83% of staff

expressed their appreciation of the quality of the course. All of them said that the

subjects in the course were horizontally integrated and about 90% of them said
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vertically integrated. The external examiners concurred, based on their experience on

vetting the examination papers and the answers in the examination scripts.

4.5.2.9 Contribution to Further study

To what extent can the course contribute to further study? 23% of the

graduates expressed that over 45% of the content in further study had been covered by

this course. 35% of them said the cover was between 30% to 45%. Yet 76% of them

considered the course was useless to the further study.

Chart 4.5.2.9A
View of graduates on the coverage of the
further study course by this course
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Chart 4.5.2.9B
	

Chart 4.5.2.9C
View of graduates in further study on
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Even though the majority of the graduates said that the course was not

helpful for further study, 62% found that the further study course was easy. 38% said

that the teaching methodology used in the further study course was better than that

used in the course. 47% said the teaching methodology was the same in both courses.

15% even said the teaching methodology used in this course was better than that used

in the further study classes. Despite the diverse opinions of the graduates, it is agreed

that the course has provided the foundation for further study. It also provides the

information for the graduates to compare the teaching methodologies.

4.5.2.10 Course Management and Administration

The other factor that would affect the quality of the course is

management/administration of the course. About 80% of the staff considered the

current course management/administration was efficient and effective. About 76% of

them believed that the current course management system could provide the quality
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assurance. 34% of them also believed that the management system could greatly

promote the quality of the course, while 45% thought that it could do so to some

extent only.

Chart 4.5.2.1OA	 Chart 4.5.2.1OB
View of academic staff on the current course View of academic staff on quality assurance of
administration/management	 the course by the current course

administration/management
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4.5.2.11 Staff Workload

The current course . administrationlmanagement was considered placing

heavy workload on staff. 53% of the staff opined that the workload in teaching was

heavy and 21% of them considered it very heavy. 32% of them felt that the

administrative workload was too heavy. 88% of the staff needed 2 to 6 hours per

week to prepare their teaching material. 7% of them used more than 6 hours to do the

preparation. In addition, they had to mark the assignments. 65% of the staff used 2 to

6 hours per week to mark the assignments, while 32% of them used more than 6

hours. Combining the two, it was found that 51% of the staff needed 6 to 9 hours per
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week, while 35% needed more than 9 hours per week to discharge their work in

lecture preparation and marking assignments.

A staff member in the interview expressed : 'I would like to undertake staff

development. I like to know more about the construction methods for civil

engineering projects. Attachment to a construction firm is an ideal

approach. But sorry, I don't have the time'.

The heavy workload in preparation for teaching, marking of assignments

and administrative work hinders the participation in staff development. This indirectly

imposes adverse effects to the quality of the course.

Chart 4.5.2.11A
Time spent on marking the
assignments/coursework by academic staff

Chart 4.5.2.1 lB
Preparation time for teaching material by
academic staff
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Chart 4.5.2.12A
View of academic staff on their workload
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Chart 4.5.2.12B
Involvement of academic staff in
consultancy/outside work
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4.5.2.12 Staff Quality

Quality of the staff is another important factor influencing the course

quality. Apart from the required qualifications, the personal attributes such as contact

with industry and the profession is also a key aspect in staff quality. Staff contact

with industry and the profession is through various activities, such as consultancy

services to industry/profession and involvement in relevant professional bodies. Due

to heavy teaching and administrative work, not too many staff are actively making

contact with industry and the profession. 16% of staff were involved in the activities

of related professional bodies. 32% of them had involvement in related consultancy

services. Though quite a high percentage (68%) of them were engaged in outside

work, yet 95% of the outside work was in teaching part-time evening classes of other

courses run by the department.

Similar to the remark made in the previous section, the heavy workload of

staff hinders their participation in professional body's activities and involvement in
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relevant consultancy services. This would deprive the staff's opportunity to keep

themselves abreast of the development of the industry and the profession. Thus the

quality of the staff would be compromised.

4.5.3	 Teaching Aids and Methodology

Traditional didactic approach of teaching with questions and answers was

mostly adopted in lectures. 60% of the staff did allow students to ask questions

during lectures but not in an interactive approach.

Chart 4.5.3.IA
Frequency of academic staff allowing
students to ask questions in lectures
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4.5.3.1 Teaching Aids

Overhead projector was the key tool used as the teaching aid by staff.

62% of the staff used overhead projectors for more than 75% of the lecture anq

tutorial time. 15% of them used overhead projector in 50% - 75% of their teaching.
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Chart 4.5.3.IB
	

Chart 4.5.3.1C
Percentage of using Overhead Projector as
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From the survey, it was revealed that about half of the staff never used

computer to assist teaching. 60% of them did not show slide/filmlvideo during

lectures and tutorials. 88% had not included internet/web-sites in their teaching

delivery file. Despite such a low profile of computer application in teaching by staff

and the poor provision of computing facilities by the college, more than 50% of the

students supported the use of IT in teaching. 70% of them preferred to get the

teaching materials through internet.

4.5.4	 College Facilities and support

College facilities and support are the facilitators to student learning and

quality teaching. The survey probed into the influence of those facilitators that could

contribute to the quality of the course.
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4.5.4.1 Library facilities and Services

Library service is one of the key facilitators. It was found that 67% of the

students often used the library facilities. Only 55% of them read or use the library

books. 70% of them commented that the opening hours of the library were too short

and 78% commented that the sitting places in the library were insufficient. 61%

complained that the library was too noisy.

Chart 4.5.4.1A
View of students on sufficiency of sitting
place in the library

Chart 4.5.4.1B
Frequency of students using the library services
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Chart 4.5.4.1C
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The above comments from the students were responded to by the staff and

discussed during the interview with the staff Majority of the staff did agree that the
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opening hours were too short. Staff commented that the library should be open for

some hours during Sundays and general holidays. On weekdays, it should be opened

up to 9. pm. They did request to improve the printing services/facilities. They

commented that some library staff were bureaucratic, making the management system

and policy unhelpful to the users.

Staff held different opinions on the noise level and the sitting places. Staff

considered the volume of books in the library was sufficient. Apart from the

comments through the questionnaire, students in the discussion did comment that the

number of copies of some common books was not sufficient. A staff responded that it

was not practical to keep too many copies to satisfy the students' request. He

recommended to keep a couple of copies of those books in the reference list, so that

all students can have the chance to read as books kept in reference were not allowed

to be borrowed out. As a whole the library facilities is considered good and has

provided strong support to the college.

4.5.4.2 Computer facilities

With the technology advancement in today's life, the computer is an

important means of learning and teaching. So computing facilities is another key

facilitator to course quality. 68% of the student were not satisfied with the provision

of computing facilities in the college. 53% of the staff considered that the provision

was inadequate.
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Chart 4.5.4.2A
	

Chart 4.5.4.2B
Comment of students on college computing
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In contrast to the provisions in college, 94% of the students had a

computer at home and 64% of them often "surf the net". It showed that almost all

students have access to a computer and most of them had a certain level of computer

literacy to search information from internet. Students requested the college to allocate

more free access time to the computer rooms, so that they can make better use of the

computing facilities of the college.

4.5.4.3 Use of IT in Teaching and Learning

Use of IT in teaching is a new trend in education. 58% of the students

expressed their support for this. Over 70% of them preferred to get the course

materials, such as course information, lecture notes and tutorial & laboratory

instruction sheets through internet. Such support from the student creates a strong

impetus to adopt IT in teaching.
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Chart 4.5.4.3B
View of students toward IT teaching

	
Students' expectation on IT Teaching

94% of the staff showed their support for the use of IT in teaching.

Despite 55% of them saying that it was easy to prepare the teaching material in IT

approach, 89% of them said that the preparation work was very time consuming.

However, 63% of them agreed that the IT approach could, to some extent, improve

the teaching and learning quality of the course. 95% and 79% of the staff were

familiar with MS Office and Netscape/Internet Explorer respectively. This showed

that staff were able to prepare lecture notes and documents by computer and search

information through internet. However, only 21% of the staff were familiar with

Visual Basic. Thus most of the staff were unable to write computer programs.
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Chart 4.5.4.3C
	

Chart 4.5.4.3D
Frequency of students "surf the net"
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In line with the comment on the inadequacy of computing facilities in the

college, 47% of the staff felt that the use of IT in teaching would cause problem in

course administration. This showed that some staff (about 50%) had no confidence in

using computer or IT in administration and management due to inadequate support in

facility from the college.
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Chart 4.5.4.3E	 Chart 4.5.4.3F
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4.5.4.4 Student Counselling facilities

Apart from teaching in classrooms, students would need help and

counselling from school in other aspects. There is a unit (SAU) in the college
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providing help and counselling to students who may need it. 67% of students said

that the unit could not provide the help they looked for.

Survey of the staff in the interview showed different views. Staff

commented that the unit had done a very good job in arranging and managing

recreational programs for the students. There were cases that problem students

received excellent counselling from staff of this unit. Staff did remark that due to

constraints from the organisation's policy and regulations, they themselves in many

cases could not meet and satisfy the students' requests. In connection with this, it was

found that the staff of this unit had very good relationship with the students as well as

among the staff themselves.

Chart 4.5.4.4B
Reiationship of academic staff with students
and colleagues
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4.5.4.5 Support on Staff Development

Apart from students, staff also need encouragement as well as support in

their work. The support services provided to the staff by the college were considered
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inadequate by 74% of the staff. The support for research work was even worse. 78%

of the staff expressed that the support on research work was inadequate. The support

on staff development was also considered inadequate by 53% of the staff. The views

on the support from management was divided. 47% of them considered the

management support was inadequate, while 53% held opposite opinion on this. From

the interviews and group discussions, it is evident that staff development is essential

to the quality of the course. Despite the comments, through the questionnaire, that

there is inadequate support for staff development, a pragmatic approach has to be

worked out to make staff development a reality.

Chart 4.5.4.5A	 Chart 4.5.4.5B
Comment on the support from management 	 View of staff on the support from management
by staff	 on research and staff development
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4.6
	

The Quality System (ISO 9000)

4.6.1	 Introduction

To bring together the various aspects of quality in education discussed in
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this chapter, the ISO 9000 system of quality management now widely used in industry

is briefly introduced and survey findings discussed. The possible application of this

system to education could be considered.

4.6.2	 The ISO 9000 System

ISO 9000 is a quality management system that has been widely

implemented in industry. It is of interest if the system could be introduced to

education. Before making an in-depth consideration on this, it would help if we can

have feedback on the following issues:

. To what extent the staff are familiar with the system?

. Would the system improve the quality of the course (teaching and learning)?

. Would the system improve the quality assurance of the course?

• Would the system improve the administrative efficiency and performance?

• Would the system enhance reputation?

Questions concerning the above issues were included in the questionnaires

of this research. All data obtained were analysed. The analysis was not restricted to

those responses which were familiar with the system. The objective is to get a general

view of the academics on applying the system to education. Their actual knowledge of

the system is not important. It was found that about three quarters of the staff had

some knowledge of the system and knew what the system was about. The comments

made by them should be considered and the following findings were obtained:-

(i)	 Familiarization with the system -- only 32% of the staff were familiar

with the system. 42% had little knowledge of it and 26% even knew nothing about it.
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63% of staff did not agree to run the ISO system in education, though 58% of them

supported the system to be implemented in industry.

Chart 4.6A
View of academic staff on implementing ISO
9000 in education and construction industry
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(ii)	 Quality Improvement -- 32% of the staff did not believe the system could

improve the quality of teaching and learning. All staff worried that the

paper work would be increased a lot upon implementation of the system.
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Chart 4.6B
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(iii)	 Quality Assurance -- 58% of the staff did not anticipate the system

would improve the quality assurance of the course. 16% thought that the

system might cause damage to the quality assurance.
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(iv)	 Administrative efficiency and performance -- 21% of the staff thought

that the system could, to some extent, improve the administrative

efficiency and performance. 74% of them anticipated no effect in this

respect.

(v)	 Reputation -- Inspite of the negative response, more than half, 58% of

staff did believe that implementation of the system could enhance the

reputation of the organisation.

The survey also extended to the employers who employed our graduates.

57% of these employers have Iso 9000 certification. It is required by the local

construction authority that firms doing public construction projects must have ISO

certification. Firms engaged in large private projects normally are also engaged in

public projects. Response from employers with ISO certification were based on their

experience under the ISO system, as well as by comparison of the situation before and

after certification. Those employers without certification might have responded

according to what they have heard or based on their personal opinion. Thus the

responses from this group of employers are considered not from experience and

factual. The analysis had excluded the data from firms without ISO certification.

Reviewing the survey data, it was seen that slightly over 50% (55%) of the

employers with ISO certification found the cost of operation could be reduced by the

system, while 61% of them said that the system improved the operation efficiency.

This is in line with the opinion on the quality output that 66% of them opined that the

quality could be improved. However, on the profit aspect, less than 50% of them

agreed that the profit could be increased.
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Results of the survey revealed that not too many academic staff were

familiar with the Iso 9000 quality system. Most staff did not have the confidence that

the system could improve the quality of the course of study or could provide the

quality assurance to such. This quality system appears not well received by academic

staff despite of its popularity in industry.

Chart 4.6E
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Chart 4.6G
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4.7	 Summary

This chapter 4 has presented the detailed results of the research work on

the quality of course being offered in Hong Kong for the Higher Diploma in Civil and

Structural Engineering. It has sketched the historical background to the development

of the current course content and to related questions on staff students, curriculum

development, standards and management. A special section has been devoted to the

research on the effects of the pre-entry qualifications, since numbers of students have

entered the course with school-leaving qualifications higher than required. Account

has also been given of various support systems for quality, and in conclusion the

industrial system of quality management, ISO 9000, has been touched on in its

possible relation to education.
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Chapter Five	 Conclusions

5.1	 Summary of Research Findings

This chapter lays out a summary of the research findings in changing

curriculum, certain effects of admission criteria, and the three areas of quality,

appropriateness, fitness-for-purpose, teaching and learning, for the vocational course

for higher technicians. The findings and discussions suggest that a quality model for

vocational education courses can be formulated, and propose four essential categories.

The chapter concludes with a description of the limitations to the study and some

recommendations for future further research in the area.

5.1.1	 The Changing Curriculum

Study on the changes in the curriculum was a qualitative analysis of the

curricula of the higher technician course in the last twenty odd years under different

operations. There have been relays of operators, one taking the baton from the other

at the instruction of the government. The course objectives have remained

unchanged. However, the curricula of the courses have been revised many times

throughout these years, to suit changes in education policy and the needs of society.

The significant changes are:

(7)	 Contact Hours and Modes of Delivery

The total teaching contact hours have been reduced by 30%. In detail,

lecture hours have been substantially reduced while tutorial, workshop training and

project classes have greatly expanded. This change has been under the impetus of the

modern education concept "learning to learn". Also the mode of learning delivery for
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technician education has changed to learning through practical illustrations and

problem solving. Workshop training is now an essential element of the course.

Students have to go through a 35 day practical training programme in the training

centres of the training authority of the construction industry (TACT) which have flu

scale construction operations to be carried out under site conditions by the students.

This training provides students with hands-on experience of various craft skills in the

industry and introduces them to the concept of safety and quality of work.

Apart from craft skills, there are other aspects requiring training under real

site conditions and environment. The recommendations made in the Construct for

Excellence Report, 2001 state that local tertiary institutions have to enhance the

curricula of construction-related courses by providing more opportunities, preferably

in the form of a structured programme, for students to acquire site experience (p.172).

Following the idea of developing virtual laboratories in various fields, the setting up

of 'practice-sites' and 'practice projects' is suggested, simulating real site conditions

and construction environment for students to learn and practice. In view of the

success of 'virtual laboratories' and 'practice-firms' operated in other sectors of

education, this idea of practice-sites and projects would have the potential to achieve

the goal of incorporating more practical elements in the course.

(ii)	 Categorised Subject Grouping

These changes are in response to socio-economic and technological

changes, meeting the expectations and demands of the students and the employers, or

in globalised terms, of society in general. Of course, there have been minor cases of

making adaptation to certain unique situations at a particular period of time, eg. The

case of the 'Engineer in Society' examination.
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(iii)	 Environmental, Safety and Quality Awareness

In society today, there is great concern for environment, safety and quality.

It has been pointed out by the Construction Industiy Review Committee, in its report

(2001) that the construction industiy is amongst the most dangerous of all industries

(p.1 5). The Committee also remarks that construction activities are inherently

disturbing to the environment, and that the industry is rife with examples of

substandard work, shoddy workmanship, cost overruns and project delays (p.23-24).

To keep the course in pace with the development of society, the course curriculum has

to put heavier weighting on these aspects of knowledge. Thus teaching hours are

increased to incorporate these topics.

5.1.2	 Effect of Admission Criteria

The study on the effect of pre-entry qualifications is for the purpose of

laying ground work for the planning of future new curricula in response to the

proposed education reform of secondary education in Hong Kong. The statistical

analysis of the students' performance showed that the 'Form 7' students were

performing better than the normal (Form 5) students. This performance significance

is stronger in the early years of study of the technician course. There is an argument

that the special students (Form 7) are subject to more stringent criteria for entering

into Form 7. That gives rise to the plausible argument that the difference in academic

achievement is attributable to higher student calibre rather than the effect of the added

value of Form 7. So we can only conclude at this time that the better performance in

examination by the special students (Form 7) is to be attributed to either or both the

added value of Form 7 and a higher student calibre resulting from the admission

criteria of Form 7.
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5.1.3	 Course Quality

The major part of the research is the study on the quality of the course.

This was carried out by both quantitative and qualitative studies. Quality, as

discussed in Chapter 2, Literature Review, is difficult to define. It may mean

different things to different people at different times. Quality of a course covers a

wide spectrum of issues concerning both the customers and the providers.

5.1.3.1 Appropriateness

Providers are concerned about the appropriateness of the course.

Appropriateness relates to the quality of conformance to admission criteria and the

objectives of the course. In the study, students and graduates do express that they are

satisfied with the course and consider it is appropriate for them. This indicates that the

admission criteria have provided the mechanism for admitting the right students to the

course. The course curriculum and the teaching and learning have satisfied the

students, according to their response to the study. The responses from the graduates

and the employers to the study are also positive as to the appropriateness of the

course. Such positive responses are strong supports to the quality conformance to the

course objectives. More than this is the satisfaction of the employers with the

graduates' performance. This is a signal about the quality of 'fitness-for-purpose'.

Employment of the graduates extends to a wide spectrum of employers.

This shows that the graduates are well received by the industry. The teaching has

given such a wide coverage of knowledge and training that the graduates are

employable in various sectors of the industry. The particular remarks made by the

employers that 'your graduates are ready to work and require minimal guidance'; 'I

like to recruit your graduates to do the drafting work' are strong supports for the
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quality of 'fitness-for-purpose'. They also indicate the quality of conformance to

requirements and standard. The academic staff as the course provider do concur that

the curriculum is relevant and the subject syllabi are appropriately meeting the aims

and objectives of the course.

5.1.3.2 Student Learning and Performance

(i)	 Effect of Contextual Factors

Despite the students saying that the course is satisfactory and appropriate,

most of them feel that the course is difficult to study. Some academic staff: based on

the examination performance, also comment that the course is difficult for the

students. The research performed on university students in Hong Kong by Drew

(1998) suggests that student learning is much affected by contextual factors such as

mode of assessment, workload amount, course syllabus, and teaching method (p.210).

Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) claim that it is the students' perception of assessment

demands that determine their approaches to learning. Students have said that they are

faced with insurmountable workloads, limited time space and high examination

pressure. Excessive workloads and examination anxiety cause stress and tension that

could impair learning (Fransson, 1977; Marton & Saijo, 1984). These factors could

also force students to resort to a superficial learning strategy such as rote-memorizing.

(Drew, 1998 : 224). Workload amount has to be appropriate and relevant to the

achievement of the course objectives that focus on high order learning outcomes. It is

suggested that the negative cognitive and affective consequences caused by

examination anxiety should be reduced. Undoubtedly, it is a controversial problem as

to what could replace examination. It is not easy to provide better alternatives for

demonstrating students' competence. Perhaps one of the ways could be by reducing
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the weighting for examination results, assigning more instead to 'continuous

assessment' which includes coursework assignments, quizzes, projects and class

presentations.

Workload is one of the contextual factors affecting students' learning. The

introduction of more practical elements to the course as discussed above has to be at

the expense of those subjects and topics from which knowledge is not directly drawn

for the performance of the graduates' normal work and duty. By a similar argument,

the course should not be stream-lined and concentrated on particular subjects or topics

at too great depths. This would compromise the students' scope of knowledge if there

is no overburden to students' study. Then the employability of the graduates would

be compromised.

(ii)	 Effect of English Proficiency

Students who experience inadequate English proficiency are found to

adopt rote-memorization and a surface approach to learning (Drew, 1998 : 205).

Analysis of the survey and interview data reveal that more than half of the students

admit that they experience this deficiency. Both the employers and the external

examiners express the same opinion. This is an area where the course has to find a

way to improve. Inadequate English proficiency is actually a territory-wide problem

among students in Hong Kong. So it is not only this course, but the entire education

system that may have to resort to improvement in methods. The use of English and

fundamental English grammar should have been learnt in secondary school. How

much a student has learnt and to what level of achievement varies with individuals.

The phenomenon and the problem now facing Hong Kong is that most secondary

school leavers appear not to be up to the needed standard in English proficiency,
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despite having passes in English in the Hong Kong Certificate of Education

Examination (HKCEE). In tertiary education, the use of English is having to be

introduced again in year one of the course. It was found that border line students did

get the benefit of the teaching and could improve up to the needed standard. The low

achievers really need much more input effort. In year two of the course, the English

subject involves the teaching of 'technical and commercial' English such as contract

specifications, documents, agreements, and commercial correspondences etc. Though

it is recognised that learning this is another approach to learning and improving

English proficiency, yet comment is made that this is not a direct approach to brush

up the English proficiency of the students. It is suggested there should be English

proficiency classes for students to attend on top of their normal curriculum classes.

These English proficiency classes should help the low achievers to pass the 'English

Proficiency Test' which it is intended should be compulsory before graduation. The

certificate for the 'English Proficiency Test' will state the level of achievement, so

that the employers will have more understanding of the holder's level of English

proficiency. This system could be an impetus to the students encouraging them to

greater effort and be a way to improve the English proficiency of tertiary education

students.

(iii)	 College Facilities and Supports

Environment such as accommodation and facilities might promote

learning. Air-conditioned, bright, clean and spacious classrooms; well-equipped,

spacious and clean laboratories are good accommodations for teaching and learning.

A well-serviced and equipped, quiet and spacious library gives a strong support to

learning and studying. Student counseling is another service that may be needed by
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the students, and the common areas of concern being: career, personal and

employment. Recreation programmes might reduce students' stress and study

pressure. Purpose built and well furnished sports centre with proper facilities could be

strong supports to develop the students. Comment was made that the student

counseling office had provided a good service to help the students, though some

students might not have been able to get what they requested due to constraints from

the college's policy and regulations In the era of information technology, computer

facilities are important means of learning and teaching. As identified from the survey,

there was the feeling that the computer facilities were inadequate. Any deficiency in

this facility has to be improved as soon as possible, otherwise the quality of the

vocational course would be affected. The above-mentioned provisions in facilities and

supports may promote quality of teaching and learning, which in turn would improve

the quality of the course.

(iv)	 Quality of Staff and Staff Development

Quality of staff is a part of course quality. The institution stipulates the

minimum qualification for academic and administrative staff is to hold a relevant first

degree plus working experience. There is no doubt or argument about the capability

of a person with these qualifications to teach a sub-degree program at higher diploma

level. It is necessary for the academic staff to keep themselves abreast of

developments in the industry. They have to keep themselves up to date with advances

in knowledge and technology. This development and up-dating may not be

obtainable through reading alone. For vocational courses, it has to be seen at work,

and learnt through hands-on-experience. To achieve this, staff development in this

direction is essential. There are ways to do this, such as doing applied (practical)
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research in collaboration with industry; industrial consultancy work; industrial

attachment, and participation in the activities of a professional body. Industrial

attachment is time consuming and complicated. It may have to be carried out during

long school holidays such as summer vacation, term-breaks or, if available, sabbatical

leave. Industrial attachment provides the opportunity to up-date the knowledge, as

well as receiving the practical experience and training which can be applied to fulfil

the required practical training for professional qualifications. Thus the industrial

attachment may yield two goods.

The staff; especially young members, can make use of the practical

experience gained through such industrial attachment to apply for professional

qualifications. Getting professional qualification by this approach is also encouraged

by the professional bodies.

Apart from the quality of teaching by stag the content, scope and

methodology of teaching are equally important. The teaching and the course content

have to show awareness of the demands and requirements of socio-economic

situations, technology, environmental protection, safety, legislation and professional-

industrial practice demands and requirements. 	 All these can enhance the

employability of the graduates.

The study reveals that the staff involved in the vocational education course

are up to the required standard. To keep them up-dated, staff development is

necessary and important. The college offering the course has a generous funding, at

the average of about HK$15,000 per staff every year, to support staff development.

The funding in previous years has been found not to be fully expended, showing that

staff are not making full use of the opportunity and the facilities provided. Also, most

staff flock to attend conferences, seminars and courses of instruction as the preferred
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mode of staff development. Only a few are engaged in industrial consultancy work

and participation in the activities of the professional body. There is no record of

industrial attachment. A better arrangement between the college and the counter-part

in industry has to be sought out, making the industrial attachment more attractive and

easier to implement. A pragmatic approach in achieving a fruitful outcome of staff

development is demanded.

(v)	 Collaborative Learning

It is pointed out by Tang (1996) and Drew (1998: 205) that collaborative

learning which incorporates cooperation and mutual support is considered by many

students as a useful means to improve academic performance (p.205). Collaborative

learning can meet the educational needs as well as social needs of the students. It

enhances peer relationship and facilitates mutual support, which are much needed in

the tertiary vocational learning environment. Tang and Drew suggest that

collaborative learning is an area of great potential for development in the tertiary

setting in Hong Kong (Drew, 1998 : 225). Project, tutorials and laboratory work

assignments are good opportunities for students to develop collaborative learning.

The college may offer more formal encouragement and support for students'

participation in various forms of cooperative learning. To promote participation in

collaborative learning, a student-centred learning approach is needed. Teaching

arrangements such as tutorials, student-led seminars, case-study presentations, group

projects, team work on practical training/work assignments that emphasizes

cooperation and mutual support should be encouraged and could be formally

incorporated into the course curriculum.
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5.1.4	 Conformance to Standards and Requirements

Measuring the standards of the course as well as that of the graduates

through the assessment and appraisal of the graduates by their employers is a good

indicator. This latter is a realistic and practical measure. However, it is not an

authoritative measure and has no bench marking for it. As an internal measure,

internal validation at the start of the course has to be conducted. Performance of the

course has to be reviewed by re-validation at agreed intervals. This course was

validated before its commencement and then revalidated after the course had been

operating for three years. The objectives of re-validation are to review, improve and

make changes to the course, if necessary. Apart from internal validation and re-

validation, the course, if possible, has to be recognised and accredited by a relevant

reputable professional body. This accreditation serves as an authoritative measure of

the standard. Concerning the performance of the students, this is measured by

assessment through examination. As a bench marking for the standard of the

examination, the examination papers, as well as the marking of the scripts are

moderated by external examiners who are senior practicing engineers and senior

academic staff of other tertiary edication institutions. A mixture of this combination

is to have the external contribution in both practical and academic aspects, thus

ensuring that the examination papers are practical as well as up to the required

academic standard.

5.2	 The Quality Model

Reviewing what has been studied and discussed, the criteria for a quality

course can be drawn up to formulate a quality model for a vocational course. The
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essence of the model falls into four main categories :- conformance, fitness-for-

purpose, quality management and assurance, and teaching and learning.

1. Conformance

The course has to conform to the aims and objectives of the course. It also

has to conform to the specified standard and requirements.

2. Fitness-for-purpose

The admission criteria have to satisfy the authority's or funding agent's

policy and instruction in admitting the right students and the right quantity.

Teaching the right things at the right depth and breadth, and making the

course appropriate to the background of those admitted in accordance with the

admission criteria is then required. The graduates have to meet the needs of the

industry and society. They have to be employable.

3. Quality Management and Assurance

A quality management policy and system have to be developed and

implemented providing the quality assurance of the course. This has to be flexible to

cope with the ever changing environment.

Staff need to be competent and possess the required qualifications and

experience. They should be provided with appropriate staff development opportunities

and be committed to such development There should be provision of all necessary

facilities and strong support from college management.

Also required are validation and revalidation through an internal system;

accreditation by an external body; maintaining the system of external examiners;
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keeping in close liaison with industiy, society and relevant authorities through the

'advisory board' arrangement and communicating with and receiving feedback from

students, graduates, staff and employers of the graduates.

4.	 Teaching and Learning

It is necessary to develop a student-centred environment and promote

collaborative learning.

Periodic review of the course curriculum and making changes whenever

there is need and demand is also required.

Staff need to keep themselves abreast of the development of industry,

society and technology. They have to be aware of current relevant legislation,

industrial safety and environmental protection processes and requirements. This is to

update the content and method of delivery of their teaching ensuring that what is

being taught and learnt by the students is appropriate and fit-for-purpose.

5.3	 Limitations

There are limitations to the present study. It has been confined to one

institution, which ii fact is the one and only institution operating such a course in

Hong Kong. Although there are other institutions running courses for higher

technicians, they are either at different entry requirements or for other disciplines of

higher technicians. So it is not possible to compare exactly like with like. It would

also have been difficult, though not impossible, to involve students and staff of other

institutions in the survey. Cooperation at that level and to that extent is complicated

and difficult. Similarly, it is also not possible to engage students of other disciplines,
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though within the same college, in the survey. The curricula of courses in other

disciplines are different and can not be compared.

Operation of the course has to follow the college's instructions and

guidelines. It is not possible to separate the students into experimental and control

groups to get a more in-depth study on the effect of pre-entry qualifications, for

example. Thus the study was limited to examination performance of the students.

Similarly, the changes in the curriculum are to meet the socio-economic

and industrial needs and changes. There is no possibility of trying to change the world

and to observe it as it was. The study simply records the changes that have happened

and sketches the development of changes with time. Despite this, the study does shed

light on the importance of fitness-for-purpose and the relationship of teaching and

learning to changes in technology and society.

5.4	 Recommendations for Future Research

The present research has attempted to formulate a model that could guide

the quality of a vocational education course for higher technicians in Hong Kong. To

get the best outcome of the model,.a monitoring system is essential. The development

of performance indicators could enhance the quality outcome of the vocational course.

Currently the vocational course has performance indicators on the academic aspects.

It is recommended that the performance indicators be extended to other quality

aspects, such as fitness-for-purpose; employability; industry and market demand; staff

development; college facilities; teaching and learning, and English and technical

proficiencies.

The findings and discussions of the research have generated new

interesting questions for further investigation. The rich data obtained for this study,
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both quantitative and qualitative, could form a basis for further research in this area.

The present study on the effect of pre-entry qualifications does not draw

any definitive conclusion as to whether the effect is due to the added value of Form 7

or to the student calibre resulting from the selection criteria for Form 7. Further

quantitative data is required to clarify this question. It is suggested to further

investigate this issue by looking into the effects of the subjects to be studied. The

subjects of the vocational course can be divided into two categories, viz, analytical

and descriptive subjects. It is considered helpful to carry out a study on what and how

the subject(s) in the pre-qualification studies affect the performance of those subjects

of the vocational education course. Findings from this further study could supplement

the conclusions to the present research.

The present study lays the ground work for the preparation of new course

curricula meeting the proposed education reform. Among the various issues, the main

ones that have to be considered for the new curricula under the new education system

are the admission criteria, course duration and the matching with the existing

vocational courses. This study indicates that, under the current system, 'Form 7'

students are performing better than those straight from Form 5. Could this From 7

study be considered equivalent to and replace the first year of the vocational course?

Could the vocational course be revamped to have a duration of only two years to suit

the high school graduates from the new system?

The present study has given some information on this. To enhance the

quality of the course with respect to practical content, suggestion has been made about

a 'practice site' and 'practice project'. It is recommended to review the effectiveness,

practicality and efficiency of the system after their implementation. It is also
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suggested to review the effectiveness of collaborative learning by further research

work.

This study is based on a vocational course in construction discipline. The

quality model attempted should apply equally well to vocational courses in other

vocational disciplines. It is suggested to investigate the applicability of the model to

other vocational courses in Hong Kong.

The present research has made use of both the qualitative and quantitative

approaches in the study of the quality of a course. While the quantitative approach

provides an objective and scientific study, the qualitative approach has enabled us to

understand in more detail about the interviewees' views and opinions. In this

research, the interviews were used as a supplementary tool to tap deeper to find and

understand more. It is recommended that future research in this area could also use

both approaches and take advantage of their respective strengths.

To conclude, a quality model for the courses of a vocational education

programme, in close collaboration with the related industry, is feasible and desirable.

The research for this study shows that other factors such as management systems and

policy needed in support of such a model are also there in principle. And the study

has pointed to areas worthy of further investigation and research, as the educational

system goes through a time of reform and change, and Hong Kong industry also

changes and offers new challenges.
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Appendix A-1(i)

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 1)

(Note: Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire.)

A. Background

I Have you studied Form 6?

2 Have you studied Form 7?

3 Are you a TI graduate?

4 Do you have any practical experience

in construction before coming to study

the course?

5 Do you have any financial hardship?

B. Ability

6 Your English proficiency is

7 Your ability to express is

8 Do you have difficulty in progressing

with the course

A lot r-:-i	 E1	 i:i	 [	 None

Very good [J	 [j]	 []	 [] Very poor

Very good flfl [] [] [] Very poor

Alot	 None

	

rnYes
	

B INo.

	

__Yes
	

No.

ITlYes LJ No.

	

Yes
	 I	 INo.ofyears

	
[JNo

C. Effort

9 Your time spent on homework per

week (Hrs.) is

10 Your time spent on year project per

week(Hrs.)is

11 Your total time spent on studying the

entire course is

More than 25 25-20	 19-15	 14-10

More than 25 25-20	 19-15	 14-10

More than 25 25-20	 19-15	 14-10

L1
Less than 10

L1
Less than 10

L1
Less than 10
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

27

28

29

30

D. Comments about the College

20 Please make suggestions which you feel would make the college a better place to study.

E. IT Teaching

21 i)_ -
22 Do you have a computer at home? 	 []Yes	 []No

Would you prefer to obtain the following
course materials through internet?	 -

23
	

course Outline & Teac)n Sc1edute	 []Yc	 []N

24
	

Lecture Notes	 []Yes	 [No

25
	

tutond Laboratcsy lnstnctheets 	 []Yes

26 How often do you surf the net"? 	 Very often	 []	 Very seldom

F. General Comments
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Too much

Very inadequate

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

11

12

13

G. Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I EngI,sh&	 Plffty	 Veru easy	 [] [] [] []

2 CommunIcation Work load	 Very liqht	 [TI Iii [1 []

3 for Consij'uctk

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided bythe College'	 Very adequate	 [] [] []

5
	

Qulrtyeftec1ilng of the acture	 EoelIent	 [] [j] [] []
6
	

Teacher's communication skill	 Very poor	 [j]	 []
Teethet'tetthoeiasm lfl techrng the	 Very poor	 [jJ [J [j) [)

7
	

sIiI3Ji:t

8
	

Teacher's explanation towards the 	 Very poor	 :	 r] [J
subject material

9
	

Aeesibuktyoftheteacherforonsultaton1	 Veryeasjr	 J j	 J IJ

10
	

Do you think the method of assessing! 	 Very fair	 [] [J [] [J
evaluating your assignmentIcoursesrk
is fair?

How do you find the lecture notes?

• Conciseness
• Dthoulty4.o understand
• Coverage of lecture notes

What are the teachaig aids used In the
echare

(A) Qverhead Proecha
I V3dc f5d.

erPatnt

LJL

Excellent
esyiffIcult
y insufficient

14
	

Al IBI ICI IDI	 IE
(Tick .7tfiate boxes)	 I

Others :-

15

	

	 ::..:!!P!:::
subjet?.

16	 Is the laborathrpractical work helpful 	 Very helpful	 [] J]J [] []
to the study of the subject?

17
flupeetation1	 YeS

18	 How do you rate the value of the essential 	 Very useful
reference bool?

No idea

19

Not at all

No use stall
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I Structural

2 AnalysIs!

3	 (Coda 736)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Very useful	 EJ [] [] [] []	 No use at all
No idea

Work load	 Very light	 [J [] [] [J
t'our degree of Iriterestin the subject	 Veryinteresbti	 [J
Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate	 [I] [] [J []

Teacher's communication sidil 	 Very poor	 [fl [J [J ]J

sIbjec4

Teacher's explanation owatls the	 Very poor	 [3J I]]	 EJ
subject material

Vøry-easy	 J	 J LJ
hCf3'::::::::_::::::::.::::::::::::;

Do you thinkthe method of assessing!	 Veryfair	 [fl [J [] [J
evaluating your asslgnment/courserk
is fair?

Others-

How do you find the lecture notes?

• Conciseness	 Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D
• Q1lcultto uflderstnd	 Veryeas3'	 A	 B-	 C	 D
• Coverage of lecture notes	 Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 0

Too much

Very inadequate

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

Excellent

Very insufficient

Computert g PerPoln

Methodology of tutorial3
(Tick app'tate boxes)

Are the tutonals he^U	 rof the

lathe laboratory!practical rk helpful
to the study of the subject?

Does lhe grade	 ets.subjeot
meetyourexpectatioe?

How do you rate the value of the essential
reference books?

ouhaethecboice wouldyou select

Methodology of laboratorcase study session4
(Tick aprxoiate boxes)

LJJLJ

Very helpful 	 [11 [1] III [J Not at all
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PmJects Ill

2	 (Code 903) Work load

3
	

Youf de gfheef

4
	

Facilities provided by the College1 for
the project work

5

6
	

Supervisors communication skill

7
	

$upevors enthuisimn

8
	

How do you rate the supervisors
explanation of the project?

9

10	 Do you think the method of assessing!
evaluating your project work is fair?

11

Very light	 [] [] [J [J	 Too much

	

Very adequate [] [] [] []	 Very inadequatte

Very poor	 []	 Excellent

Very poar	 J	 Excelfent

Very poor	 [J [j] [] [J	 Excellent

Very poor	 []	 [J	 Excellent

12	 Do you think the project work is helpful
	

Very helpful	 [J []	 []	 Not at all
to your study of the course?

13
ts-one oyoUrsublevts?

	
Yes	 No
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Student No.	 Student Name:

Course:
	

Year:

Sex

End 7Ei•1I ontiaire
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Answer B:

Answer C:

Answer D:

Answer K:

Guidelines for Completing Student Questionnaire

1. All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality
improvement purposes only.

2. Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

3. Please circle your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

(a) (i) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1-30 in sections A to F.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you

have studied last year.

(c) Each subject has a one paae questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for every answer sheet

(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with' 2, 3 & 4 and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

2 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
useful:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials on hiteboard during lecthre -
Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives
handout afterwards.
Lecturer has wven advance copy of the handout and does not explain
the notes in the lecture.
Lecturer has aiven advance copy of the handout, the lecturer highlights
and explains the key points in the lecture.
Others

3 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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H

I

I

I
I

I

I

U
Ii

Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
questions from students.

Answer E: Others

methodology of laboratory / case study session, you may find the following
guidelines usefri:
Answer A: Laboratory / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utiised to do the

experiments / case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
time for revision / solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments / case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
oflen early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You have to mark the "year" column and ignore the "class/group" and "paper ID"
of the answer sheet.

(f)	 Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.

I
	

I
IF	 IF	 IF

YI	 i®g@)®	 ®(©©© 41@@©@®
Name:________________	 2®g©©®	 ®©©I) 42®®©@®

_____________	 ®@©©t 23©©® 4®®©@®

5 ®©® ®®©	 ®©@@______	
4®I@@t 24®®t©® '®I©@®M	 hUuons

L_J	 6®®©©® 2S ®©® 4®@@@®
•is	 L!J	 7®t©@® 27 @©@© 47@@@'IIJ

•®@©©®	 @t@@I 4eg©©g
&ib4sct	 Paps 8sd	 I©©® 2@@@©® 4.®g©©®

Coins	 Noith	 Cods	 H	 Cod.	 ®®©(	 30®g©©© 6O©©©

bJ3II: __________	 [Ti Tii 1I®(©©®	 ®©©lI 5'@©I)®
@@ ®	 © ©@ © • ©	 @	 ®@©©® @@@©©

l$4®	 @2® ® ® 2®I ©LJ ®I2 ®@	 ©@©©®	 ®@©@©

@ ® @ 4 @1 ® 0 I® Efl ©4®

' I.rrrI	

'3®@@@@ ®@©©©	 ®©©©

I©© ©® ® •© I •	 ® ®U© '®©©©® '@®6©© e®©©®
l@®	 ®6© ® ® 0' ® 0 iJja © U ®	 i®i©©©	 @0©©©	 0®©©®

I®© ®® S ®3®I 

I: 
I® ©uI 18®g©©® °©@©@® 56®©©©®

J®®	 ®® ® ® 7 • ® ®	 ®® i8®©©©©	 @'©©® a©®©©®
i® ® 	® o0 0 ®oOI ® ® i®	 ®®	 '0@©©i0	 ®®©©® ia®0©©©

S 0 0 @ 9 © ® ® i!i !.M!	 ®®©©® °®©©©© ®©©
S	 S
I1I1I1I1I1II111IIIII1 III liii 11111111111 liii 111111

(g) If answer sheets are not sufficient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete
the questionnaire
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	15-19	 20-25

[]L1
	15-19	 20-25

	

15-19	 20-25

L1
More than 25

L1
More than 25

More than 25

AppendA A-1(ii)

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 2)

(Note: Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire.)

A. Background

1 Have you studied Form 6?

2 Have you studied Form 7?

3 Are you a TI graduate?

4 Do you have any practical experience
in construction before coming to study
the course?

5 Do you have any financial hardship?

B. Ability

6 Your Engtish proficiency is

7 Your ability to express is

8 Do you have difficutty in progressing
with the course?

	

A J No	 BJYes

rnNo L1Yes

	

I A No
	

[JYes

	

[JNo
	

I	 ]No.of years
	

[BIYes

	

None I A I	 [iLIi	 [1	 LE]	 Alot

	

Very poor []	 [] Very good

Very poor	 A j	 [] Very good

	

None [] [j	 []	 A lot

C. Effort

9 Your time spent on homework per
week (Hrs.) is

10 Your time spent on year project per
week (Hrs.) is

11 Your total time spent on studying the
entire course is

LJLJ
LessthanlO	 10-14

E1L
Lessthanl0	 10-14

LessthanlO	 10-14
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12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19

D. Comments about . the College

20 Please make suggestions which you feel would make the college a batter place to study.

E. IT Teaching

21

22 Do you have a computer at home?	 []Yes	 [No

Would you prefer to obtain the following
course materials through Internet?

23
	

Course utie & eechn9 Sthedute	 []Mo	 [jjves

24
	

Lecture Notes	 []No	 []Yes

25

26 How often do you "surf the nat"? 	 Very seldom	 j] [] [j ]	 Very often

F. General Comments

27 Dc you find thecôurse Useful tyo
ftthse career?

28 Are you satisfied with the course in general?

29
imouethe qu	 oUt5e

30 lOther comments:

Useful	 ri rii [:i

appointed

L1
elpfUl Hipfu	 N*at

Walna1,me

Very satisfied
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G. Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I	 English &	 :e:t

2 Communication Work load	 Very light	 [] [j]	 []
3 IbrConslniction	 :j

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate [j] [] [] []
5	 Qualityeftchlng of the ecturql 	 ECel	 [] [] [] []

6	 Teacher's communication situ 	 Very poor	 [] [] []

-
7	 subject

8	 Teachers explanation towards the	 Very poor	 []	 []
subject material

9	 Aeseibutyoftheteacherforonsu3tahon/ 	 Veryeasjr

10	 Do you thinkthe method of assessing! 	 Very fair	 [] [J [J
evaluating your assignmenticoursework
is fair?

11

	

I 	 11111 I

Others-

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness	 Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D
• Cøicuftyto understand 	 Verieosy	 A	 B-	 C	 D
• Coverage of lecture notes	 Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 0

13	 iMiat arethe teachslq aldused In the
lecture?

(A) Overhead Prcjecti*
) Videos fSbdès

(CCOmputerS eq oeroint 	 11 t

Too much

Very inadequate

Very

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

Excellent
sr)YicUIt

14
	

Methodology of tutori
(rick app-opiate boxes)

15

16

17

18

19

Is the laboratory/practical srk helpful
to the study of the subject?

tyoUrstpettatlon7

How do you rate the value of the essential
reference bool?

subject

Very helpful	 [] [I1 [:J	 PJ

Very useful	 [] [J

[U
No idea

Not at all

No use at all



I sm,ciwvl

2 AnalysIs I

3	 (Code 736)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

ork load	 Very light	 [J [] []
lur degree of Interestin the subject	 Very interesbn	 [J [] [J
ipport SeMces provided by the College 1	Very adequate [] [J [J []
La&rtytttachlng of the.Lactuat	 EicteUen	 [J [J
rachers communication skill	 Very poor	 [J [J [J
atbt(enthusasm Inteachingme	 Very pocir	 [J

,acher's explanation towards the	 Very poor	 []
ibject material

the teaehertjtItebonr

you think the method of assessing/	 Very fair	 [] [J []
luating your assignment/coursevirk

fair?

Other -

DW do you find the lecture notes?

• Conciseness	 Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D
• DrcUllytO Understand	 veryeay	 A
• Coverage of lecture notes 	 Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 D

Too much

Very inadequate

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

Excellent

Very insufficient

OThett
	 EJEJEJE3 E

) None

14
	

odology of tutorial3
	

EJ
eppmpiate boxes)

15

16

17

18

19

20

the laboratorylpractical rk helpful
the study of the subject?

eslherade	 assubject

w do you rate the value of the essential
ference books?

vu havethechoice wotd4u select

ethodology of laboratory/case study session4
ick appxiate boxes)

Very helpful	 [] [J []	 Not at all

Very useful	 [J [] [J []	 No use at all
No idea

LflL1LJL1 J
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2	 (Code 903) Work load 	 Very light	 [] [] [] [J
3	 jj;

4	 Facilities provided by the College 1 for	 Very adequate	 [] [] []
the project work

5

6	 Supervisors communication skill 	 Very poor	 [:.i] [jJ [J [J
§ :::::::::.r.

8	 How do you rate the supervisor's 	 Very poor	 [J
explanation of the project?

I

4peMbor1orcosultaUordlousslon

10	 Do you think the method of assessin 	 Very poor	 L]i] QI] [I1
evaluating your project work is fair?

11	 _____________ 	 _____________

12	 Do you think the project work is helpful 	 Very helpful	 [] [] [] []
to your study of the course?

13	 1youavThechoce woulouselect 	 I A I 1	 I
'Projerasone o your subjects 7	 Yes	 Na

Too much

Very inadequalte

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Not at all
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End oh onna ire

Student No.	 Student Name:

Course
	

Year:

Sex

F
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Guidelines for Completing Student Questionnaire

All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality
improvement purposes only.

Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

3. Please circle your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

4. (a)	 (ii) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1 —30 in sections A to F.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you

have studied last year.

(c) Each subject has a one page questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for every answer sheet

(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with 1.23 & 4 and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

1 Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

4 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
useful:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials on whiteboard during lecture.
Answer B: Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives

handout afterwards.
Answer C: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout and does not explain

the notes in the lecture.
Answer D: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout, the lecturer highlights

and explains the key points in the lecture.
Answer E: Others

5 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may fInd the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
questions from students.

Answer E: Others

methodology of laboratory / case study session, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Laboratory / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the

experiments / case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
tune for revision / solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments / case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
often early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You have to mark the "year" column and ignore the "class/group" and "paper ID"
of the answer sheet.

(f)	 Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.

I
T F	 T F	 I F

Ys	 i®©®	 ®@©i© 41@®@@®
Name: ________________	 2®®©©I)	 ®©I)® 42®®©(®_____________	

®@©©® 23 @®J@® ®©©®

®@@@	 ©@® ®@©@______	
®	 4®@©@JJ a®©® 44®®©@t

J © Idnstwdmvio*aym1a	 ©I	 •®®©©	 a.®i©©® 4'@©©®-ooiisttgs
•RiIa	 7 ®®©@t 27®©©t 47®@@@I

e ®©@©® 2®©©t	 ®©©
a—	 •')©©@ 29 @©©©® 4e®®©©()

Caww	 idsaybst	 Cads	 Cads	 io®®©@() so®®©®® ao©©©

TiT	 'It4l[J	 m
"®tI©©	 ®@©©® si@@©©I

© @© 0 © © @ 01 ©	 © 0©	 12®I©©©® 32 ©©©©® a2@®©©©

s®	 ® ® ® 2 ® ® I@® .® l®®	 ®©©©®	 ®®©©© 54®@©©@
© ®® ® I® 1® i ®	 ©.	 '6®tJ©©® 3 ®©©©® 5@@©©®

® ID® i

	 ®® 13®@@©® U ®©©©® 3®t3©©®

®®	 ® @	 © ® I®® i® i®®
@@J	 @ ® 5 @51 ® iI&@ I® l®U@	 1O®©@©®	 ®@©@@ 6a@©©@©

®	 © I©IJ® J© I©®	 ©©©® ®®©©©	 ®®©©®
®&® ® ®®®	 ® j® ®® I.

	 ©©© ae ®©©©® M®®©©©
®	 @ ®® I® I®®	 '®©©©© ®®©©® ®©©@®
• ©9©®	 20®®©©® °®©©©© ®@@@@
—

IIIIIIIlIIuIIuIIIIIIIuIIuIuIIIIIIIIIIIIiuuIuuiiii

(g) If answer sheets are not sumcient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete
the questionnaire.
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Appendix A-2(i)

GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 1)

(Note: 1. Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire)

A. GRADUATE BACKGROUND

Year of graduation:

B. IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED

1. Nature of the company:

Contractor	 Material Supplier I
_____	 Testing
IEI
Others (Please specify) __________________________________________

2. Position in company!office

IA!	 IBI	 id	 LD1
Assistant Engineer!	 Site Supervisor I	 Quantity I Site	 Technical Officer

Engineer	 Engineer	 Surveyor

I E]
Others (Please specify) ______________________________________________

IAI	 BI
Government	 Consultant

__	 __	 (c	 IDI
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3. Basic Monthly Salary

IAI	 FBI	 id	 rbii	 IEI
Above $14,000	 $14,000 to	 $12,000 to	 $10,000 to	 Below $8,000

$12,001	 $10,001	 $8,000

4. You get or expect to have promotion after working for:

IAI	 IBI	 id	 IDI	 IE]
Above 4 yrs	 4 - 3 yrs	 3 - 2 yrs	 2 - 1 yr	 No promotion

5. Are you attending/preparing to attend a further study programme?

IAI	 IBI
Yes	 No

6. How long have you been working in this company/office? 	 I
months

7. Your satisfaction with the employment/work

Very satisfied I A I	 I B I	 F C I	 LIJ Very disappointed

C. IF YOU ARE UNEMPLOYED

8. Indicate your current status:

[Al

Unemployed but attending a course
	

Unemployed
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3. Basic Monthly Salary

LAI	 IBI	 id	 [ilil	 IEI
Above $14,000	 $14,000 to	 $12,000 to	 $10,000 to	 Below $8,000

$12,001	 $10,001	 $8,000

4. You get or expect to have promotion after working for:

LAIII	 IBI	 id	 ID]	 IE]
Above 4 yrs	 4 - 3 yrs	 3 -2 yrs	 2- 1 yr	 No promotion

5. Are you attending!preparing to attend a further study programme?

IAI	 IBI
Yes	 No

6. How long have you been working in this companyloffice? 	 I________
months

7. Your satisfaction with the employment/work

Very satisfied I A I	 I B I	 I C I	 LJ Very disappointed

C. IF YOU ARE UNEMPLOYED

8. Indicate your current status:

IAI
Unemployed but attending a course	 Unemployed
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

22.

23.

24.

D. COMMENT ON THE COURSE

II) Technical Proficiency

17. ;_

18. Design aspects	 Very adequate	 [fl [J [] []	 Very inadequate

19

Ill)	 Drafting Skills

2o.

21. Manual Drawing Skills	 Very adequate	 fJ	 J	 Very inadequate

IV) Computer Skills
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

V) Language Skills

VI) Personal Attributes

35. Other comments:

EJ
Comments	 No Comment

Corn ments: (Use supplementary sheets if necessary) 	 _________________________________________

E. FURTHER STUDY	 (To be answered by further stud ying graduates only)

36. Please indicate the institution that offers you the course is a

L1
Local university	 Overseas university 	 Other educational

institution

Name of the Institution
	

(please specify)
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37. The course of study is a

Higher Degree	 Degree programme	 Sub-degree	 Professional development

programme	 programme	 programme

I1
Others (please specify) _____________________________________________________________

Name of the Course
	

(please specify)

Now studying in
	 year I level (please specify)

38. Why do you go for further study?

[1	 [
	

E1
To become a	 To learn more

	
For self-interest
	

No employment

professional engineer

L1
Others (Please specify)

Helpfulness of the Higher Diploma course to your further study

39. Does the working experience help your current further study?

Notatall	 Veryhelpful
No working experience

40. To what extent the content of yourcurrent further study had been covered in your
higher diploma course?

L1	 E1
Above 45%	 45- 30%	 30- 15%	 15- 0%	 0%

41. Do you find the current course of further study difficult or easy?

Very difficult 	 [i] [I] [1	 Very easy
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Teaching Methodology

42. Compare the teaching methodology of the current course of further study with that
of the higher diploma course. It is found,

Even worse	 j	 jJ	 Much better

43. Any other comments:

Comment	 No comment

Details of comment:
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14

) VldeosTStldes
(C)tComputers eg Poii*roi

theis,
CE) None

Methodology of tutorial3
(Tick appvwiate boxes)

Not at all

No use at all

F. Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I English &

2 CommunicatIon Work load	 Very light	 [j] [] []	 Too much

3 forConstruction YutdeqreØof IptereStin the SubJec 	 vlflteeøiing [] [jj [] [J	 yn

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate	 [] []	 []	 Very inadequate

5	 1

6	 Teacher's communication sidil	 Very poor	 [j] [j] []	 Excellent

Teet'etthusisfl1 lfl tea nhO	 VeJ pdç$r	 jJ	 J	 J	 J
7	 subject

8	 Teachers explanation towards the 	 Very poor	 [J [] [J	 Excellent
subject material

9	 AesIbil*yofthetescherfronsuftaton/ 	 Veryeasy	 JJ	 VethflIuft
discuss duncfficehcuj

10	 Do u think the method of assessing/ 	 Very fair	 [] [] [] [J	 Very unfair
evaluating your assignment/coursework
is fair?

11	 _______________________ -	 ____________________________

Qthers.	
;,,	 It

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Excellent
• Dulfrto understand
	

A	 B	 C
• Coverage of lecture notes 	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Veryinsuffici

13

15

16

17

18

19

subject?

Is the laboratory/practical work helpful
to the study of the subject?

D1hgtde	 ethis Subject

How do you rate the value of the essential
reference books?

Very helpful	 [J [] [p]

Very useful	 [fl	 EJ [II
[J

No idea

Yes-	 No
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I SInictural

2 Analysis I

3	 (Code 736)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

orkIod	 Very light	 [j []

iur degree ntereetin the eubject	 (eryinteresbn	 [] [J []

Jpport Services provided bythe College1	Very adequate	 [] [Ii]

l!t)lefteachiIt9 bftheLactureI	 Excel	 [] [] [J []

ache?s communication skill	 Very poor	 [fl []]	 [J

ibjeqj

achers explanation towards the	 Very poor	 ]] [] [J
ibject material

,youthinkthemethodofassessing/ 	 Veryfair	 [] [J
aluating your assignment/coursework
fair?

Others

3W do you find the lecture notes?

• Conciseness	 Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D
• Diflhciltytb underst2nd	 VeryeaY	 A	 C	 D
• Coverage of lecture notes	 Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 D

Too much

Very inadequate

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

Excellent

Very insufficient

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

) Vdeo1$des-

	

Cqmputert e g Polnj	 Eli Eli CJ 1I

ethodology of tutorial3	 [] [] [] [I] []
rckapj.roiiaia boxes)	 _________ __________________________ ___________

Others :-

etheutona(s heesbdyofthe	 VetyhelpfUl	 J	 J	 Motstaa
ibject1

the laboratory/practical rk helpful	 Very helpful	 [] [] [J	 Not at all
the study of the subject?

*sIherade	 ethssubject

3W do vu rate the value of the essential 	 Very useful	 [] [] [J [] []	 No use at all
ference books?	 No idea

odology of laboratory/case study session4
appmpriate boxes)

Others :-

E1
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load

Facilities provided by the College 1 for
the project work

ors communication skill

ors enUu6lasn1n
Qn

I-low do you rate the supervisors
explanation of the project?

What s theccessibi1ityef the

Do you think the method of assessingf
evaluating your project work is fair?

Doesthe gcde youet meef youl4

Do you think the project work is helpful
to your study of the course?

Projects III

2	 (Code 903)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

:.:.::.:.:.::::

Very light	 [] [] []	 Too much

Very adequate [] []	 []	 Very inadequatte

Very poor	 ]] Q]	 Excellent

Very poor	 [J	 Excetie

Very poor	 [j]	 Excellent

Very poor	 [] [] [] []	 Excellent

I A 1	 8
Yes	 Nç

Very helpful	 [jJ [J []	 Not t all
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Guidelines for Completing Graduate Questionnaire

1.	 All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality
improvement purposes only.

Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

3. Please circle your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

4. (a)	 (i) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1 —43 in sections B to E.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you have

studied In the final year of the course.

(c) Each subject has a one page questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for eveiy answer sheet

(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with" 2.3 & 4 and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

'Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

2 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
usefid:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials on whiteboard during lecture.
Answer B: Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives

handout afterwards.
Answer C: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout and does not explain

the notes in the lecture.
Answer D: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout, the lecturer highlights

and explains the key points in the lecture.
AnswerE: Others

3 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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U
U

U

U

U
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Name:

M thflo
-Us. I.d orbladi. bspsn
-FIVes od.
Ers.. sI	 aiy irsia.'
-DQ12tTh -

.PJlA	 WI

Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
questions from students.

Answer E: Others

methodology of laboratory/case study session, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Laboratoiy / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratory I case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the

experiments / case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
tune for revision I solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments I case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
often early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You can ignore the "year", "class/group" and "paper ID" columns of the answer
sheet.

(f)	 Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.

S
IF	 IF	 IF

	

s. G'oe	 i®©©©	 ®®C®	 ©©®

	

2®©©©®	 @tD©©tD	 ©©@II
____________	 3®©©©® ®©©© I1®®1©®
______	 CD ®	 4®®©@® 24 ®®©©® 44®®©©®

©	 C©	 5®©©©® a ®©©©CD u®©©©®
CD CD

	

CD	 O®®©©® ®CD©©@ 4©©©©®

	

CD	 7®©©©® 27 @@©©© 47CDCD©@®

	

a®t©©©®	 ®@©©© 4@©©©©
5i *ot PspS &.d	 '®®©©©	 CD®©@©	 CD©©©©

Cow..	 1od.çtNwi*.o	 Cods	 ID	 Cod.	 ,p®©©©® 30 ©®©©® 60CDCD©©®

i	 [ILl
©O© @ ©© @ © @ns i© © @ 12®©©©® ®®©g®
OGS	 CD 1(i) CD CD (iIJ® Ri)I] CD CD	 ®CD©CD®	 ®©©@© SCD@©©®
Si® CD CD ® © ® ©CD DJ ® ® 14®®©©© s®©©©®
®®	 CD CD'S CD CD ®CD I®U © I '.®iD©@® e®©©©CD ..G©©
@O@ CD CD CD CD CD CDU® I®U CD CD
®J® CD ®® S CD SL® I©U ® ® ls ©©©CD® .®®©©® 66©@©©®
@ri®	 © ©® ID ID ®U@ I®U ID ID n®©©©© *7 ®@©©ID 57®©©©ICD
®U®	 CD ® 7 ® CD S ®® IOU ® ® is®ID@ID® Se ®®©©© M@®©ID®
IDO® ID ®.°® © ID IDUID IIDLI ID ID i©ID©©© ®®©©® ©®CD@©

I ID o ® ® ®	 ® 2o®ID©©© °®©©@® eo®t©©©
S
uIIIIIIIIuIIIIuuIIIIuIIIuIIIuIuIIIIIIlIuuIIIIIIII

(g) If answer sheets are not sufficient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

Please return the completed questionnaire and answer sheets using the enclosed stamped
and self-addressed envelope.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete
the questionnaire.
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Quantity / Site
	

Technical Officer

Surveyor

Appendix A-2(ii)

GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 2)

(Note: 1. Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire.)

A. GRADUATE BACKGROUND

Year of graduation:

B. IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED

Nature of the company:

IAI	 IBI
Government	 Consultant

I El
Others (Please specify)

2. Position in company/office

IAI	 IBI
Assistant Engineer I	 Site Supervisor I

Engineer	 Engineer

I El
Others (Please specify)

I Cl

	
LDI

Contractor
	

Material Supplier I
Testing

3. Basic Monthly Salary

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 IDI	 IEI
Above$14,000	 $14,000to	 $12,000to	 $1O,000to	 Below$8,000

$12,001	 $10,001	 $8,000
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4. You get or expect to have promotion after working for:

IAI	 IBI	 id	 iDi	 IE]
Above4yrs	 4-3yrs	 3-2yrs	 2-1 yr	 No promotion

5. Are you attending/preparing to attend a further study programme?

IBI	 tAt
Yes	 No

6. How long have you been working in this company/office?
months

7. Your satisfaction with the employment/work

Very disappointed I A I	 B I	 I C	 D	 Very satisfied

C. IF YOU ARE UNEMPLOYED

8. Indicate your current status:

IAI
	

I Bi
Unemployed but attending a course

	
Unemployed
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19

22.

23.

24.

D. COMMENT ON THE COURSE

II) Technical Proficiency

Ill) Drafting Skills

20.

21. Manual Drawing Skills	 Very adequate	 EJ	 LI	 Very inadequate

IV) Computer Skills (taught by the course, not through seff-learning)
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

V) Language Skills (taught by the course, not through seif-learning)

VI) Personal Attributes (learned from the course)

35. Other comments:

L1	 L1
Comments	 No Comment

Corn ments: (Use supplementary sheets if necessary)

E. FURTHER STUDY	 (To be answered by further studying graduates only)

36. Please indicate the institution that offers you the course is a

Local university	 Overseas university	 Other educational

institution

Nameof the Institution	 _______________________________________ 	 (please specify)
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37. The course of study is a

Higher Degree	 Degree programme	 Sub-degree	 Professional development

programme	 programme	 programme

I1
Others (please spechy) _____________________________________________________________

Name of the Course
	

(please specify)

Now studying in _________________year I level (please specify)

38. Why do you go for further study?

L]	 Ei
	

L1
To become a	 To learn more

	
For self-interest
	

No employment

professional engineer

Others (Please specify)

Helpfulness of the Hi gher Di ploma course to your further study

39. Does the working experience help your current further study?

Very helpful	 Eu	 [	 []	 Not atall L1
No working experience

40. To what extent the content of your current further study had been covered in your
higher diploma course?

Above 45%	 45 - 30%	 30 - 15%	 15 - 0%	 0%

41. Do you find the current course of further study difficult or easy?

Very easy [SI] [i] Ei] Ii] Very difficult
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Teaching Methodology

42. Compare the teaching methodology of the current course of further study with that
of the higher diploma course. It is found,

Much better	 L1	 Even worse

43. Any other comments:

fl
Comment	 No comment

Details of comment:
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F. Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I Englich&	 frrtUli?	 Very-ea'	 [] [j] [] []	 veiyflIcuft

2 Communication Work load	 Very light	 [] [j] [] []	 Too much

3 itCoiisfriiction

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate [] [j [] []	 Very inadequate

5	 qUlutyof teaching ofthetecture 	 xtieiier	 [] [j]	 []	 vetyptt

6	 Teacher's communication skill 	 Very poor	 [] [] []	 Excellent

7	 S

8	 Teacher's explanation towards the 	 Very poor	 []	 Excellent
subject material

9	 AessIbiyofthteecherfrons*$taton1	 Vei-yeasjt	 J	 Vfipuft

10	 Do you think the method of assessing!	 Veryfair	 [J [J [J	 Very unfair
evaluating your assignmenticoursework
is fair?

11	 TeathmMethodolng?

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness
•	 u1tyo understand
• Coverage of lecture notes

13	 Viat are the teat aids used In the
'ecture?

CA) Overhead Prcector
&8) eo%f5eS-
(CComputer eg Peatnt

thei
(E) None

14	 Methodology of tutorial3
(Tick apçvcpviate boms)

Others-

1VrYm

15

16	 lsthelaboratoryIpracticalrkhelpful 	 Veryhelpful	 []] []
	

Not at all
to the study of the subject?

17
set yourecpectat1on1	 Ye

18	 How do you rate the value of the essential 	 Very useful	 [J [[] [] []	 No use stall
reference books?

No idea

19	 If yclU hretheçhQk	 niktou seleg

the-Subject?	 Yes-	 Nb
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I	 Stitzctziral

2 Analysis I	 Work load

3	 (Code 736) Yw degree of intereeHri the subJea

4	 Support Services provided by the College1

5

6	 Teacher's communication skill

7 -

8	 Teacher's explanation towards the
subject material

9

10 Do you think the method of assessing!
evaluating your asslgnment/coursevirk
is fair?

11 -

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness
• Deuttyto widersteljtl
• Coverage of lecture notes

13
9

) 4etSds
Computer, eg Pver PoInt
Othei

) None

14
	

Methodology of tutonal8
(Tick apçtriate boxes)

15
$l1t)Jett•.

16	 Is the laboratory/practical wvrk helpful
to the study of the subject?

17
meetyourexpectatKlrtl'

18	 Howdoyou ratethevalueoftheessential
reference books?

19

20	 Methodology of laboratory/case study session4
(Tick ajstpia1e boxes)

Very light	 [fl [J [	 Too much

ierylntereaflng	 J f] EJ [3	 etorin

Very adequate	 E] []	 Very inadequate

Very poor	 [fl [] EJ [J	 Excellent

Very peer	 [J J [J

Very poor	 [J [J El	 Excellent

... :

Very fair	 Very unfair

Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Excellent
Veryeasy	 A	 WryfficUlt.

Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Very insufficient

]EJl EJ

Very helpful	 [J [] [J EJ	 Not at all

Very useful	 [] [J [	 [fl	 No use at all
No idea

EJ



load

Facilities provided by the College1 for
the project work

HeJpfulrIcBsfrontieSupeiM*(

Supervisor's communication skill

$Upetviso's ethUSla8rtit

How do you rate the supervisor's
explanation of the project?

Whaf is theqqessIb1Iyaf th

Do you think the method of assessing!
evaluating your project work is fair?

Othe 9iade yoiet flt ioui

Do you think the project work is helpful
to your study of the course?

Pmfects III

2	 (Code 903)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Very light	 [fl [] QJ []	 Too much

Very adequate	 [] []	 Very inadequatte

-

Very poor	 [j]	 Excellent

\try poor	 [J	 Exqite

Very poor	 [] [] []	 Excellent

Very poor	 [j] []	 Excellent

Very helpful	 [J [J	 []	 Not at all
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Guidelines for Completing Graduate Questionnaire

1. All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality

improvement purposes only.

2. Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

3. Please cjçje your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

4. (a)	 (ii) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1 —43 in sections B to E.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you have

studied in the final year of the course.

(c) Each subject has a one page questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for every answer sheet

(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with 1,2.3 & 4 and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

1 Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

4 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
useful:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials on whiteboard during lecture.
Answer B: Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives

handout afterwards.
Answer C: Lecturer has wven advance copy of the handout and does not explain

the notes in the lecture.
Answer D: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout, the lecturer highlights

and explains the key points in the lecture.
AnswerE: Others

5 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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5.

Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
questions from students.

Answer E: Others

methodology of laboratory/case study session, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Laboratory / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the

experiments / case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
time for revision / solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments / case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
often early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You can ignore the "year", "class/group" and "paper ID" columns of the answer
sheet.

I
IF	 IF
®®©©© 41®©©©®
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(g) If answer sheets are not sufficient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

Please return the completed questionnaire and answer sheets using the enclosed stamped
and self-addressed envelope.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete

the questionnaire.

(f) Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.

1F
..	 o,00eName:________________

5 g © © ®
MItIoc	 ®	 ®

I©II©I

	

L_J I ©I	 •....
Sue. QØo.	 LJ

______________	 23®©©©® 43®I©©@®
_______	 s©®©©® 44®©©©®
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Appendix A-3(i)

EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 1)

(Note: 1. You may omit any of the following items that you would not like to disclose.
2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

1. Nature of the company:

[Al	 I BI	 id	 I D
Government	 Consultant	 Contractor	 Material Supplier! Testing

[El
Others (Please specifij) _____________________________________________________________

2. Total number of graduates from the Hon g Kon g Technical Colle ge (Tsing Yi) with an
award of Higher Dip loma in Civil I Structural Eng ineering employed in your company /
office:

IAI	 IBI	 id	 IDI	 JEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

3. Number of our graduates involved in Site Supervision

IAI	 lBl	 id	 IDI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

4. Number of our graduates involved in Desi g n I Drafting

[Al	 IBI	 cl	 IDI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

I El
None

I El
None

5. Number of our graduates involved in Land/En gineering Surveying

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 IDI	 IEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None
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6. Number of our graduates involved in Quantity Surveying

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 ID!	 L]
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

7. Number of our graduates involved in Material Supplies/Testing

IAI	 161	 Id	 IDI	 IEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

8. Number of our graduates involved in duties that are not related to items 3 to 7 above

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 101	 IEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

9. Give the number of Higher Diploma graduates employed by you has resigned after
working:

IAI	 IBI	 Ic!	 ID!	 IE1
None resigned	 Over 2 yrs	 2 - 1 yr	 I - 1/2 yr	 Less than 1/2 yr

The Higher Diploma graduates employed by you, who are studying a degree programme,
are

10. Sponsored by your firm	 J A J	 I B
Yes	 No

11. Studying in	 I A I	 B I	 I C I	 I D I
Full-time	 Part-time	 Overseas	 None

12. in your opinion, are there sufficient Higher Diploma graduates meeting the market
demand at the present time in the construction industry?

IAI	 151	 Ic!	 lol
Not enough	 About right	 Too many	 No idea
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Comments on the Technical Proficienc y of our Graduate(s) under your employment

Very	 Very	 Cannot

adequate	 Adequate Inadequate inadequate comment

Engineering Knowledge:

13.

14. in Construction

15 fllAflalysIS	 LJ	 L1	 111
16. in Design	 LJ	 L1	 LI
17'. P

18. Environmental Concerns 	 Eli	 EJ	 E1	 E1	 EEI
19 $fety sses	 EIJ	 L1	 E1	 L1

Drafting Skill:

20. Computer-aided Drawing	 E1	 E:1	 LJ
21 Mnt1aI Erawing	 III	 Eli	 [N	 [11

Computer Skill:

22. Use of personal computer
	

LJ
23 General pirpose software	 []	 []	 [J	 [N
24. Engineering software	 {J	 []	 []	 []]

Very poor	 Poor	 Good	 Excellent

Language Skill:

25 Oral Enhsh	 fj]	 []	 [J
26. Written English

27 Putarghua	 fJ
28. Cantonese
	 [N
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29.

30. Cooperation

31	 ense cf respot)sIbtlIb/

32. Ability to express

33 tnitiatve

34. Creativity

Comments on our Graduates' Personal Aftributes

Cannot
Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 Very poor comment

-

LJ	 LJ	 EJ
-

LJ	 L1

L1	 EJ
E1	 DJ W

35. Which topic(s) would you like us to emphasize/introduce to or delete from the course in future?

Comments	 No Comment

Details of comment:

36. In general, do you feel that our Higher Diploma graduate(s) employed by your company have
sufficient knowledge/training to perform the duties in your office?

L1
Yes
	

No

From the performance of the employees, you find:

37

38.

39. Apart from civil and structural engineering, what other new course(s) is required to meet your need?

Please specify:

40. Has your company/office got certification of ISO-9000?

EJ
Yes
	

No
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Comment on Certification of 150-9000

41.

42. Operation efficiency is 	 Greatly improved	 Greatly reduced

43.

44. Response from staff is 	 Poorly received	 Well received

45. PrOf itJproductivity ES	 Greatly trcreasd	 EII1	 IIII1	 EI3II	 L1	 c3featty reduced

46. The system is beneficial to 	 Very much	 JJ	 Not at all
the company/staff in long-term

47. Any other comments:

Corn ment
	

No comment

Details of comment:

End 0? L. .stionnaire
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Appendix A-3(ii)

EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 2)

(Note: 1. You may omit any of the following Items that you would not like to disclose.
2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

1. Nature of the company:

I A I	 161	 id	 IDI
Government	 Consultant	 Contractor	 Material Supplier! Testing

I El
Others (Please specify) __________________________________________________________

2. Total number of graduates from the Hong Kong Technical College (Tsing Yi) with an
award of Higher Diploma in Civil I Structural Engineering employed in your company I
office:

IAI	 lal	 Id	 IDI	 IEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

3. Number of our graduates involved in Site Supervision

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 IDI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

4. Number of our graduates involved in Desi g n I Drafting

IAI	 IBI	 101	 IDI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

I El
None

I E]
None

5. Number of our graduates involved in LandlEn gineering Survevjnq

	

___	 IBI	 jc	 (Dl	 L!i
	Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None
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6. Number of our graduates involved in Quantit y Surveying

TAI	 IBI	 Id	 IDI
	

[E(

Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1
	

None

7. Number of our graduates involved in Material Supplies/Testing

TAJ	 Isi	 Id	 (DI	 (E(
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

8. Number of our graduates involved in duties that are not related to items 3 to 7 above

[Al	 IBI	 Id	 (DI	 __
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

9. Give the number of Higher Diploma graduates employed by you has resigned after
working:

___	 (BI	 Id	 LDI	 (El
None resigned	 Over 2 yrs	 2 - 1 yr	 I - 1/2 yr	 Less than 1/2 yr

The Higher Diploma graduates employed by you, who are studying a degree programme,
are

10. Sponsored by your firm	 I A I	 I B I
Yes	 No

11. Studying	 (Al	 161	 (ci	 ID]
Full-time	 Part-time	 Overseas	 None

12. In your opinion, are there sufficient Higher Diploma graduates meeting the market
demand at the present time in the construction industry?

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 (DI
Not enough	 About right	 Too many	 No idea
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Comments on the Technical Proficiency of our Graduate(s) under your employment

Cannot	 Very	 Very
comment	 adequate	 Adequate Inadequate inadequate

Engineering Knowledge:

13	 asi	 1epts

14. in Construction

15 i Aalyss

16. in Design

17 Pacl3ca Appations

18. Environmental Concerns

19.

Drafting Skill:

20. Computer-aided Drawing

21.

	

LJ	 LJ	 LJ

	

LJ	 Efl

	

LJ LJ	 rn

LJ	 LJ
	

L1

Computer Skill:

22. Use of personal computer

23 Geiieralpirposesofiware

24. Engineering software

Excellent	 Good

L1

EJ

Poor	 Very poor

Language Skil':

25 Oral Ensh

26. Written English

27 PiArhua

28	 trese
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Comments on our Graduates' Personal Attributes

Cannot

comment	 Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 Very poor

29 Prob)em sOvii9 skIM	 11	 III	 LJ	 LI
30. Cooperation

31 Senseof responsibility	 [J	 Ii]	 [!]
32. Ability to express 	 [J	 []	 []	 E]	 []
33.-

34. Creativity	 [II	 L]	 ED	 [I]

35. Which topic(s) would you like us to emphasize/introduce to or delete from the course in future?

En	 En
Comments	 No Comment

Details of comment:

36. In general, do you feel that our Higher Diploma graduate(s) employed by your company have
sufficient knowledge/training to perform the duties in your office?

En	 ED
Yes	 No

From the performance of the employees, you find:

37

38.

39. Apart from civil and structural engineering, what other new course(s) is required to meet your need?

Please specify:

40. Has your com panyloffice got certification of ISO-9000?

En	 ED
Yes	 No
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Comment on Certification of ISO-9000

41. -

42. Operation efficiency is 	 Greatly reduced	 Greatly improved

43.

44. Response from staff is 	 Well received	 Poorly received

45. Prof tfproductivity ts	 GreaBy reduced	 []	 []]	 Greatly nreased

46. The system is beneficial to	 Not at all	 Very much
the company/staff in long-term

47. Any other comments:

L1
Comment	 No comment

Details of comment:

©c;\

End of	 !lionnaire
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Very
	

E1 E.1 L1 Very difficult

Very
	

L1EuIE
	

good

Very
	

inconsistent

Toolong	 LJ LJ LJ

oo long

	

Toolong	 Eli EJ EiEI

	

Very useful	 E]	 [u
	

unhelpful

Appendh A-4(i)

ACADEMIC STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 1)

flf:	 1. Your answer Is purely your personal view/opinion base on your leaching expenence and Is kept In
strict confidence.

2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

(A) Comment on the subiect(s) taught:
(Use separate sheet for each subject)

(i) Subject title:	 (FT) (Yr. I I 2 I 3)*

Very
	

L1 Eu L1 III Iveryurreievant

Very
	

iii [] E] jVery irrelevant

I	 Relevancy of the subject to the
course

2	 Relevancy of the subject
syllabus to the construction
industry and the profession

3	 Difficulty of this subject to the
students

4	 Learning attitude of students
in the subject

5	 Consistency of student
performance in the subject

6	 Contact hours of lecture
classes of the subject

7	 Contact hours of tutorial
classes of the subject

8	 Contact hours of laboratory!
practical classes of the subject

9	 Usefulness of tutorial classes
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Not	 confident

[J	 []
Too much
	

About right	 Insufficient	 No idea	 Not applicable

Excellent
	

[]	 []	 Even worse

[]	 [J
Not at all	 Treat it	 To some	 Very much

as reference	 extent

Al	 I BI	 J c_______ DJ	 I
Computer	 Overhead	 Video/film!	 Internet!
assisted	 projector	 slides	 web-sites

Not
applicable

E(
None

Very often	 []	 []	 Not allowed

E]
Yes	 No

Too	 insufficient10 Coordination among subject
lecturers teaching the same
subject

11 Are you confident in teaching
the subject?

12 Please state your preparation
work time for the subject

13 Please state the time you spent
on marking the assignments/
coursework of the subject

Teaching methodology:

14 Volume & content of the
standard lecture notes used are

15 Do you think the adoption of
standard lecture notes is good
for teaching and learning

16 Do you follow the standard
lecture notes in delivering the
lectures?

17 What teaching aids do you use
in lectures/tutorials? Please
state the percentage of contact
hours in using these aids
(Total of 100%)

18 Do you let students ask
questions in lectures?

19 If you have the choice, would
you like to continue teaching
the subject next year?

hrlwk

hrlwk

20 Please state other comments on the subject:
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21	 Do you think the course is
difficult to the students?

22 What is the English proficiency
of majority of the students?

23 Are the subjects integrated
horizontally in the course
curriculum?

24 Are the subjects integrated
vertically in the course
curriculum?

25 Does the course curriculum
meet the aims and objectives
of the course?

26 Does the course curriculum
meet the demand/expectations
of the industry/profession?

27 Does the current course
administration/management
promote the quality of the
course?

28 Is the current course
administrationlmanagement
efficient and effective?

29 What is your view on the quality
of the course?

(B) Comment on Course(s)

(I) Course title:	 (FT) (Yr. I I 2 I 3)*

30 Does the current course
administration/management
provide the 'quality assurance'
to the course?

	

Very easy	 []	 []	 Very difficult

	

Very poor	 [J ED [] Very good

	

Very well [] ED	 ED Very poorly

	

Very poorly	 []	 [J	 Very well

	

Well met	 [] [D []	 Not at all

	

Not at all	 [] [J [D [J	 Well met

	

Very much	 [J	 []	 Not at all

	

Not at all [fl []	 [jJ Very much

ED ED ED ED ED
Excellent	 Good	 Needs	 Poor	 No idea

improvement

ED ED ED ED
Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 No idea

ED

	

Needs change!	 Please state the details of changellmprovement:

improvement_____________________________________________

31 Please state other comments on the course: 	 _______________________________________________
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(C) Comment on IT Teaching:

32 Do you support the use of IT in teaching	 [j	 EI
Yes	 No

Computer proficiency - Are you famillar with the application of the following:

33	
:

34 Visual Basic	 No knowledge	 []	 []	 ]	 Very familiar

35 N	 peflntenet xpher	 Vey fnll}ar	 [3] [] [] [J]	 a
36 Do you expect difficulty to prepare 	 Very easy	 ]J	 []	 []	 Very difficult

lecture notes in IT approach?

rn
No idea

37

38	 Do you think the preparation work in IT
	

Very timej	 [J	 []	 Not at all
approach would be time-consuming?

39

-

40 Do you think the use of IT in teaching	 Very much	 EI I]] [J [J	 Even worse
would improve the quality of the
course in teaching and learning?

No idea

41	 Other comments:

(D) Comment on 1S09000 Quality Management System:

42

43 Do you support implementing	 El I]] [J
1809000 quality system in	 Yes	 No	 No idea
educational organization?

44

45 Do you believe implementing
1S09000 would improve the quality
of teaching and learning?

Yes	 No	 Noidea

Very strongly	 [J []J	 []J	 Not at all

ED
No idea
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if 1S09000 quality system is
implemented in our organization, ____________

46	 eduød	 I	 reasea(Ot

enount o paper wok

-

47 do you anticipate improvement in 	 Very much	 []	 ]J	 [J	 EI	 NOt at ail

efficiency of administrative
performance?	 [I]

No idea

48 io you antipatenprvement b	 Evefi worse	 [11	 [11 E] '
quality assu,nce	 oae)'?

49 do you believe that lSO9000	 Very much	 J	 Not at all

certification will enhance the
reputationof IVE?	 _______________ ___________________________________

50 Other comments on 1S09000 quality system on course quality and management'

(E) General comment:

51 YoueworkIoaeachgis. 	 V.etyg{it	 a] []	 Vtyheavy

52 Your work load or, administration is	 Very light	 []	 [J	 [J	 Very heavy

53	 miter1aeilitiesptedls	 yacieqa1e	 [J [II [II	 \Iyhideete

54 Support services provided is 	 Very adequate	 II} [J [J	 Very inadequate

55
frOm magen1er s

56 Cooperation of staff with students 	 Very poor	 [I]	 []	 Very good

very good [ j	 a] [J] Very poor

58 Cooperation among staff in the 	 Very poor	 [Ii [I] [Ii	 Very good

College is

uppotl&

60 Research opportunities & support is	 Adequate	 [J [J	 Inadequate

61 Outhiduatat	 a] D1	 i'°
the i dusttyfprofesstori wcId irnptom
the tilfty 1our'?

62 Do you think the current 	 Very much	 [fl [J [] []	 Not at all

administrative/management system
in the organisation is helpful to the
quality assurance of the course?
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63	 Were you involved in relevant
consultancy work in the last 12
months?

64	 Were you involved in approved outside
work, apart from evening teaching,
in the last 12 months?
(State the nature of outside work if the
answer yes)

65 Were or are you actively involved in
the activities of related professional
body(ies)?
(If the answer is yes', please state the
nature of involvement.)

66	 Which topic(s) would you like to emphasize or expand when reviewing the course curriculum in future?

67	 Other comments:

68 Post in Department: PL I SL I L I AL I Other

69 Total number of time-tabled student contact hours per week:

End 0, .	 tlonnaire
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Appendix A-4(ii)

ACADEMIC STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE (Ver 2)

(Q:	 1. Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion base on your teaching expenence and Is kept In
stvlct confidence.

2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

(A) Comment on the subject(s) taught:
(Use separate sheet for each subject)

(i) Subject title:	 - (Fl) (Yr. 1 /2 / 3)*

Very irrelevant	 []	 [ j 	[J	 Very relevant

Very irrelevant	 [] [jJ [J [J	 Very relevant

I	 Relevancy of the subject to the
course

2	 Relevancy of the subject
syllabus to the construction
industry and the profession

3	 Difficulty of this subject to the
students

4	 Learning attitude of students
in the subject

5	 Consistency of student
performance in the subject

6	 Contact hours of lecture
classes of the subject

7	 Contact hours of tutorial
classes of the subject

8	 Contact hours of laboratory!
practical classes of the subject

9	 Usefulness of tutorial classes

Very
	 rn	 [] Very easy

Very
	

very poor

Very
	

J Very consistent

r:	 [D [] Too long

Too
	

c;:	 [ j [I [iJ	 Insufficient

ii Ii] L]	 Too long

Very
	

[] ]J	 [El Very useful
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Very insufficient	 [J [i] r:i E]	 Too much

	

Very confident	 [] [J []	 Not confident

I	 I
hrwk

hrlwk

[J	 L1
Too much	 About right	 Insufficient	 No idea	 Not applicable

	

Excellent	 [] []	 []]	 Even worse

Not at all	 Treat it	 To some	 Very much	 Not

as reference	 extent	 applicable

Al	 I BI	 I c	 I D	 I	 El______
Computer	 Overhead	 Vide&film/	 Internet!	 None

assisted	 projector	 slides	 web-sites

	

Not allowed	 IK] []	 jJ	 Very often

10 Coordination among subject
lecturers teaching the same
subject

11 Are you confident in teaching
the subject?

12 Please state your preparation
work time for the subject

13 Please state the time you spent
on marking the assignments/
coursework of the subject

Teaching methodology:

14 Volume & content of the
standard lecture notes used are

15 Do you think the adoption of
standard lecture notes is good
for teaching and learning

16 Do you follow the standard
lecture notes in delivering the
lectures?

17 What teaching aids do you use
in lectures/tutorials? Please
state the percentage of contact
hours in using these aids
(Total of 100%)

18 Do you let students ask
questions in lectures?

19 If you have the choice, would
you like to continue teaching
the subject next year?

20 Please state other comments on the subject: 	 _____________________________________________
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21	 Do you think the course is
difficult to the students?

22 What is the English proficiency
of majority of the students?

23 Are the subjects integrated
horizontally in the course
curriculum?

24 Are the subjects integrated
vertically in the course
curriculum?

25 Does the course curriculum
meet the aims and objectives
of the course?

26 Does the course curriculum
meet the demand/expectations
of the industry/profession?

27 Does the current course
administration/management
promote the quality of the
course?

28 Is the current course
administration/management
efficient and effective?

29 What is your view on the quality
of the course?

(B) Comment on Course(s)

(i) Course title:	 (Fl) (Yr. I I 2 I 3)*

30 Does the current course
administration/management
provide the 'quality assurance'
to the course?

	

Very dfficuR	 Very easy

	

Very good	 Eli [] [] [] Very poor

	

Very poody	 {j] [] {j ]	 Very well

	

Very well	 [fl []	 []	 Very poorly

	

Not at all	 [] [J [] []	 Well met

Well met [J [jJ [D [J Not at all

	

Not at all	 []	 [J	 Very much

	

Very much	 []	 []	 [j]	 Not at all

E1	 L1	 []	 L]
Excellent	 Good	 Needs	 Poor	 No idea

improvement

[J	 [J	 [Jand
Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 No idea

L1

	

Needs change!	 Please state the details of chang&improvement:

improvement___________________________________________

31 Please state other comments on the course:
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(C) Comment on IT Teaching:

32 Do you support the use of IT in teaching 	 [J	 []
Yes	 No

Computer proficiency - Are you familiar with the application of the following:

33

34 Visual Basic	 Very familiar	 [	 [	 []	 [ J 	No knowledge

35 Netssp&hterlel plOrer	 Np krowlede	 [] [] [J [J	 Vey fainlhar

36 Do you expect difficulty to prepare	 []
lecture notes in IT approach?	 No idea

Very

37 DD
tnanctotory Sheet fl 11
pproacli ?

38 Do you think the preparation work in IT 	 Very
approach would be time-consuming?	 consu

[J [I] Ii] [fl Very difficult

Mo idea

II ED CJ	 Very dcuft

[II [11 [J [J	 Not at all

39	 :nticip

40 Do you think the use of IT in teaching
would improve the quality of the
course in teaching and learning?

No idea

Very much	 [J (]] Even worse

41	 Other comments:

(D) Comment on 1S09000 Quality Management System:

42

43 Do you support implementing	 12] LJ E]
1809000 quality system in 	 Yes	 No	 No idea
educational organization?

44	 oybuport1mplemefltIflg	 C1 £I	 Eli
lO000 qualify yatem inthe 	 Yes	 No	 No idea

45	 Do you believe implementing	 IJ
1809000 would improve the quality 	 No idea
of teaching and learning?	

Very strongly	 []J	 []	 Not at all
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If 1S09000 quality system is
implemented in our organization,

46 do SOLIantc{pat an nese in th	 3
Oujit fapet wk ?	 N change	 t'Joira

Reduced	 E]	 Jnreasea}cit

47 do you anticipate improvement in 	 [I]
efficiency of administrative	 No idea
performance?

Very much [J Ii] [1:1 [fl Not at all

48
'qt1at aBarance ofthecoutse()?

49 do you believe that 1S09000	 Not at all	 [J	 [J	 Very much
certification will enhance the
reputationof IVE?	 _____________ _______________________________ ____________

50 Other comments on 1S09000 quality system on course quality and managemenr 	 _____________________________

(E) General comment:

51 Your work load on chrg is	 Very	 [j []J [] [J	 Very lght

52 Your work load on administration is 	 Very heavy	 I]] []J [I] []J	 Very light

I

54 Support services provided is 	 Very inadequate	 []J [] []	 Very adequate

55
opageenUs

56 Cooperation of staff with students 	 Very good	 rn [] [J]	 Very poor

57 Cooperationmiig ffjnThe	 Very poor	 [3] L[] [J []J	 Very good

Depaitrner is

58 Cooperation among staff in the 	 Very good	 []J	 [J	 Very poor
College is

59 $tfd	 prnentopp turuties &	 ad1qu	 Mque

60 Research opportunities & support is	 Inadequate	 [fl [[1	 Mequate

61	 :UIt1
the in	 ryiprofesson wot4cf impr
the qalIy f1hcoure "

62 Do you think the current	 Not at all	 [3]	 ]J [J []	 Very much

administrative/management system
in the organisation is helpful to the
quality assurance of the course?
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63	 Were you involved in relevant
consultancy work in the last 12
months?

64	 Were you involved in approved outside
work,apart from evening teaching,
in the last 12 months?
(State the nature of outside work if the

answer is 'yes)

65	 Were or are you actively involved in
the activities of related professional
body(ies)?
(If the answer is yes, please state the

nature of involvement.)

66	 Which topic(s) would you like to emphasize or expand when reviewing the course curriculum in future?

67	 Other comments:

68 Post in Department: PL I SLI L / AL/Other

69 Total number of time-tabled student contact hours per week:

©:\

End Ui	 ionnaire
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Appendix B-i

Pilot Study

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Note: Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire.)

A. Background

I Have you studied Form 6?
	

Yes	 [JNo.

2 Have you studied Form 7?

3 Are you a TI graduate?

4 Do you have any practical experience
in construction before coming to study
the course?

5 Do you have any financial hardship?

B. Ability

6 Your English proficiency is

7 Your abilfty to express is

____ Yes	 No.

[]Yes rnNo.

____ Yes	 _______INo. of years 	 [] No

Alot ri	 Lii	 1	 LI]	 None

Very good LJ	 [I]	 LI1	 [11 Very poor

Very good	 Li]	 Li] Very poor

B Do you have difficulty in progressing
with the course?

C. Effort

9 Your time spent on homework per
week (Hrs.) is

10 Your time spent on year project per
week (Hrs.) is

11 Your total time spent on studying the
entire course is

Alot	 None

More than 25 25-20	 19-15	 14-10	 Less than 10

More than 25 25-20 	 19-15	 14-10	 Less than 10

More than 25 25-20 	 19-15	 14-10	 Less than 10
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

30

28

29

D. Comments about the College

20 Please make suggestions which you feel would make the college a better place to study.

E. IT Teaching

F. General Comments 	 -
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

#1	 I I	 I I	 I	 I	 I

or	 A	 B	 C	 D
B	 C	 D

ient	 A	 B	 C	 D

Very helpful	 rn	 Lj

(es	 No

Very useful	 [11	 [I]

No idea

No

(3.Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I Enghsh&	 lfflCult	 Veryeasy	 []	 []

2 Commun!caion Work load	 Very light	 [j] [] []

3	 orConsM,ctIon	 itj

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate	 []	 []

6	 Teacher's communication skill 	 Very poor	 [ji	 []
Tee%enthllsIsmlnteachrnffie 	 ¶/erypcioi	 EAI Iii EJ LJ

7	 —

8	 Teacher's explanation towards the	 Very poor	 [J [] []
subject material

9	 "oe&albyofthrherforonsuitatjon/	 Very*asy	 J
10	 Do you think the method of assessingl	 Very fair	 [j []	 []

Too much

Very inadequate

Vety poet

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair
evaluating your assignment/coursevvrk
is fair?

How do you find the lecture notes?

• Conciseness
0 fficuftounderstand
• Coverage of lecture notes

What are the teactigig aids used hi the
lecture

(A) Qvecfiead Prcecbr
j Videos I

(CCornputers eg Foveaint

(Tick apptopiate boxes)

Is the laboratory/practical rk helpful
to the study of the subject?

nurelcpetbtlon?

How do you rate the value of the essential
reference books?

thesubjebt?

No use stall

Excellent
erfficult
y insufficient

Not at all
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I Sfruclura!

2 Analysisl	 Workload

3	 (Code 736)

4	 Support Services provided by the College1

6	 Teachers communication skill

.7 -

8	 Teachers explanation towards the
subject material

10	 Do you think the method of assessing!
evaluating your assignment!coursework
stair?

11

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness
• PCuRodestafl4
• Coverage of lecture notes

13
Jectt4te

(A) bverhead Projectoj
tS) Videosi$il4e
(Cmpuer e g Piverotnf

QtJer
(E) None

14	 Methodology of tutorial3
(Tick appmçv-iate boxes)

iE:J	 : J1	 feryult

Very light	 [[j I] [J	 Too much

(eryinteresbn	 [] ]J [J [J	 VeyboItn9

Very adequate	 [J [J []	 VeryI,adequate

lA]

Very poor	 [J [J	 E,r&l

ALB]

Very poor	 [[] [] [J	 Ee,t

Very fair	 J]J ffl []	 Veyunf

Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Exceflent
Very easy	 A	 Verylci4t

Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 0	 Very insufficient

£JEEJ3 rn

LJ

15

16	 Is the laboratory!practical work helpful
to the study of the subject?

17	 loeslhegmde youe	 s subject

18	 Howdoyouratethevalueoftheessential
reference books?

19	 lyou havethechoipe vautdyoU salec

20	 Methodology of laboratory!case study session4
(rick eptrriate boxes)

Very helpful	 []	 J]	 Not at all

Very useful	 [] [] [ j [	 No use at all
No idea
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Projects III lft1cifty

2	 (Code 903) Work load

3

4	 Facilities provided by the College 1 for
the project work

5

6	 Supervisors communication skill

7	 $upensors enthuaism in

B	 How do you rate the supervisor's
explanation of the project?

9	 What is t	 ccesIb4Iyf the
sperIøPr1orconsuIttion/døcusø,on

10	 Do you think the method of assessing!
evaluating your project work is fair?

11

12	 Do you think the project work is helpful
to your study of the course?

13
Pojef sone o ycurSUbjCtS 7

Very light	 LI] [J EI]
	

Too much

Very adequate	 [] [] []
	

Very inadequatte

Excellet	 L2II LJ

Verypoor	 Excellent

Very poor	 JJ Ei u

Verypoor	 [I][1[1][III
	

Excellent

Very poor	 lii EJ EJ IJ

Verypoor	 [J[]LJE1
	

Excellent

Very helpful	 [I] LI1 [1
	

Not at all

Yes	 No
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Student No.	 Student Name

Course:
	

Year:

Sex

! of	 stionMaire



Guidelines for Completing Student Questionnaire

1. All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality

improvement purposes only.

2. Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

3. Please circle your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

4. (a)	 (iii) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1 —30 in sections A to F.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you

have studied last year.

(c) Each subject has a one naae questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for every answer sheet
(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with 1.23 & and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

1 Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

6 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
useful:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials on whiteboard during lecture.
Answer B: Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives

handout afterwards.
Answer C: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout and does not explain

the notes in the lecture.
Answer D: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout, the lecturer hi ghuights

and explains the key points in the lecture.
Answer E: Others

7 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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Name:

00

Uae — be	 bod pen
.pae. enean*p	 -.

-.

•

Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
questions from students.

Answer E: Others

4 For methodology of laboratory/case study session, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Laboratoiy / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratoiy / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the

experiments I case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
time for revision / solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments / case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
often early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You have to mark the "year" column and ignore the "class/group" and "paper ID"
of the answer sheet.

(f) Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.
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(g) If answer sheets are not sufficient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete

the questionnaire.

a

a

a
a

a

a

a
I
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Id	 I of
Quantity I Site
	

Technical Officer

Surveyor

Appendix B-2

I Pilot Study I

GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE

(Note: 1. Please read the attached guideline before completing the questionnaire)

A. GRADUATE BACKGROUND

Year of graduation:

Coureeof Graduation:____________________________________________

Sex:-	 ((1)formale—(2)forfemale ]

B. IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED

1. Nature of the company:

I c
	

I Df
Contractor
	

Material Supplier /

Testing

IAI	 IBI.
Government	 Consultant

I El
Others (Please specify)

2. Position in company/office

IAI	 fBI
Assistant Engineer! 	 Site Supervisor I

Engineer	 Engineer

I Ef
Others (Please specify)
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3. Basic Monthly Salary

IA1	 [BI	 IC!	 __	 fE]
Above $14,000	 $14,000 to	 $12,000 to	 $10,000 to	 Below $8,000

$12,001	 $10,001	 $8,000

4. You get or expect to have promotion after working for:

IAf	 IBI	 __	 IDI	 fEf
Above4yrs	 4-3yrs	 3-2yrs	 2-1 yr	 No promotion

5. Are you attendingIpreparing to attend a part time course a further study programme?

	

__	 IBI

	

Yes	 No

6. How long have you been working in this company/office? 	 I	 I
months

7. Your satisfaction with the employment/work

Very satisfied I A I	 I B I	 I C I	 LD1 Very disappointed

C. IF YOU ARE UNEMPLOYED

8. Indicate your current status:

L1
Unemployed but attending a course

	
Unemployed
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19.

22.

23.

24.

D. COMMENT ON THE COURSE

II) Technical Proficiency

Ill)	 Drafting Skills

20. iOlills

21. Manual Drawing Skills	 Very adequate	 LI	 E1	 J1	 Very inadequate

IV) Computer Skills
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

V) Language Skills

VI) Personal Attributes

35. Other comments

L1
Comments	 No Comment

Comments: (Use supplementary sheets if necessary)

E. FURTHER STUDY	 (To be answered by further stud ying graduates only)

36. Please indicate the institution that offers you the course is a

[	 [1
Local university	 Overseas university

	
Other educational

institution

Name of the Institution
	

(please speciIy)
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37. The course of study is a

ri
Higher Degree	 Degree programme	 Sub-degree	 Professional development

programme	 programme	 programme

Others (please specify) ______________________________________________________________

Name of the Course
	

(please specify)

Now studying in _________________year I level (please specify)

38. Why do you go for further study?

To become a	 To learn more
	

For self-interest
	

No employment

professional engineer

LJ
Others (Please specify) _____________________________________________________________

Helpfulness of the Higher Diploma course to your further study

Do-you--find the higher diploma course helpful to your current further
62

Noatal4

4O Does the working experience help your current further study?
39.

Not at all	 J	 Very helpful
No working experience

44-i To what extent the content of your current further study had been covered in your
40. higher diploma course?

Above 45%	 45 - 30%	 30 - 15%	 15 - 0%	 0%

42 Do you find the current course of further study difficult or easy?
41.

Very difficult	 [] [] [] Very easy
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Teaching Methodology

4& Compare the teaching methodology of the current course of further study with that

42. of the higher diploma course. It is found,

Even worse	 EI1	 1III	 iIIi	 EIi1	 Much better

44 Any other comments:

43.
LJ

Comment	 No comment

Details of comment:

N4u4hefs4uiy
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Very light	 E [ii]	 E1
y:.:::

Very adequate	 [I]	 [] []

Very poor	 [I]	 El]

Verypoor	 [El	 []

Very fair	 En [El Ii] E]

Too much

Very inadequate

Excellent

Excellent

Very unfair

Verypoor	 A [
	

Cl ID
	

Excellent
Veryeasy	 L
	

erydilllcutt
Very sufficient	 A	 y insufficient

F Comment on the Course Subjects

How do you rate the subject In the course?

I E,igllsh &	 P

2 Communka don Nork load

3 for Construction Vow etØ of interest i tile subec*

4	 (Code 053) Support Services provided by the College1

6	 Teacher's communication skill

Tnthum i teaching the

stjbjik;f.•

8	 Teacher's explanation towards the
subject material

9	 !cceosIbdityof the techerforosuftabon

10 Doyouthinkthemethodofassessingl
evaluating your assignment/coursework
is fair?

11

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 • Conciseness
• Othcuftyto understend
• Coverage of lecture notes

13	 W11ataretheteaC13IqaIdSUédI1tbe
Iectwe '

3) VIdeos I Sh4es
Computers eg Posstaint

the

14	 Methodology of tutori
	

Al IBI ICI lDl IE
(lick appvpiate boxes)

15

16	 Is the laboratory/practical vvrk helpful
to the study of the subject?

17

18	 How do you rate the value of the essential
reference books?

19

I I

	Very helpful [fl [El [J []	 Ncatd

Very useful	 [] [II [] []	 NouseaU

No idea

tJ	 EJ
Ye	 No
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I Structural b

2 AnalysIs I	 Work load	 Very light	 J	 J	 J	 Too much

3	 (Code 736) Your degree of nterestin the subject	 S1ezunterestth	
fl	 veybong

4	 Support Services provided by the College 1	Very adequate	 J	 Very inadequate

5

6	 Teacher's communication sidlI 	 Very poor	 J	 Excellent

Teathe(tehthusiasm li teaching the	 Very por	 J	 J	 j	 EeUent
7	 UbjeCt

B	 Teacher's explanation towards the	 Very poor	 J	 Excellent
subject material

9 i,a_

_

10	 Do you thinkthe method ofassessing/	 Veryfair	 J	 Very unfair
evaluating your assignmenticoursework
is fair?

11

Othera

How do you find the lecture notes?

12	 Conciseness	 Very poor	 A	 B	 C	 0	 Excellent
• Duftytorndetstnd	 Veea	 A	 B	 C	 D	 Venjffiout
• Coverage of lecture notes	 Very sufficient	 A	 B	 C	 0	 Very insufficient

13	 !iVtiat are the teacIg aitLs	 In tJ3e
lecture

A) Overfiead Proiector
) Videoel$1I4p

Computers eq PorPotCt	 Efl 111 III Eli Efl
there

() None

14	 Methodology of tutorial3 	 [] [] [] [i1
(l7ck appor,iate boxes)	 ________________________________________________________________

Others :-

15	 Are the tutonak heIpMtrestud?fof the	 Veryhelphil	 [	 [J	 J [3	 Nottaff
Bi}3ject

16	 lsthelaboratory/practicalrkhelpful 	 Veryhelpful	 [] [J [J	 Notatall
to the study of the subject?

17	 DoesthegradeyoetathtsaubJeot
murepectabon?	 t'ee	 No

18	 tlow do you rate the value of the essential	 Very useful	 [] [] [] [] []	 No use at all
reference books?	 No idea

19	 lyou hathe choice uFdyou select
thesubject?	 Ye,	 No

20	 Methodology of laboratorylcase study session4	 [] [J [] [J []
(Tick eppoxiafe boxes) 	 ____________________________________________________________

Others
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Pr,ject.s III

2	 (Code 903) Work load	 Very light	 [j] [] []	 Too much

3

4	 Facihties provided by the College 1 for	 Very adequate	 [] [] [] []	 Very inadequatte
the project work

6	 •:E;ifl:.:

6	 Supervisors communication skill	 Very poor	 [] [] [] []]	 Excellent

7	 Suisats entfusl8slnhrt	 Very poor	 Excellent
super/Jslon

8	 How do you rate the superviso?s 	 Very poor	 [j] [] []	 Excellent
explanation of the project?

9	 What IS thaccessbiUtyof the	 Very poor	 [J [1] [] LIJ	 EXoeflen
spenQrfirconsultabonJdlull$Iofl

10	 Do you think the method of assessing!	 Very poor	 [] [J []	 Excellent
evaluating your project work is fair?

11	 roes the qrade you §et fleet your	 A 1 J B I

12	 Do you think the project work is helpful 	 Very helpful	 [] [] [] []	 Not at all
to your study of the course?

13	 l you hThe thcce wOultvou selact 	 1T
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Guidelines for Completing Graduate Questionnaire

All data collected in this survey will be used strictly for the research and academic quality

improvement purposes only.

2.	 Your answer is purely your personal view/opinion and is kept in strict confidence.

Please circle your answers in the questionnaire and also mark the answers onto the

attached answer sheet(s).

4.	 (a)	 (iii) Use the answer sheet marked with 'Version Number' for questions
1 —43 in sections B to E.

(ii) Use separate answer sheet for each subject.

(b) Questionnaire on the subjects is to survey your view/opinion of the subjects you have

studied in the final year of the course.

(c) Each subject has a one page questionnaire. Every subject takes one answer sheet.
Mark the "course"; "student number"; "subject code"; "page number" onto the

special code column, and your answers to the questions for every answer sheet

(ie. every subject).

(d) Some questions are marked with 1.2.3 & 4 and the corresponding explanations are
listed below:

1 Support services include computer facilities, laboratory equipment and other
teaching materials.

6 For Teaching Methodology in Lectures, you may find the following guidelines
useful:
Answer A: Lecturer spends most of his time in copying his handout or teaching

materials orfwhiteboard during lecture.
Answer B: Lecturer reads out his handout word by word in the lecture, and gives

handout afterwards.
Answer C: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout and does not explain

the notes in the lecture.
Answer D: Lecturer has given advance copy of the handout, the lecturer highlights

and explains the key points in the lecture.
Answer E: Others

7 For teaching methodology in Tutorial Sessions, you may find the following
guidelines useful:
Answer A: Lecturer simply asks the class if they have any question, if not he

would dismiss the class.
Answer B: Lecturer asks the class to do problems throughout the tutorial, and

hand in all the answers by the end of the session.
Answer C: Lecturer asks the class to do problem assignment and raise questions

if they have. The tutorial assignment could be completed at home and
hand in later.
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Answer D: Lecturer recapitulates the main points of previous lecture, and answer
cpestions from students.

Answer E: Others

methodology of laboratory / case study session, you may find the following
guidelines usefi4l:
Answer A: Laboratory / case study sessions are fully utilised to perform

experiments / case study.
Answer B: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the

experiments I case study. However the lecturer utilises the remaining
time for revision / solving queries from students.

Answer C: Laboratory / case study sessions are NOT fully utilised to do the
experiments / case study. There is plenty of time unused and very
often early dismissal.

Answer D: Laboratory/case study sessions are not conducted and students do
not have to attend.

(e) You can ignore the "year", "class/group" and "paper ID" columns of the answer
sheet.

(f) Sample of marking the answer sheet is given below.

I
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(g) If answer sheets are not sufficient, you can use photo-copies of the answer sheet.

Please return the completed questionnaire and answer sheets using the enclosed stamped
and self-addressed envelope.

6. Thank you for your co-operation and help to complete

the questionnaire
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Appendix B-3

I Pilot Study I

EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE

(Note: 1. You may omit any of the following items that you would not like to disclose.

2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

1. Nature of the company:

LJ	 LJ
Government	 Consultant

LII
Others (Please specify) ___________

(ci	 LJ
Contractor	 Material Supplier! Testing

2. Total number of graduates from the Hon g Kong Technical College (Tsing Yi) with an
award of Higher Di ploma in Civil I Structural En g ineering employed in your company I
office:

__	 __	 LJ	 LJ
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

3. Number of our graduates involved in Site Supervision

I ilLcJ	 _ LJ
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

	
None

4. Number of our graduates involved in Desi gn I Drafting

IAI	 Liii	 IDI	 LJ
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1

	
None

5. Number of our graduates involved in Land/Engineering Surveying

• _ Lii	 Lii
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None
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6. Number of our graduates involved in Quantity Survevinci

IAI	 IBI	 [III1	 __	 [ii
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

7. Number of our graduates involved in Material Supplies/Testing

_	 _ IEI
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

8. Number of our graduates involved in duties that are not related to items 3 to 7 above

IBI	 _	 IDI	 LU
Above6	 6-5	 4-3	 2-1	 None

9. Give the number of Higher Diploma graduates employed by you has resigned after
working:

IAI	 IBI	 Id	 lol	 IEI
None resigned	 Over 2 yrs	 2- 1 yr	 1 - 1/2 yr	 Less than 1/2 yr

The Higher Diploma graduates employed by you, who are studying a degree programme,
are :-

10. Sponsored by your firm	 I B I
Yes	 No

11. Studying in	 I B I	 [1	 ri
Full-time	 Part-time	 Overseas	 None

12. In your opinion, are there sufficient Higher Diploma graduates meeting the market
demand at the present time in the construction industry?

IAI	 Elill	 id	 __
Not enough	 About right	 Too many	 No idea
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Comments on the Technical Proficienc y of our Graduate(s) under your employment

Very	 Very	 Cannot

adequate	 Adequate Inadequate Inadequate comment

Engineering Knowledge:

13 asi Concepts

14. in Construction

15 Iti Analysis

16. in Design

17.

18. Environmental Concerns

19. $ft'Issie$

Drafting Skill:

20. Computer-aided Drawing

21 Mant1I Eawing

Computer Skill:

22. Use of personal computer

23 eieral rpose 6oThware

24. Engineering software

LJ

EJ	 E1 El

El	 El El

El El El El El
-

El El El El El
-

El El El El

Very poor	 Poor	 Good	 Excellent

Language Skill:

25 Orai EnQbsh

26. Written English

27 Putorghua

28.

--

El El El El
-
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Comments on our Graduates' Personal Aftributes

Cannot
Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 Very poor comment

29 Problem so1'ig lcit 	 E1	 E1	 I:J
30. Cooperation	 rn	 iJ	 L1	 LJ	 L1
31 Senseof responthtIity	 []	 []	 I]	 []
32. Ability to express	 L1	 E1	 L1	 L1
33 thitiative	 i:J
34. Creativity	 i:i

35.. Which topic(s) would you like us to emphasize/introduce to or delete from the course in future?

rn
Comments	 No Comment

Details of comment:

36. In general, do you feel that our Higher Diploma graduate(s) employed by your company have
sufficient knowledge/training to perform the duties in your office?

L1
Yes	 No

From the performance of the employees, you find:

37

38

39. Apart from civil and structural engineering, what other new course(s) is required to meet your need?

Please specify:

40. Has your company/office got certification of 150-9000?

LJ
Yes	 No
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Comment on Certification of ISO-9000

41.

42. Operation efficiency is 	 Greatly improved	 EIKI	 L1	 LI1	 LII	 Greatly reduced

43. Q13hty T outpi4$prcxiuct Is	 vi worse	 E	 L1	 L!I1	 cey wrcie

44. Response from staff is 	 Poorly received	 I	 Well received

45. ProitJproductivity is	 Greatly increased	 EI1	 IIJ	 LIII	 eaUy duced

46. The system is beneficial to	 Very much	 L1	 E	 J	 Not at all
the company/staff in long-term

47. Any other comments:

Comment	 No comment

Details of comment:

End of.c!y . .;tionnaire
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Very

Too

Appendix B-4

Pilot Study

ACADEMIC STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE

fgf:	 1. Your answer Is purely your personal view/opinion base on your teaching experience and Is kept In
strict confidence.

2. Please CIRCLE your answers in the questionnaire.)

(A) Comment on the subject(s) taught:
(Use separate sheet for each subject)

(i) Subject title :	 (FT) (Yr. I I 2 I 3)*

1	 Relevancy of the subject to the
course

2	 Relevancy of the subject
syllabus to the construction
industry and the profession

3	 Difficulty of this subject to the
students

4	 Learning attitude of students
in the subject

5	 Consistency of student
performance in the subject

6	 Contact hours of lecture
classes of the subject

7	 Contact hours of tutorial
classes of the subject

8	 Contact hours of Iaboratory/
practical classes of the subject

9	 Usefulness of tutorial classes

	

very reievantl	 LI1	 L1
	

irrelevant

	

Very reIevant	 1IJ	 IIIII
	

irrelevant

	

very easyj	 Eli [	 [:I
	

difficult

	

verypoor	 L1 L1 EI1
	

good

LII1	 LI1	 LII1	 LI1	 Ivery inconsistent

L1 EiII EI1 Li1 I Insufficient

Insufficienti	 EIIII	 JToo long

	

Too long	 Insufficient

	

Very useful	 [I1	 []	 []	 Very unhelpful
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10 Coordination among subject
lecturers teaching the same
subject

11 Are you confident in teaching
the subject?

12 Please state your preparation
work time for the subject

13 Please state the time you spent
on marking the assignments!
coursework of the subject

Teaching methodology:

14 Volume & content of the
standard lecture notes used are

15 Do you think the adoption of
standard lecture notes is good
for teaching and learning

16 Do you follow the standard
lecture notes in delivering the
lectures?

17 What teaching aids do you use
in lectures/tutorials? Please
state the percentage of contact
hours in using these aids
(Total of 100%)

18 Do you let students ask
questions in lectures?

Too much	 [] [] [] [	 Very insufficient

Not confident	 []	 []	 Very confident

hrlwk

hr/wk

[1	 L1	 [I]	 [1	 LI]
Too much	 About right	 Insufficient	 No idea	 Not applicable

Excellent	 []	 []	 Even worse

L1	 E1	 I1
Not at all	 Treat it	 To some	 Very much	 Not

	

as reference	 extent	 applicable

Al	 18!	 Ic	 IDI	 I	 El	 I
Computer	 Overhead	 Video/filmJ	 lntemet/	 None

assisted	 projector	 slides	 web-sites

Very often	 [II]	 Not allowed

19 If you have the choice, would
you like to continue teaching
the subject next year?

20 Please state other comments on the subject:
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21	 Do you think the course is
difficult to the students?

22 What is the English proficiency
of majority of the students?

23 Are the subjects integrated
horizontally in the course
curriculum?

24 Are the subjects integrated
vertically in the course
curriculum?

25 Does the course curriculum
meet the aims and objectives
of the course?

26 Does the course curriculum
meet the demand/expectations
of the industry/profession?

27 Does the current course
administration/management
promote the quality of the
course?

28 Is the current course
administration/management
efficient and effective?

29 What is your view on the quality
of the course?

(B) Comment on Course(s)

(i) Course title:	 (FT) (Yr. 1 /2/ 3)*

30 Does the current course
administration/management
provide the quality assuranc&
to the course?

Very easy	 []	 [II]	 Very difficult

Very poor	 [jj [] [] Very good

Very well	 [] [I	 [I] [I]	 Very poorly

Very poorly	 []	 [j]	 []	 Verywell

Well met	 I j	LII	 Not at all

Not at all	 Well met

Very much	 [	 [] [] []	 Not at all

Not at all	 LI]	 [III]	 [II]	 Very much

L]	 L1	 L1
Excellent	 Good	 Needs	 Poor	 No idea

improvement

L1	 Li	 L1
Excellent	 Good	 Poor	 No idea

L1
Needs change I	 Please state the details of changefimprovement:
improvement___________________________________________

31 Please state other comments on the course:
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34	 Visual Basic

35 NetscapeJlntemet plorec

36	 Do you expect difficulty to prepare
lecture notes in IT approach?

tufoiial and laboraforyseef in ft
apØroath?

38	 Do you think the preparation work in I
approach would be time-consuming?

39
tethIn Will eaus:problerns In
course aclmin;stratienlmanagement?

40	 Do you think the use of IT in teaching
would improve the quality of the
course in teaching and learning?

Very Not at all

42
System?

43 Do you support implementing
ISO9000 quality system in
educational organization?

44
{SO9QOGqalmty system ;ath

45 Do you believe implementing
lSO9000 would improve the quality
of teaching and learning?

Yes	 No	 No idea

Yes	 No Nodea

LL1L1L1
L1

No idea

(C) Comment on IT Teaching:

32	 Do you support the use of IT in teaching	 []	 [I]
Yes	 No

Computer proficiency - Are you familiar with the application of the following:

41	 Other comments:

(D) Comment on 1S09000 Quality JVlanaqement System:
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	Very adequate	 [] [] [] []
	

inadequate

	

Very poor	 [II] [I] [i] [I]
	

good

	

Verypoor	 LI] [I] L!I]
	

good

Adequate	 [IJ	 [I]
	

Inadequate

Verymuch i El [I] [I] [l
	

at all

If 1S09000 quality system Is
implemented In our organization,

46

o ghap e	 Ncfe

47	 do you anticipate improvement in 	 Very much	 [	 Not at all
efficiency of administrative
performance?
	

L1
No idea

4.8
ourse(s) 11

49 do you believe that lSO9000 	 Very much	 []	 [j]	 []	 Not at all
certification will enhance the
reputationof IVE?	 ______________ _________________________________ ______

50 Other comments on lSO9000 quality system on 'course quality and management' 	 ________ ________

(E) General comment:

51	 YOUtWorkJoel .ôn tatufl is

52	 Your work load on administration is

53	 FiØUt f5cllUl	 *4ded I

54	 Support services provided is

55
management

56 Cooperation of staff with students
Is

57 ceratiohamori stft 51-the
E)eartme 'S

58 Cooperation among staff in the
College is

59	 $tsff deiislotent cf tt1iitiO &
sqpport

60 Research opportunities & support is

61 boolhlndequaontactiMth
the lflf,1pMeslor1 flpIi
tte quheourse''

62	 Do you think the current
administrative/management system
in the organisation is helpful to the
quality assurance of the course?

Very light	 [I]	 LII]	 [I]	 LI]
	

heavy
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63	 Were you involved in relevant
consultancy work in the last 12
months?

64	 Were you involved in approved outside
work, apart f, om evenin g teaching

in the last 12 months?
(State the nature of outside work if the
answer 'yes')

65 Were or are you actively involved in
the activities of related professional
body(ies)?
(If the answer is 'yes', please state the
nature of involvement.)

66	 Which topic(s) would you like to emphasize or expand when reviewing the course curriculum in future?

67 Other comments:

68 Post in Department: PL I SL / L I AL I Other

69	 Total number of time-tabled student contact hours per week:

End	 ...	 onnaire
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Appendix C

Guideline for Interview and Grou p Discussion

Propose To pics of Discussion

1.	 Students

A. The Course

1. What's your view on the quality of the course?
(with respect to standard, employability and acceptability.)

2. Do you think the course is appropriate to you?
(Do you find the course difficult? In what way and to what
extent?)

3.	 Is the course curriculum appropriate with respect to
(a) Subjects and syllabus
(b) Contact hours of (i) each subject

(ii) students
(iii) distribution of lecture!

tutorial/laboratory time
(c) Assignments and study time
(d) Examination performance (i) examination paper

(ii) students' performance
(iii) marking of examination

paper
(e) Improvement to students' performance (examination)
(1) Students communication ability

4. Is the workload (assignments/study) appropriate?

5. Is the examination too difficult?
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B. Teaching Methodology

1. Which are the subjects you are most interested in?

2. What are your strengths and weaknesses in the study of the
course (eg. numerical/analytical subjects, descriptive/discussion
subjects.)

3. Discuss your view on the teaching approach/methodology of the
staff.
What are the areas of improvement?

4. Discuss the use of IT in teaching and the e-learning.

C.	 Employability and Future Career

1. Are you interested in this field?

2. Discuss your future plan.

3. Do you consider the course will give you a good support to your
future career (employment/future study).

D. Management

1. Discuss your view on the management of the course.

2. Discuss your view on the college policy and management relating
to your study.
(eg. facilities in library, computing, class-room, time-tabling

and student counseling etc.)

3. Discuss the impact of the current and the proposed educational
changes on the course.
How to cope with the social changes and development?

4. Suggestions/recommendations on improving the quality of the
course.
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2.	 Staff

A. The Course

What's your view on the quality of the course?
(With respect to standard, employability and acceptability.)

2. Is the course appropriate to the students, with respect to level and
difficulty?

3. Is the course curriculum appropriate with respect to :-
(a) Subjects and syllabus
(b) Contact hours of (i) each subject

(ii) students
(iii) distribution of lecture!

tutorial/laboratory time
(c) Assignments and study
(d) Examination performance (i) examination paper

(ii) students' performance
(iii) marking of examination

paper
(e) Improvement to students' performance (examination)
(1) Students communication ability
(g) Strengths and weaknesses of the students

(eg. numerical/analytical subjects - strong
descriptive/discussion subjects - weak)

B. Teaching Methodology

Are you confident in teaching the subject(s)?

2
	

Are you interested in these subjects and would like to continue
teaching them?

Discuss the workload on (i) lecture preparation
(ii) marking of assignments
(iii) administrative duties

4
	

Discuss the use of IT in teaching and e-learning by students.
(Could this improve the quality of the course?)
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C. Mangment

1. How to ensure the quality of the course?

2. Do you think the current management system can provide the
quality assurance?
(eg. the validation process, the course management/operation

system.)
What are the areas of improvement?

3. What's your view on the effect of staff workload on the quality
of education, in particular to a course?

4. Discuss the college policy and management on the quality of the
course.
(Refer to support and facilities, library, computing, staff-
development.)

5. Discuss the impact of the current and the proposed educational
changes on the course.
how to cope with the social changes and development?

6. What is your suggestions/recommendations on improving the
quality of the course?

3.	 Graduates

A. Em1oyment/Further Study

1. Are you in employment or in further study?

2. Are you satisfied with your current employment and the work?

3. Do you think you are competent to the work/employment?

4. Discuss your career plan.

B.	 The Course

1. What's your view on the quality of the course?
(With respect to standard, employability and acceptability.)

2. Is the course supportive to your employment - duties and/or
your further study.
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3. Which area do you find insufficient for your work/further study?
In what way this can be improved?

4. Is the practical content/training in the course sufficient for
development of your work/duty?

C.	 Future trend/development of the course

Discuss the impact of the current and proposed educational
changes on the course.
How to cope with the social changes and development?

2. What is your suggestions/recommendations on improving the
quality of the course?

4.	 Employers

A. Employment

How do you find our graduates, working as your employees, with
respect to employability, quality of performance, efficiency and
knowledge?

2. Comparing with the graduates from other institutions, how do
you rate our graduates?

B.	 The Course

1. Discuss the knowledge/experience, learned from the course, of
the graduates in terms of their performance in your company.

2. Discuss your findings/comments on the course with reference to
your employment of the graduates.

C. Comments/Suggestions

Describe the comments/suggestions on improving the course.

2. Is there sufficient graduate to meet the demand of the industry?

3. Discuss the changes that the course has to make to cope with the
social/educational development and demand for the course.
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Appendix D

Table D-1: Participation in Group Discussions

No.of	 No.of
Group	 Type of Participant	 Participants	 Invitations

Employers	 2	 6

Graduates	 3	 6

1	 Staff of Institute Offering Further Study 	 1	 4

Students	 8	 10

Staff	 2	 3

2	 External Examiners	 1	 2

Departmental Advisory Board Members	 1	 4

Table D-2: Group Discussion Topics

Group 1	 Group 2
Topics to be discussed	 (Graduates + Employers)	 (Students + Staff)

Course Objectives	 /	 I

Quality of Input	 /

College Facilities	 1
Practical Training	 /

Technical SkilllKnowledge	 /

Communication Proficiency	 /	 /

Outcome Measures
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Table D-3: Rate of Response to Questionnaires

No.of	 No.of
Respondents	 Questionnaires Questionnaires 	 % Response Rate

Sent	 Returned

Students	 290	 278	 95.8

Academic staff	 29	 29	 100

In	
132	 45	 34

Employment
Graduates	 Overall 50.7

In Further	
75	 60	 80

_________ Study	 ____________ ____________ ________ _____________

Employers	 120	 46	 38
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Appendix E-1(i)

8th October, 1999

Dear Student,

Re:- Research on Quality in Vocational Course for Higher Technicians
(Questionnaire Survey)

I am writing to seek your help in responding to my questionnaire on quality of the
course you are studying in the college. This questionnaire survey forms part of my
research work which is being done to fulfill the requirements for completing my
doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire. It should
not take more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it
back to me in the enclosed envelope. A response from you by 15th October, 1999 will
be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only combined totals and general
categories.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-1(ii)

12th October, 1999

Dear Graduate,

Re:- Research on Ouality in Vocational Course for Higher Technicians
(Ouestionnaire Survey)

Congratulations to your graduation from the Higher Diploma course.

I am writing to seek your help in responding to my questionnaire on quality of the
course you have studied in the college. This questionnaire survey forms part of my
research work which is being done to fulfill the requirements for completing my
doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire. It should
not take more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it
back to me in the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. A response from
you by 22nd October, 1999 will be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only combined totals and general
categories.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-1(iii)

12th October, 1999

Dear Employer,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering --- Questionnaire Survey)

Many thanks for your kind support and interest in employing my graduates.

I am writing to seek your help in responding to my questionnaire on quality of the
Higher Diploma courses from which your employee(s) is(are) graduated. This
questionnaire survey forms part of my research work which is being done to fulfill the
requirements for completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham,
U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire. It should
not take more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it
back to me in the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. A response from
you by 22" October, 1999 will be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only combined totals and general
categories.

Should you have any questions or cofnments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-1(iv)

8th October, 1999

Dear Colleague,

Re:- Research on Quality in Vocational Course for Hi2her Technicians
(Questionnaire Survey)

I am writing to seek your help in responding to my questionnaire on quality of the
courses for higher technicians that you are teaching in the college. This questionnaire
survey forms part of my research work which is being done to fulfill the requirements
for completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire. It should
not take more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it
back to me in the enclosed envelope. A response from you by 15th October, 1999 will

be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only combined totals and general
categories.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-2(i)

18th September, 2000

Dear Student,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
CivilJStructural Engineering --- (Group discussion)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into
more in-depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be
participated by the principal stakeholders of the courses, including staff, teachers of
further study programme, employers, graduates, external examiners, the department's
advisory board members and students like your goodself. The discussion will
supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half
hours. It is planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group
2, and the discussion will be held at 2.30 p.m. on 18th October, 2000, in Room C352
of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this
month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendic E-2(ii)

18th September, 2000

Dear Graduate,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering --- (Group Discussion)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into
more in-depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be
participated by the principal stakeholders of the courses, including students,
employers, teachers of further study programme, staff; external examiners, the
department's advisory board members and graduates like your goodseif. The
discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half
hours. It is planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group
1, and the discussion will be held at 2.30 p.m. on 12th October, 2000, in Room C352
of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reportswill include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this
month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-2(iii)

18th September, 2000

Dear Employer,

Re: .- Research on Oualitv of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering --- (Group Discussion)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into
more in-depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be
participated by the principal stakeholders of the courses, including students,
graduates, staff, teachers of further study programme, external examiners, the
department's advisory board members and employers like your goodseif. The
discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half
hours. It is planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group
1, and the discussion will be held at 2.30 p.m. l2 October, 2000, in Room C352
of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Vi Road
Tsing Vi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this
month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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AppendLc E-2(iv)

18th September, 2000

Dear Colleague,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
CivillStructural Engineering --- (Group Discussion)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into
more in-depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be
participated by the principal stakeholders of the courses, including students, teachers
of further study programme, employers, graduates, external examiners, the
department's advisory board members and teaching staff like your goodseif The
discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the researck

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half
hours. It is planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group
2, and the discussion will be held at 2.30 p.m. on 18th October, 2000, in Room C352
of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Vi at

20 Tsing Vi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all inforniation discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this
month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

KS. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-2(v)

18th September, 2000

Dear External Examiner,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in Civil/Structural
Engineering (Group Discussion)

I am doing a research work on quality in vocational education for higher technicians in Hong
Kong. The research work is being done to fulfill the requirements for completing my doctoral
studies (Ed.I)) at the University of Dutham, U.K.

The Higher Diploma courses in Civil/Structural Engineering, for which you are the external
examiner, are appropriate and have been chosen for the research work. Survey is the approach
selected to obtain data for the study. Discussion is one of the three processes in the survey.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned courses. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into more in-
depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be participated by the
principal stakeholders of the courses, including staff; employers, teachers of further study
programme, graduates, students, the department's advisory board members and external
examiners like your goodseif. The discussion will supplement the findings from other
processes of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half hours. It is
planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group 2, and the discussion
will be held at 2.30 p.m. on 18th October, 2000, in Room C352 of the Hong Kong
Technical College, Tsing Yi, at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong. -

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic purposes. You
can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be used in any case, and
final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues and aspects raised and
discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the discussion
meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-2(vi)

18th September, 2000

Dear Advisory Board Member,

Re:- Research on Quality of Hiaher Diploma Courses in Civil/Structural
En2ineerin2 --- (Grou p Discussion

I am doing a research work on quality in vocational education for higher technicians in Hong
Kong. The research work is being done to fulfill the requirements for completing my doctoral
studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

The Higher Diploma courses in CivillStructural Engineering are found appropriate and are
chosen for the research work. Survey is the approach selected to obtain data for the study.
Discussion is one of the three processes in the survey.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned courses. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into more in-
depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be participated by the
principal stakeholders of the courses, including staff, employers, teachers of further study
programme, graduates, students, external examiners and the department's advisory board
members like your goodself. The discussion will supplement the findings from other
processes of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half hours. It is
planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group 2, and the discussion
will be held at 2.30 p.m. on l8 October, 2000, in Room C352 of the Hong Kong
Technical College, Tsing Vi, at

20 Tsing Vi Road
Tsing Vi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic purposes. You
can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be used in any case, and
final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues and aspects raised and
discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the discussion
meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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18th September, 2000
	 Appendix E-2(vii)

Dear Dr. Ko,

Re:- Research on Quality of Hi2her Diploma Courses in Civil/Structural
En&neering --- (Group Discussion)

I am doing a research work on quality in vocational education for higher technicians in Hong
Kong. The research work is being done to fulfill the requirements for completing my doctoral
studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

The Higher Diploma courses in Civil/Structural Engineering are found appropriate and have
been chosen for the research work. Survey is the approach selected to obtain data for the
study. Discussion is one of the three processes in the survey.

As you are involved in the teaching of your degree programme, which has admitted a
significant number of my graduates, I would like to hear your comment on my graduates'
performance in your course as well as your opinion on the quality of the captioned course.

I am writing to invite you to join the discussion on the quality of the captioned courses. The
objective of the meeting is to have an open forum type of discussion, probing into more in-
depth comment, opinion and idea on the courses. The discussion will be participated by the
principal stakeholders of the courses, including staff, employers, graduates, students, external
examiners, the department's advisory board members and teachers of further study
programme like your goodseif. The discussion will supplement the fmdings from other
processes of the research.

To achieve the best outcome of the discussion, it is good to have an efficient group of
reasonable size, so that the discussion would not take more than one and half hours. It is
planned to divide the participants into two groups. You will be in Group 1, and the discussion
will be held at 2.30 p.m. on 12th October, 2000, in Room C352 of the Hong Kong
Technical College, Tsing Yi, at

20 Tsing Vi Road
Tsing Vi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic purposes. You
can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be used in any case, and
final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues and aspects raised and
discussed.

I would be very grateful if you would confirm your participation before the end of this month.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the discussion
meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Append& E-3(i)

3'' February, 2001

Dear Student,

Re:- Research on Ouality of Higher Diploma Courses in
CivillStructural Engineering -- (Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to have a private discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have a detail discussion, probing into more in-depth
comment, opinion and idea on the courses in a closer and private environment
between your goodseif and myself, so that the discussion can roam freely between us.
The discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

It is suggested to have the discussion at 2.30 p.m. on 16th March, 2001, in Room
C352 of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all informatkn discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-3(ii)

3rdFebrna 2001

Dear Graduate,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering --- (Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to have a private discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have a detail discussion, probing into more in-depth
comment, opinion and idea on the courses in a closer and private environment
between your goodseif and myself; so that the discussion can roam freely between us.
The discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

It is suggested to have the discussion at 2.30 p.m. on 22nd March, 2001, in Room
C352 of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-3(iii)

3rd February, 2001

Dear Employer,

Re:- Research on Ouality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering ---(Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to have a private discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have a detail discussion, probing into more in-depth
comment, opinion and idea on the courses in a closer and private environment
between your goodself and myself, so that the discussion can roam freely between us.
The discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

It is suggested to have the discussion at 2.30 p.m. on 8k" March, 2001, in Room
C352 of the Hong Kong Technical College, Tsing Yi at

20 Tsing Yi Road
Tsing Yi, N.T.
Hong Kong.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-3-(iv)

3rd February, 2001

Dear Colleague,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering --- (Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to have a private discussion on the quality of the captioned
courses. This discussion is a follow up programme of the questionnaire survey. The
objective of the meeting is to have a detail discussion, probing into more in-depth
comment, opinion and idea on the courses in a closer and private environment
between your goodseif and myself, so that the discussion can roam freely between us.
The discussion will supplement the findings from other approaches of the research.

It is suggested to have the discussion at 2.30 p.m. on 28th March, 2001, in Room
C352.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case, and final reports will include only anonymous descriptions of issues
and aspects raised and discussed.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E.-4(i)

18th March, 1999

Dear Student,

Re:- Research on Quality in Vocational Course for Hi gher Technicians
(Pilot Study of Questionnairel

I am writing to seek your help in participating in the pilot study of a questionnaire on
the quality of the course you are studying in the college. The pilot study is to test the
validity and practicality of the questionnaire. It is an important process to the success
of the questionnaire survey which is being done to fulfill the requirements for
completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire (Pilot
Study) and make comment on the questions of the questionnaire. It should not take
more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it back to me in
the enclosed envelope. A response from you by 30th March, 1999 will be greatly
appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

KS. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-4(ii)

23id April, 1999

Dear Colleague,

Re:- Research on Ouality in Vocational Course for Higher Technicians
(Pilot Study of Ouestionnaire)

I am writing to seek your help in participating in the pilot study of a questionnaire on
the quality of the Higher Diploma courses you are teaching in the college. The pilot
study is to test the validity and practicality of the questionnaire. It is an important
process to the success of the questionnaire survey which is being done to fulfill the
requirements for completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham,
U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire (Pilot
Study) and make comment on the questions of the questionnaire. It should not take
more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it back to me in
the enclosed envelope. A response from you by 12th May, 1999 will be greatly
appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-4(iii)

3rd May, 1999

Dear Employer,

Re:- Research on Quality in Vocational Course for Higher Technicians
(Pilot Study of Questionnaire)

I am writing to seek your help in participating in the pilot study of a questionnaire on
the quality of the Higher Diploma courses in Civil/Structural Engineering. The pilot
study is to test the validity and practicality of the questionnaire. It is an important
process to the success of the questionnaire survey which is being done to fulfill the
requirements for completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham,
U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the aftached questionnaire (Pilot
Study) and make comment on the questions of the questionnaire. It should not take
more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it back to me in
the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. A response from you by 18th May,
1999 will be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-4(iv)

23 April, 1999

Dear Graduate,

Re:- Research on Quality in Vocational Course for Higher Technicians
(Pilot Study of Questionnaire)

Congratulations on your graduation.

I am writing to seek your help in participating in the pilot study of a questionnaire on
the quality of the course from which you are graduated. The pilot study is to test the
validity and practicality of the questionnaire. It is an important process to the success
of the questionnaire survey which is being done to fulfill the requirements for
completing my doctoral studies (Ed.D) at the University of Durham, U.K.

I would be very grateful if you would complete the attached questionnaire (Pilot
Study) and make comment on the questions of the questionnaire. It should not take
more than 15 minutes to do so. When you have finished, please send it back to me in
the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. A response from you by 12th May,
1999 will be greatly appreciated.

Please be assured that all information provided by you will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-4(v)

25th September, 2000

Dear Colleague,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering----(Pilot Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to participate in the pilot interview on the quality of the
captioned courses. The pilot study is to check the validity of the questions to be raised
during the interview and to gain practice in asking questions and recording the
responses. The pilot test is an important exercise to the success of the interview and
group discussion which will be held after this pilot study.

It is suggested to have the test at 2.30 p.m. on 31 October, 2000, in Room C352.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Appendix E-4(vi)

3rd October, 2000

Dear Student,

Re:- Research on Quality of Higher Diploma Courses in
Civil/Structural Engineering----( Pilot Interview)

Many thanks for your kind support and response to my questionnaire.

I am writing to invite you to participate in the pilot interview on the quality of the
captioned courses. The pilot study is to check the validity of the questions to be raised
during the interview and to gain practice in asking questions and recording the
responses. The pilot test is an important exercise to the success of the interview and
group discussion which will be held after this pilot study.

It is suggested to have the test at 2.30 p.m. on 9th October, 2000, in Room C352.

You are welcome to suggest an alternative time and venue, that you may find more
convenient to you.

Please be assured that all information discussed will only be used for academic
purposes. You can also be sure of complete confidentiality. Your name will never be
used in any case.

Should you have any questions or comments, please call me at 90901378.

Once again, thank you for your 'help and I look forward to meeting you in the
discussion meeting.

K.S. Law
Researcher
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Table F4: Course Activity Components and their Duration

Group Industrial
Term 1 Induction	 Lectures	 Consolidation Project Training Holidays

Year	 Week	 1	 2-14	 15	 16-18	 1.5wks
No.

one	 6wks*

Term 2 Lectures Consolidation 	 Exams.	 Holidays

Week	 19-23	 33	 34-36	 6wks
____ No. ______ ________ ______________ ______ ______

Group	 Industrial
Term 1	 Lectures Consolidation	 Project	 Training	 Holidays

Year Week No.	 1 - 14	 15	 16 - 18	 1.5 wks

Summer
two	 Term 2	 Lectures Consolidation	 Exams.	 6 wks *	 Industrial

__________ _________ _____________ __________ 	 Attachment

WeekNo.	 19-32	 33	 34-36	 6wks

Individual
Term 1	 Lectures Consolidation 	 Project	 Holiday

Year	 Week No.	 1 - 13	 14 - 15	 9 wks #	 1.5 wks

three	 Term 2	 Lectures . Consolidation	 Exams.

WeekNo. I 19-31 I	 32-33	 I	 34-36

Notes

*	 Industrial Training is spread throughout the academic year at 1-day per week.
#	 Individual project having a duration of 9 weeks equivalent is spread

throughout term 1, week 16— 18 and term 2.
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Appendix G

ANNUAL COURSE STATISTICS

Course Code
Course Title
	

Higher Diploma Course

1. Admission Statistics

No. of	 No. of	 No. of	 No. of
Applicants	 Alicants	 APdPlicants	 Applicants	 No. of Students

________________	 (l choice)	 (2 choice)	 (3r choice)	 (other choice) 	 Registered

HDCourse	 722	 538	 548	 543	 120
Year!

2. Final Examination Statistics

Passes (%)	 Failure (%)
Officially
	

Non-	 Pass/	 Re-	 Required to
Year
	

istered	 Withdrawn	 upiction	 Sat	 Disünction Credit Progress assess Repeat 	 withdraw

1
	

120	 15
	

5	 100	 0	 0	 76% 14%	 0	 10%

3. Examination Statistics after the Supplementary Examination

Passes (%)
Officially	 Non-	 Pass/

Year	 Registered	 Withdrawn compiction	 Sat	 Distinction	 Credit	 Progress

1	 120	 15	 5	 100	 0	 0	 84%

Failure (%)
Required to

epeat	 withdraw

6%	 10%

4. Mark lunge

Distribution of Students UA	 Average	 Total Number
Year	 Marks	 of Students

	

__________ ^49	 50-64	 65-74	 ^75	 __________ __________

1 (UA)	 24%	 50%	 26%	 0	 58%	 100
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Appendix H

Course Quality Analysis

The quality judgement of a course is carried out by the Course Team at the

end of each academic year. The quality analysis and assessment of the Course and

suggested actions are reported to APAC for their attention and comment.

The quality assessment for each unit (Unit Quality Grade) and for each stage

of the Course (Year Quality Grade) are based on a scale of grades (A to E) which are

defined as follows:

A Very good (many good features)

B Good (good features and no major shortcomings)

C Satisfactory (Shortcomings balanced by good features)

I) Unsatisfactory (Some shortcomings in important areas)

E Poor (many shortcomings)

Unit Quality Grade

Objective Grade

This summative grade for each unit of the Course is based on the following evidences

and information:

• Individual student and group performance in all formal assessments of the unit

including coursework and relevant forms of assessments

• The associated examination statistics within the unit: average unit mark and the

spread of scores

• Examination pass rate, reassess rate and failure rate in the unit
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Subjective Grade

This summative grade for each unit of the Course is based on the views of students,

stag and the local industry:

• Feedback from individual students and/or student/class representatives through

formal and informal contacts, student questionnaires, BoS meetings

• Feedback and views from graduates through questionnaires

• Feedback and views from individual unit lecturers

• Feedback and comments from external examiners

. Feedback and views from employers through surveys, industry representatives

serving on DAB (Construction)

Overall Unit Quality Grade

The assignment of an overall Unit Quality Grade to a unit is based on its summative

grades, namely the Objective and Subjective Grades, taking into account the

departmental and college resources constraints, as well as teaching, course operation

and management issues.

Year Quality Grade

Judgement on the quality of each year of the Course is based on:

• Quality Grades of all units for that year

• Examination Pass Rate

• Progression Rate

• BoS input
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COURSE	 Higher Diploma Course
COHORT PROGRESSION	

COURSE NO.	 INTAKE YEAR

APPLICATIONS

PLANNED PLACES	 I	 I	 TOTAL APPLICANTS I	 I	 INTERVIEWED T	 I
	OFFERSMADE	 ROUNDI I	 I ROUND2 I	 I ROUND3 I	 I
	OFFERS ACCEPTED	 ROUND 1 ______ ROUND 2 _____ ROUND 3 _____

REPEATERS	 I	 I

YEAR1 PROGSION I	 I

YEAR 1

TOTAL ENROLLED AT NOV 1

PASSED 1stTIME	 _____

PASSED RESIT	 I	 I
TOTAL PASSES	 I	 I
ASSESSMENT PASS RATE I	 I

TOTAL DROPOUTS I

TOTAL FAILS	 I	 I
FAILURE RATE	 I	 I

YEAR2	 _____
RETIREMENTS	 I	 I

DIRECT ENTRY
	

I	 I
REPEATERS
	

[_I

YEAR2 PROGSION I	 I

TOTAL ENROLLED AT NOV 1

PASSED 1st TIME	 I	 I
PASSED RESIT	 I	 I
TOTAL PASSES	 I	 I
ASSESSMENTPASSRATE F	 I

D.E. DROPOUTS	 I	 I
TOTAL DROPOUTS I	 I
D.E.FAILURES	 I	 I
TOTAL FAILS	 I	 I
FAILURE RATE	 I	 I

YEAR3	 _____
-	 RETIREMENTS	 [

DIRECT ENTRY [ ]	 TOTAL ENROLLED AT NOV 1

REPEATERS I 	 I	 ___________________________ 	 D.E. DROPOUTS I
PASSED 1stTIME	 I	 I	 TOTAL DROPOUTS _____

CREDITS	 I	 I	 PASSED RESIT	 I	 I	 D.E. FAILURES	 I
DISTINCTIONS	 I	 I	 TOTALPASSES	 [	 I	 TOTALFAILS	 I
YEAR3 PROGSION I	 I	 ASSESSMENT PASS RATE I	 I	 FAILURE RATE	 I	 I

PROGRESSION

	

YEAR I ENTRY COHORT PROG RATE I	 I

	

YEAR 2 ENTRY COHORT PROG RATE I	 I

	

YEAR 3 ENTRY COHORT PROG RATE I	 I
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